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A MONTHLY MAGAZINE FOR THOSE WHO

FIGHT BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS

BY WARGAMERS-

FOR WARGAMERS!



MINIATURE FIGURINES LIMITED
1-5 GRAHAM ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON S02 OAX

Tel: 20855 (0703)
MANUFACTURERS, DISTRIBUTORS

AND RETAILERS OF FINE CAST
MODELS, BOOKS and RULES

ARMIES AND ENEMIES OF ANCIENT EGYPT AND ASSYRIA - Now Available

Price Series 0Infantry
EA2 Egyptian Infantry with Battle Axe and Shield
EA3 Egyptian Archer
EA4 Egyptian Light Spearman
EA5 Nubian Archer
EA6 Egyptian Phalanx Spearman
EA7 Egyptian Axeman
EA8 Egyptian Javelinman
EA12 Egyptian Infantryman New Kingdom
EA13 Syrian Archer
EA16 Hyksos Warrior
EA17 Canaanite Spearman
EA20 Egyptian Archer
EA21 Egyptian Heavy Infantry with Pole Axe
EA22 Egyptian Heavy Infantry with Mace
EA23 Egyptian Heavy Spearman
EA24 Egyptian Heavy Archer
EA25 Egyptian Light Archer
EA26 Egyptian Slinger
EA27 Egyptian Light Javelinman
EA30 Sherden Bodyguard Swordsman
EA33 Nubian Chief
EA34 Nubian Archer
EA35 Nubian Infantry with Club
EA37 Khara Auxiliary
EA38 Amorite Spearman
EA39 Temehu Libyan
EA40 Tehenu Libyan
EA41 Hittite Archer
EA42 Hittite Axeman
EA43 Hittite Guardsman
EA44 Hittitte Spearman
EA46 Egyptian Light Archer 20th Dynasty
EA47 Egyptian Marine
EA49 Retennu Spearman
EA50 Peleset Light Infantry

Infantry Officers/Standards/Musicians Price Series 1
EA1 Egyptian Officer
EA11 Egyptian Officer
EA15 High Ranking Officer
EA28 Egyptian Standard Bearer
EA29 Egyptian Trumpeter
EA32 Medjway Standard Bearer
EA45 Hittite Officer/Standard Bearer
EA48 Egyptian Guard Officer
EA66 Assyrian Officer
EA72 Assyrian Officer
EA87 Urartian Chief

EA105 Babylonian Officer

PRICE LIST

individual

12p

'9 £1.05p
9A C1.20p
1 0 £1.32p
1 1 £2.00p
1 2 £2.40p
12A £3.60p
1 3 £4.00p
Add VAT at 8% to Prices

Peleset Medium Infantry
Weshwesh Spearman
Meshwesh Libyan
Aramean Archer
Judean Spearman
Assyrian Elite Archer
Assyrian Shield Bearer
Assyrian Heavy Shield Bearer
Assyrian Bowman
Aramean Swordsman
Assyrian Heavy Archer New Empire
Hebrew Guardsman
Assyrian Light Spearman
Auxiliary Light Archer
Assyrian Shield Bearer
Assyrian Medium Archer
Anatolian Spearman
Philistine Spearman
Assyrian Medium Archer
Assyrian Spearman
Aramean Archer Auxiliary
Assyrian Medium Archer
Urartian Spearman
Mede Spearman
Judean Swordsman
Judean Archer

Assyrian Archer
Auxiliary Spearman
Assyrian Medium Slinger
Assyrian Light Spearman
Assyrian Medium Archer
Babylion Archer
Syrian Auxiliary Archer
Medium Archer

Assyrian Light Sllnger
Elamite Archer
Assyrian Medium Spearman
Assyrian Light Spearman
Assyrian Light Archer
Assyrian Royai Guard

Cavalry
EAC14 Egyptian Mounted Scout/Messenger
EAC63 Assyrian Horsebow, Early Period
EAC82 Assyrian Lancer
EAC86 Assyrian Horsebow, New Empire
EAC103 Assyrian Medium Horsebow
EAC104 Scythian Horse Archer
EAC106 Aramean Cavalryman

Personalities on Foot
EAX10 Pharaoh of New Kingdom
EAX15 High Ranking Egyptian Officer
EAX18 Pharaoh of 19th Dynasty
EAX19 Egyptian General
EAX36 Nubian High Ranking Officer
EAX45 Pharaoh of 20th Dynasty
EAX58 Assyrian King
EAX59 Assyrian Turtan
EAX68 Hebrew High Ranking Officer
EAX77 Philistine Chieftain
EAX83 Assyrian High Ranking Officer

POSTAGE & PACKING (INLAND)

15% OF ORDER VALUE UP TO £8.00

MINIMUM CHARGE OF25p.
10% OF ORDER VALUE OVER £8.00

OVERSEAS ORDERS

OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS ALLOW 30% OF ORDER VALUE WITH
A MINIMUM OF 90p IF SEA MAIL POSTING REQUIRED.

IF AIR MAIL POSTING IS REQUIRED, PLEASE ALLOW 60% OF
ORDER VALUE WITH A MINIMUM OF £2.50p.

Price Series 0

Price Series 0

OUR OWN RETAIL SHOP
34 NORTHAM ROAD

SOUTHAMPTON.

STOCKIST AND DISTRIBUTORS OF
BLANDFORD BOOKS PHILMAR GAMES
WRG BOOKS £r RULES DUNGEON & DRAGONS

1979 CATALOGUE OF MODEL S El. 15p

MAIL ORDER ADDRESS
1/5 GRAHAM ROAD
SOUTHAMPTON



Warboards

zonec

20mm HEX

EXAMPLE 1

Setting up in secrecy before a table game

Each player has an identical map representing the whole table area as
in figure 1. Forces are manoeuvred on each player's gridsheet only
until a clash is imminent and then those units involved can be set up on
the table. Any troops not visible to the enemy (e.g. behind hill A)
can remain concealed by not setting them up on the table. Even during
the course of the wargame, hidden forces can be left off the table
although their positions will be fixed on the individual player's War-
boards zone. This even enables one player to make covert speculative
moves to counter the opponent's probable tactics and this introduces
a realistic Ignorance Factor to the game which is easy to operate.
Ideally, an umpire is present to keep ̂ n accurate record of both sides'
hidden movements and to rule on precisely when units come into sight.

Extract from Instruction Booklet
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A NEW, VERSATILE SYSTEM
WHICH OFFERS COMPLETE
FREEDOM TO THE IMAGINA
TIVE AND INGENIOUS WAR-
GAMER.

De Luxe WARBOARDS KIT
£8.95 + gOp p & p. includes
all the high quality materials
you'll need as well as extra ro
bust backing sheet and an
unique Stickbook for systematic
storage of symbols, in large stor
age tube.

Payment with order to
EDUCATIONAL GRAPHICS,
25 East John Walk, Exeter,
England EX1 2EP
Tel. 0392-37656.
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44 Candleriggs, Glasgow G1 1LE

Thanks to your tremendous response to last months
advert,our little handles are exhausted making up
all the armies ordered.
No we didn't make a mistakfe with the price Mr A of
East Cheam,Mr R of Birmingham and everyone elce
who wrote in disbelief at our offer.
So once again,here we go;

WARRIOR Armies of the Napoleonic Wars,
Agood start in wargaming.

Army No I British,117 piece army with mounted unit,
Army No 2 French,120 piece army with mounted unit.
Each Army is available at the low price of only,

£9.95,yes £9.95.

NEW THIS MONTH

GU I

GU 2

GU 3

GU 4

GU 5

GU 6

GU 7

GU 8

GU 9

GU 10

GU II

GU 12

20mm GUERILLAS,

African with Chinese SMG (Type 64 PRC)
African with PN rifle,firing
African waving machete carrying Belgian SMG
African officer with type 64 SMG
African officer firing pistol
Other ranks,Advancing with rifle
Other ranks,with SMG and case with sagger missile
Other ranks,lying,firing sagger missile
Other ranks,crouching with Chinese SMG
Other ranks,firing US MI6 AI rifle
Other ranks,advancing with Chinese SMG
Other ranks,firing 'Carl Gustav' 84mm

20mm Guerillas,Hp each.

NEW THIS MONTH.

I5mm ARMIES of the AGE of MALBOROUGH.

British.

15101 Line Infantry Advancing
15102 Line Infantry Firing
I5104 Line Command
15109 Grenadier(Mitre Hat) Advancing
15110 Grenadier{Mitre Hat) Firing
15112 Grenadier Command

15113 Dragoons
15114 Dragoons Command
15118 Horse Grenadiers
15119 Horse Grenadiers Command

Pack of 12 foot figures,.. 65p
Pack of 8 cavalry 65p
Pack of 6 foot command,... 32p
Pack of 4 cavalry command. 32p

Foot command includes officer,
standard,drummer etc.
Cavalry command includes,,
general,officer and standard.
Although designed for the
British Army of the time,most
figures can he painted to
represent other armies.

SEND A STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE FOR OUR SUPER NEW CATALOGUE
TRADE ENQUIRES WELCOME MINIMUM ORDER 60p PLUS 10^ POST,
WATCH THIS SPACE FOR THE CONTINUING SAGA OP WARRIOR'S NEW RELEASES ,

WARGAME FIGURES OF TOMORROW,TODAY,



HEROICS and ROS FIGURES I rules by M. Greenan. £1.05 post free. I
Specialists in 1/300th scale. Heroics & Ros Figures are manufactured in high Fantastic value includes fast moving,
quality tin-lead alloy. They are not the same as any other maker's tanks. Try accurate combat for Armour, Infantry
some and see the differencel Send s.a.e. for new full Hst of items available. and Ground Attack in 1:300 scale WW2.

WORLD WAR II MICRO-AFVs at 12p each.

and Ground Attack in 1:300 scale WW2.

German

Panzer II B

Panzer II F
Panzer II Flamm
Wespe
Lynx
Panzer III J

Panzer III M
Panzer III N
StuGIIIG
Panzer IV D
Panzer IV F1

Panzer IV F2
Panzer IV H

StuGIV
jagdpanzer IV
Hummel

Nashorn

Panzer 3B{t|
MarderlllSd 139
Marder III H
Hetzer

Panther D

Panther G

Jagdpanther
Tiger I E early
Tiger I E late
Tiger II Porsche
Tiger II Henschel
Jagdtiger
Elefant
Brummbaer

Sturmtiger
Hanomag Sd 251 / I B
Hanomag Sd 251 /ID —

late version
Sd 251/10 + 3 7Pak
Sd251/16Flamm

Sd 251 rocket launcher

Arm'd Maultier Rocket

Launcher

Sd250

Sd 250/9 a/c
BIV Funklenpanzer

Ostwind AA
Wirbelwind AA

Opel Blitz
Opel Blitz with office body
Opel Maultier softskin
Kubelwagen (6p)
Schwimmwagen (6p)
BMW+ sidecar {6p)
Bussing Nag truck
Raupenschlepper Ost
SdKfz222
SdKfz231
SdKfz 234/1

SdKfz 234/2 Puma
Protz tractor

Kettenkrad(6p)
SdKfz 10

SdKfz 11

SdKfz 7
3 7 Flak on SdKfz 7
Flakvierling on Sd 7
Pak 35/36 + crew
Pak 38 + crew

Pak 38 + crew

Pak 40 + crew

Pak 43/41 ♦ crew
Pak 43 on cruciform trail

+ crew

7 62 Pak 36 (r) ♦ crew
10 5 cm howitzer ♦ crew
15 cm howitzer + crew

17 cm howitzer ♦ crew
a 8 Flak 37 + crew
7.5cm G36 mountain

gun + crew
7 5cm infantry gun
15cm inf gun + crew
Nebelwerfer + crew

Karl tracked mortar (30p}
German standing gun
crew separately dOpI

German kneeling gun
crew separately (lOp)

Mountain cre.w

separately (lOpI
Rommel personality set

with Rommel, staff
officer, despatch riders
and half-track (25p)

Me 109Gn5pl
Fw 190D(15pl

Ju 87 B (1 5p}
Hs 129(15p)
MeBf 110(15p)
Me410(15p)
Fw 189(15p>
DFS 230glider(15p)
Gotha glider I30p)
Me 163 Komet

BR57 Armoured

Locomotive (50p)
Armoured wagon with
10 5cm in turret and
3 7 Flak (30pl

Panzer 38(t) on flat car
(30p),

Flat car for mine defence
Panzerdraisine rail patrol

trolley
Straight track
Curved track

Do217E(25ol
Ju 52 ISOpI
Me262(15p)

SdKfz 251/22 +Pak 40

SdKfz 250/7+ mortar

He111H(30p)
Ju88A(30p)

SUSS

SU 100

T28

T35n5p)
JSII
JSill
ISU 122
ISU 152

T-26B

BA-10

BA-32
BA-64

T-70
GAZ-AAA

GAZ-60
JAG-12
GAZ-67{6p)
Katyusha on Studebaker
Katyusha on GAZ
M42 45mm AT + crew
M41 57mm AT + crew
M44 100 mm AT + crew
M39 76.2 mm field gun
+ crew

M31 /37 122mm field gun
+ crew

M38 152mm howitzer +

crew

M31 203mm tracked
howitzer ♦ crew

Russian standing artillery
crew separately dOpI

Russian kneeling artillery
crew separately 110p)

57mm AT on Komsomlets
SU76
SU-37 1AA

Komsomlets

Stalinets

GAZ-AAA + quad AA
Polikarpov 1 -16 (15p)
11-2 Sturmovik n5p)
Pe-2 (I5p)
Yak-9(15pl

Ros Micro-AFV's and modern period micro-tanks are
ainzp except where marked.
Heroics Figures In 1/300th scale are 70 pence per
pack of 50 Infantry, 20 cavalry or 6 guns.

MODERN PERIOD MICRO-TANKS
SOVIET

T-72Tank

T-62 Tank
T-55Tank

T-55 dozer

T-55 mine clearer
T-10M tank
PT-76 light tank
BMP-76(BMP-1)
BTR-40P with Swatter
BTR-60PB APC

BRDM-2APC
BRDM-2 with Sagger
ASU-85SPgun
UAZ-469 jeep
BM-21 Rocket
Launcher

ZSU-23-4SPAA
ZSU-57-2SPAA

D-30 122mm howitzer
+ crew

M55 152mm howitzer
+ crew

M55 100mm AT gun ♦
crew

BTR-50APC

BMD Paratroop APC
BM -14 towed rocket
launcher + crew

GAZ-69 jeep
UflAL-375 truck

SA-6 Gainful AA missile

SA-9 Gaskin AA missile
SA-2 Guideline AA

missile
M1974122mmSPG
ASU-57SPATgun
GAZ-69 + Recoilless

rifle
FflOG-7 artillery missile
on launcher truck

MiG-17
MiG-19(15p)
MiG-21 {15p)
MiG-23(30p)
BTR-50 APC
MiG-25 Foxbat (30p)
Su-7(15p)

Su-9(30p)
Sul5(30p)
Yak-28(30p)
Mi-8Hip(30p)
Mi-24Hind(30p)
8MD Para APC

USA

M60A1 tank

M60A2 tank

M48A2 tank

M551 Sheridan light
tank

M60A1 dozer

MIISAPC

M113 + recoilless rifle
M113 + T0WAT

missile

M163 Vulcan SPAA
M730Chaparral SPAA

missile system
M106 mortar carrier
Ml 14 recce vehicle

M72B Combat
Engineer Vehicle

Ml 10SP howitzer
Ml 07 SP howitzer

Ml 09 SP howitzer

Commando armoured
car

XR311 High mobility
wheeled carrier + TOW

M41 Walker Bulldog
light tank

M42 Duster SPAA
M548 tracked carrier
Honest John missile on
launcher truck

Haw4c AA missiles on

M548 launcher

M577 command
vehicle

Dragon light AT missile
set of three

M60 AVLB (20p)

Huev Cobra gunship
(30p)

Bell Iroquois (30p)
SkyhawkilSp) •
F104Starfi9hter(25p)
F4 Phantnm (25p)
F111E(30p)
F14ATomcat (30p)
F15Eagle(25p)
LVTP-7

ISRAEL
Super Sherman

L-33 155mm SP

SWEDEN
S-tank

1kv-91 light tank
Pbv 302 APC

VK 155mm SPG

UNITED KINGDOM
Chieftain
Centurion
Centurion AVRE
FV432 APC
FV438Swingfire
launcher

FV432 + mortar
FV432+Wombat

FV432 + Rarden
FV432 + Cymbeline

radar

Chieftain Bridge Layer
(20p}

Abbot SPG
Saladin armoured car
Saracen APC
Fox armoured car

Ferret armoured car
Ferret 2/6 AT missile

carrier

Scorpion light tank
Scimitar light tank
Striker light AT missile

carrier
Spartan light APC
Rapier AA missile

Stalwart truck

Jaguar n5p)

Harrier{15p)
Buccaneer(30p)

Land Rover %

FV 180 CET

GERMAN
Leopard A1
Leopard A2
Leopard A4
Marder MICV

Gepard SP AA
Jagdpanzer Rakete

missile carrier
Jagdpanzer Kanone SP
AT gun

Spz-11-2APC
Spz-12-3APC
Milan light AT missile

set of three

Unimog truck
Leopard ARV

FRENCH
AMX-30tank

AMX-13light tank
AMX-13 + SS11 AT

missiles
AMX-13 + H0T

missiles

AML H-90 armoured
car

EBR-75 armoured car
AMX-30155mm

howitzer

AMX-50 Roland AA
missile launcher

AMX-10APC
AMX-10 + H0TAT

missiles
Jeep withEntacAT

missiles
Milan light AT missile
launcher (set of 3)

Mirage IIIC(15p)
Jaguar (15p)
AMX-30 ARV
AMX-10RC

La-5(15p)
MiG-3|15p)
Russian Armoured
locomotive (50p)

Armoured wagon with
T34 turret (30pl

Flat car

Straight track
Curved track

T40

T60

UNITED KINGDOM
Tetrarch

Honey
Grant
Sherman M4A1
Sherman Firefly
Matilda
Valentine II

Valentine tX

Archer

Bishop
Churchill III

Churchill SBG bridge-
layer

Churchill AVRE

Churchill Crocodile

Churchill ARK

Ram Kangaroo
Churchill Carpet Layer
Deacon

Scorpion Flail
A9

A10

A13

Crusader II

Crusader III

Cromwell

Comet

Challenger
Sherman Crab

Sherman DD
Marmon Herrington
Number Armoured car

Daimler Scout Car
Daimler Armoured Car
Universal Carrier

Sexton

Wasp flame-thrower

ACV Dorchester
ACV AEC
Crusader AA Mk 1
Crusader AA Mk 2
2 pdr. portee on Chevrolet
6 pdr. + crew
2 pdr. + crew
17 pdr ♦■crew
25 pdr. limber & crew
5.5 in howitzer + crew
7.2 in howitzer + crew
Bofors 40mm AA gun
Morris 6x4 Bofors tractor
Quad Tractor
Scammel tractor
Bedford OL
Ford (Canada) 15cwt

truck
Chevrolet 15 cwt.
Chevrolet 3 ton
Bedford OL with office

body
Bedford GY 3 ton GS
Chevrolet Petrol Tanker
Scammel Tank

Transporter (20p)
British kneeling

artillerymen separately
(lOpI

British standing
artillerymen separately
dOpI

Spitfire IX I15p)
Hurricane II M5p)
Mosquito FB VI (15p}
Typhoon IBHSpl

Horsa (50p)
Hamilcar (50pi
Wellington (30pl
Card cut-out

landing craft
(5forfi)p)

American artillery crew
standing separately (lOp

P51D Mustang (15p)
P47D Thunderbolt (15p)
P40EKittyhawk(15pl
M21 81mm mortar
Ml 105mm howitzer
C-47 Dakota (50pl

USA

'TALIAN

KLSfaVe M13/40
Ml8 Hellcat "
M4A3 Sherman CVL6/40
M4A3E2 i
M4A3E8 J
M4A1 dozer FiatGSOBis IISpl
iLjin SemoventelOB
M36
M26 Pershing
M7B1 priest
M12 155mm SP „
M3 half-track Hungary
T19106mmGMC I"'®"'
M3 75mmGMC , .
Jeep(6p| RabaBotond
LVT Buffalo
Greyhound MS
Studebaker 2^/^ ton truck prgnce
Sherman Calliope Panhard A/C
Weasel
M4 High Speed Tractor
Dodge Weapons Carrier
DUKW
Studebaker Gasoline

Truck
White Scout Car
3 in AT gun + crew
75mm Pack howitzer +

crew

105mm howitzer + crew
155mm Long Tom + crew
M16SPAA

Hungary
Turan 1
Turan2
Raba Botond

NEW ITEMS: American Civil War; ACW9 ACW Generals; ACW10
ACW Gun Teams (2): ACW11 ACW Mijle-tirawn Wagons (2).
Napoleonics; MPN6 Prussian Lantjwc-hr.
WW2 German: SdKfz 10 (• 2cm Flak, Sdkf/ 251/9 + 7.5cm Gun.

1 /300th SCALE FlGU RES 70 pence packs.
NAPOLEONIC PERIOD
MPN17 Napoleor^ic Marshals
FRENCH NAPOLEONIC GUARD
UNITS
MFN5 Grenadiers of the Did Guard

RUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MRN1 Grenadiers
MRN5 Pavlov Guard
MRN2 Jagers skirmishing
MRN3 Cuirassiers

MfN20 Chasseurs a Pied of Ihe Guard MRN6 Cossacks
MFN7 Horse Grenadiers
IV1FN11 Chasseurs a Ch4val of Ihe Guard BAVARIAN UNITS
MFN2 Polish Lancers of the Guard MGNl Bavarian Infantry
MFN8 Foot Artillery of the Guard POLISH UNITS
MFN9 Horse Artillery of the Guard MWN1 Polish Infantry
FRENCH NAPOLEONIC LINE UNITS MFN2 Lancers
MFN1 Line Grenadiers SPANISH NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MFN14 Fr. Line Fusiliers MSN1 Spanish Musketeers
MFN4 VoftiQuers skirmishing MSN2 Spanish Grenadiers
MFN16 Fr Carablniers MSN3 Spanish Musketeers skirmishing
MFN 10 Cuirassiers MSN4 Spanish Dragoons
MFN19 LineOragoons SECOND WORLD WAR
MFN6 Chasseurs a Cheval of the Line GR1 German Infantry

GR2 GMFN12 Hussars
MFN13 Lancers of the Line
MFN3 FootAriillery
MFN15 Fr Gun Teams
MFN18 Fr Wagons arnf Teams
BRITISH NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MBNI6 Wellington & Generals
M6N1 British Infantry
MBN7 British Line Infantry Light Co.
M6N14 British Light Infantry
MBNI 5 B

erman Infantry Support
Weapons

GR3 German Paratroops
GR4 German World War II cavalry
GR5 AfrikaKorps
BR1 British Infantry
BR2 British infantry Support

Weapons
BR3 British Paratroops
8R4 8th Army

ritish Light Infantry skirmishing SRI Russian Infantry
MBNB Hi SR2 Rghlanders
MBNB Highlanders skirmishing
MBN4 Riflemen
M8N17 Household Cavalry
M6N2 Dragoons
MBNB Scots Greys
MBN10 British Hussars
MBN11 Brit. Lt. Dragoons
MBN9 Horse Artillery
MBN3 FootArtiliery
MBNI 2 Brit. Gun Teams
MBN13Brit Wagons
PRUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MPN1 Musketeers
MPN2 Jagers skirmishing
MPN3 Dragoons
MPN6 Prusslsn Uhlsns
MPN4 Anillery
AUSTRIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MAN1 Austrian Musketeers
MAN2 AustrisnGrensdiert
MAN3 Austrian Jsgers skirmishing
MAN4 Austrisn Cuirassiers
MANS Austrisn Artillery

ussian Infantry Suppon
Weapons

SR4 Russian World War II cavalry
USR1 United States Infantry
USR2 U

MAR 10 Late Period Legionaires
MAR11 Late Period Heavy Cavalry
MAR12 Roman Generals Tribunes
MAR 13 Late Period

Legionaries attacking
BYZANTINES
MAB1 Byzantine Heavy Infantry
MAB2 Byzantine Armoured Cavalry
MA83 Byzantine Heavy Cavalry
MAB4 Byzantine Light Cavalry
MASS Byzantine Horse Archers
MAB6 Byzantine Foot Archers
BARBARIANS
MA11 Dacian Infantry (includes

spearmen, rnomphiae,
archers, etc)

MA 12 Visigothiclnfaniry
MA13 Hun Cavalry
MA14 Gothic Cavalry
MAI 5 Sarmatian Cataphracts
MAI 6 Ancient British Chariot
MA 17 Ancient British infantry
MA16 ArKient British Cavalry
MA19 Arab Camelry

(Seleucid-Palmyran)
MAF1 Gaulish Infantry
MAF2 Gaulish Cavalry
GREECE
MAGI Greek City Hoplites
MAG2 Successor Phalanx
MAG7 Phodian Slingers
MAG6 Cretan Archers
MAGS Greek Cavelry
MAG5 Successor Cavalry

nited States infantry Support MAG4 War Elephants
Weapons MAG8 Spanan Hoplites

MODERN PERIOD MAGS Peltasts
Ml NATO infantry MAGIOMacedonisn Hypaspists
M2 NATO Infantry Suppon MAG11 Thracian Light Cavalry

Weapons PERSIANS
M3 Warsaw Pack Infantry MAPS Persian Immortals
M4 Warsaw Pack Infantry Support MAP2 Persian Archers

Weapons MAPS Persian Spearmen
ANCIENT PERIOD MAP4 Persian Horse Archers
ROMANS MAP6 Mounted Persian Spearmen
MAR1 Roman Legioneires MAP7 Persian Armoured Cavalry
MAR2 Romana attacking MAPI Persian Chariots
MARS Roman Light Infantry MAPS Persian Scvthed Chariots
MARA Asiatic Archer SASSANIDS
MARS RomanCavalry MAS1 SessanidLevy Spearmen
MARS Roman Wer Engirtes MAS2 Sassanid Archers
MAR7 Praetorian Guard MASS Sassanid Clibinarll
MAR8 Equites Sirtgularis Guard Cavalry MAS4 Sassanid Cataphracts
MARS Western Auxiliary Archers MASS Sassanid Light Cavalry

MAS6 Sassanid Elephants

Additional Modern: FRG: Leopard 2 AV, Luchs 8x8 A/C; France: Saviem VAB 4x4;
USA: M88ARV. M578ARV. Unce, XM-723 APC. M352%ttruck; USSR:ZIL131 truck,
MTU-55 I20p).
Postage & Packing: UK: minimum 20p, 10% in £ up to £5, over £5:40p only.
Europe 20%, Surface mall worldwide 20% of value of order.
Airmail USA & Canada 40%. Australia & New Zealand 50%
£1 = lOOp = US$1.95approx. Telephone: 01-650 6517

HEROICS and ROS FIGURES

New 1/300th Napoleonics; MRN7 Russian Musketeers, MAN6 Austrian Musketeers in helmets.
MRN8 Russian Horse ArtillerY. MFN21 French Light Infantry. MFN22 French Guard Empress
Oragoons, MAN7 Austrian Hussars.
MAIL ORDER: Goods are offered subject to availability. Please give -
some alternatives. Every effort will be made to fulfil first choices.
We accept ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD, BANKAMERICARD, EUROCARD,
CHARGEX and MAS TERCHARGE. Just send your card number.
Mail Order Address: DEPT Mil
P.O. Box 26, Rectory Road, BECKENHAM, Kent
BR31HA, England.



FRENCH NAPOLEONIC

CARABINIER TRUMPETER
1808 75/JBC11

fm HINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD.
MELTHAM, HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND HD7 3NX

manufacturers of fine cast models

LICENSED MANUFACTURERS OF: HERITAGE U.S.A. DER KRIEGSPIELER U.S.A. BUGLE & GUIDON U.S.A.
VALIANT U.S.A.. SOLE IMPORTERS LABAYEN.

Only one new release this month but a few reminders of some of our 'Golden
Oldies'.

We're busy at the moment building up to the launch of two new business _____ _ _, _ _ _ _
ventures which should excite some of the more discerning amongst you and LATEST RELEASE
we've also other plans for the New Year.
Our own New Fantasy pieces, star ships, men-o-war and the usual steady and
some would say remorseless additions to our model soldier ranges. FRENCH NAPOLEONIC W
— We love model soldiers — they may be more demanding CARABINIER TRUMPETER ttllfr
in design, they may even get less than profitable, but its f 1808 75/JBC11 HHB
in the blood and some may even say it shows — they f
did in the U.S.A. last October when they awarded us £9.85 iikw 9m
the top award for the best historical range at Origins

75miTI BENASSI CAVALRY

75/JBC2 Prussian Landwehr Lancer 1815 '
75/JBC3 French Cuirassier Trooper 1815 \ B
75/JBC4 French Napoleonic Chasseur A Cheval

75/JBC5 French Napoleonic Scout lancer (Eciaireur) Jf ^

75/JBC6 Mongul Warrior/Herdsman & Pony
75/JBC7 Russian Bashkir with horse 1812-14 B sS
75/JBC8 French Napoleonic Mounted Gendarme /■

(Army of Spain 1810) 75/JCB4 M IK'
75/JBC9 French Dragoon Trooper 1815 m75/JBC10 Prussian Dragoon 1815 j^Li mum m AIiJarvis Range(90/DJ) 80mm Figures(80/)

R^'t'yfateriOT™ M American Civil War Zouave90/DJ2 Young^i^Guart Traiiieur, J/AjK Wounded Confederate Soldier
90/DJ3 ^er^sth. Lancers, Bt lllrW. M 8003 Grenadier 12th Foot (Suffolk R

Captain Peninsular/ 8004 Officer of the Cameron Highlar

8005

^^pjf "S"S2;Sj^r 8006 S3°[®|,V'erioT'°''®°°"®

75/JCB4

80mm

80mm Figures (80/)
American Civil War Zouave
Sergeant 14th New York
Wounded Confederate Soldier
Grenadier 12th Foot (Suffolk R

90/DJ7

egt.)
1759
Officer of the Cameron Highlanders
Tel-EI-Kebir 1882
Parachute Regt. Private Arnhem
1944
Corporal 1st Royal Dragoons
Waterloo Period
Medieval Mounted Knight £18.00

WARGAMERS
Its 1979 for our design of 15mm figures, they
will be different to all that have marched
before be sure of that but in keeping with our
usual style they'll be better than anything
you've ever seen — impossible! It's been said
before but we just seem to manage it some
how — not a lot for starters but a littid bit of
the best! I
Watch the ads.

HANDBOOK £2.75 plus 30p post & packing. GUIDE TO WARGAMING £1.10 plus 20p postage £r packing.



See the booths of the
leading mllltdry publishers
in your locdl booKshop or model shop

SPRING ̂
MILITARY DCX>K

k £AMPAI^
April^^

Arms & Armour Press • DIdnd/ord Press
Leo Cooper • Osprey

Patricl^Stephens • Salamander

Trade Enquiries to Roy Knightley 017947868



LAINIDIVIARIC Soo^tAeCien^....
We stock books from leading UK and overseas publishers. We offer a retail PANZER MAGAZINE SPECIAL. GERMAN TANKS OF W.W.H. This
counter service from our shop and a prompt mall order facility which we believe is large format book has many detailed photos, colour plates and
second to none! We accept BARCLAYCARD and ACCESS credit cards. scale plans. (English text). £5.95

IMPERIAL JAPANESE ARMY & NAVY UNIFORMS AND EQUIPMENT
328 page in FULL COLOUR complete with English language summary E8.35

AMERICAN a ARMOURED CARS A.J. Clements 280 x 208mm 72 pp over 120
B&W photos. 19 drawings & diagrams. £3.50

THE GERMAN ARMY TODAY Siegfried Schultz £10.95
104 pages, over 275 B&W photos, 30 in FULL COLOUR! English/German text.

BRITISH TANK MARKINGS AND NAMES B.T. White. £5.95
Unit Markings, Individual names and paint colours of British AFV's 1914-45. 194
B&W illustrations, 56 in COLOUR.

LES UNIFORMES DE PREMIER EMPIRE
Edited by Cdt Bucquoy.
A series of books with French texts that will

eventually consist of 8 volumes illustrating
3,5(X) colour cards representing the work of
Henri Boisselier, P. Benigni, E. Fort, Cdt.
Bucquoy, Quinto Cenni, E. Leiiepvre, L.
Rousselot, M. Toussaint, Ganier Tancon-
ville, V. Iluen, L. Malespina, M. Orange,

L. Vallett, K.A. Wilke. Titles now available:-
VOL 1. LA GARDE IMPERIAL Troupes a
Pied, Over 160 illustrations in colour at £14.50
VOL II. LA GARDE IMPERIAL Troupes a
Cheval. 240 full colour illustrations £17.50
VOL III. LES CUIRASSIERS. This new
volume on Napoleon's cavalry is the latest
edition at £19,50

AERO ARMOUR SERIES
A library of information on German Military
Vehicles, at £2.50 ea.
Vol. 1 The Tiger Tanks.
Vol. 2 German Panzers.
Vol. 3 Sturmartillene Part 1.
Vol. 4 Sturmartillerie Part 2.

Vol. 5 Strassenpanzer.
Vol. 6 Armour, Eastern Front.
Vol. 7 German Half-tracks.

PODZUN (Waffe Arsenal Armour)
Squadron Signal Format with German Text
£1.95ea.

Skoda 35(t) Panzer 38lt)
Tiger 1 Panther
8.8cm Flak Stalin's Giganten, KV

1 KV2
Panzer 1 King Tiger
Panzer II Maus

Panzer III 3.7 cm Pak

TRADE AND RETAIL

PANZERS IN NORTH WEST EUROPE Bruce Quarrie
240 X 170 mm 96 pp 150 B&W photos £2.50 ^

G-50
G.50
e.60

N  £2.50

SKINNER'S HORSE Christopher Rothero
210 X 197 mm48pp, 6pp Colour. 17pp of line illustrations

EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME

UNIFORMS, ORGANIZATION £r HISTORY OF THE WAFFEN 'SS'
R.J. Bender & H.P. Taylor

Vol. I This volume covers the uniform B&W photos & illustrations £8.25
types, headgear, rank and trade insignia, Vol. Ill Covers the following divisions. 'Prinz
Waffenfarben, Pennants and Tactical Eugen', 'Florian Geyer', 'Hohenstaufen',
Symbols. 'Frundsberg', 'Nordland', 'Hitlerjugend' and

222 X 150 mm, 160 pp. 32 pp Colour, 120 'Handschar'(Kroatische).
B&W photos & many line illustrations £8.25 222 x 150mm 176 pp over 130 B&W photos
Vol. II Covers the control of the Waffen SS & illustrations £8.25
and shows how it was controlled both in its Vol. IV The divisions covered in this title
political {i.e. as part of the SS) and military are, Waffen Grenadier Division {Ukrainische
capacities. Also the higher formations — Nr. 1)'Horst Wessel', Gotz von Berliching^,
Army Groups, The Army and Corps which 'Reichsfuhrer SS' and Grenadier Division
were created towards the end of the war. iettische Nr. 1. £8.25
222 X 150mm. 176 pp. 5 pp Colour, over 180

UNIFORMS ORGANIZATION AND HISTORY OF THE AFRIKA XORPS'
R.J. Bender & R.D. Law
This book covers the German Divisions in and camouflage.
North Africa and includes special units, 2^ x 150mm. 256pp, 14pp Colour, over 225
uniforms and equipment, vehicle markings B&W photos & illustrations £9.75

BLANDFORD COLOUR BOOKS. Each title has a very large colour content!
Army Uniforms WW 1 £3.75 — Army Uniforms WW 11 £3.25 — Cavalry Uniforms £2.95
- Infantry Uniforms Vol. 1. £2,95 & Vol. 2. £2.95 - Military Uniforms of the World £2.95
— Uniforms of the American Civil War £3.25 - Uniforms of the Napoleonic Wars £3.25
~ Uniforms of the Seven Years War £3.25 — Uniforms at Waterloo £3.25 - World
Uniforms and Battles £3.2S — Uniforms of the American Revolution £3.25 — Warriors
and Weapons of Early Times — Uniforms of the Penninsular War £4.25

UNIFORMS AND BADGES OF THE |
THIRD REICH R.Kahl.
A series of handbooks dealing v^th uniforms,
equipment, badges and distinguishing marks
of all the uniformed groups related to the I
Third Reich. |
Vol. I. NSDAP Covering NSDAP uniforms
and those of its supervised organizations I
such as the DAF. Period 1922-45. 298 x 211 |
mm 76pp 287 B&W illus. £7.75 '
Vol. 11. SA - NSKK - SS. A book devoted
to the affiliated political militant organizations
of the NSDAP and SA with all its special
branches, NSKK and SS with Sipo and
Brigade Ehrhardt. 298 x 211mm. lOOpp 556
B&W illus. £9.75
Vol. III. HJ - NSFK - RAD. Extensive
cover of the HJ NSFK and RAD as affiliated
organizations of the NSDAP, excepting the
NSFK which fell mainly under the auspices
of the German Air Ministry. 298 x 211mm
80pp 481 B&W illus. £8.25

ALL PUBLICATION DATES AND PRICES ARE CORRECT AT
TIME OF GOING TO PRESS.

VISIT OUR NEW SHOWROOM!
If you can afford the time to visit us personally, please do. You should find plenty
to interest you in our shop whether you are an enthusiast or a modeller, or simply
just like to browse amongst specialist military books. You may find our displays
of militaria and models of interest too. Why not call on us In the near future and
remember we now welcome BARCLAYCARD and ACCESS cards on ail your
purchases.

SMALL ARMS ARTILLERY & SPECIAL
WEAPONS OF THE THIRD REICH. T.
Gander & P. Chamberlain,

A complete record of all arms used by, or
developed for the German Army. Over 1,100
photos. £12.50
GROSSDEUTSCHLAND James Lucas.

The history of Germany's elite panzer force.
234 x 156mm 192pp illus. £6.95
PANZER (The Armoured Force of the Third
Reich) Matthew Cooper & James Lucas
243 X 170mm, 160pp, 130 B&W photos,
3 Maps. C4.95
PANZER ARMY AFRICA James Lucas
Covers the desert war from the German
viewpoint. 243 x 170mm, 212pp, 59 B&W
photos, 8 Maps. C3.25
HITLER'S ELITE LEIBSTANDARTE SS'
James Lucas & Matthew Cooper
220 X 155mm. 160pp, 120 B&W photos,
8 Maps. £3 25

m Stocks of AH available.FULLrousselot&houiitoulle
■  COLOUR PLATES

THE BRITISH ARMY OF 1914 Major R.
Monay Barnes.
296pp, 6 Colour plates, 28 B&W illus. £5.00
MILITARY UNIFORMS OF BRITAIN &
THE EMPIRE Major R. Money Barnes.
346pp, 38 Colour plates, 73pp line illus.£5.00
THE CRIMEAN WAR R.L.V. Blake
182pp, 16 B&W plates, 12 Maps £5.00
FLAGS & STANDARDS OF THE NAPO
LEONIC WARS. Keith Over.
n2pp, 8pp Colour, over 100 illus. £3.80
UNIFORMS & WEAPONS OF THE
CRIMEAN WAR. R. Wilkinson-Latham.
*'>6pp, 4pp Colour, 73 illus, £4.95
ARMIES OF 1812, Vol. 1. The French Army
Otto von Pivka.
160pp. 49 Colour & 78 B&W illus. £7.95
RENAISSANCE ARMIES 1480-1650 George
Gush.

128pp, no photos, 480 drawings £2.95

THE PENINSULA VETERANS O S. Richards.
183pp. £3.95
WASHINGTON'S EYES (The Continental
Light Dragoons) Burt G. Loeshcer.
I^pp, 4pp Colour, 15 B&W illus. £5.25
UNIFORM REGULATIONS FOR THE
ARMY OF THE UNITED STATES 1881
62pp. 36 Official War Department
photos. £2.25
CAVALRY (The History of Mounted War
fare) John Ellis
192pp. 90 B&W illus. 20 Colour illus. £6.95
THE MILITARY HORSE (The Equestrian
Warrior Through The Ages)
106pp, over %) B&W illus. 30 illus in
Colour, £4.50
WATERLOO. Henry Lachoque.
202pp, 51 Colour plates, 300B&Wiilus. £9.95
THE AGE OF CHIVALRY Vol I. L: & F.
Funken.

156pp, FrenchText, Coiourthrght. £6.50

POSTCARDS!! We stock ORIGINAL postcards by Harry Paine,
R. Tuck, etc., for sale to callers only.

ISO PUBLICATIONS

WEASEL, Carrier Cargo WI29 & M29C 150 x 212mm. 72pp, 120 BErW photos. 95p
DUKW 2% ton 6 X 6 Amphibian. 150 x 212mm. 72pp, 8pp Coiour 140 B&W photos. £1.25

BRITISH MILITARY TRANSPORT W.W.M. David Jane
206 X 250mm, 48 pages Colour profiles, 70 photos, illustrated throughout with 1:35 scale
drawings and many detail and interior line drawings. £2.50

Mailorder
'JrriUK & Overaeas

POS T A befri^TES
100|o . of Order—

.. Min. PoBtsageiZSp

Out'' Optu: \
Tues - Sat.r'iO €Lm. |
tiill 5p.m. daily. ''

CLOSED:ipm '8pm dsHy

All day Monday.

-  * w ̂  Tal;Oi-9df» 2S05

Iv/V N OIVI K tv 'BookicUvu.
S70,Burlingtior^ Rd., New Maiden, Surrey.KT3 6NL

AFRIKA KORPS. Bruce Culver.
280 X 210mm, 48pp of photographs and 2pp Coiour^^^^^^a
centrespread. £2.50

lhah ̂ -oecial ^'letnam.

LES VEHICULES BLINDES FRANCAIS1945-1977 Pierre Touzin
220 X 240mm 280pp, 345 B&W Photos, 27 Colour Photos, French Text

all avail
able WW II
pact files
- profiles
— BELLONA
prints a
books
carried

STOCKI



SKYTREX LTD
MODERN 1/300 MICROTANKS lOp each UNLESS PRICED

OTHERWISE

BRITAIN
DMB3 Chieftain (rotating turret)
DMB4 Centurion Mk 13 (rotating turret)
DMB5 Centurion AVRE 12p
DMB6 Chieftain Bridgelayer 25p
DMB11 Scorpion
DMB14 Scimitar
DMB22 Fox Armoured Car

DMB23 Saiadin Armoured Car
DMB24 Saracen ARC

DMB25 FV432APC
DMB26 Spartan ARC
DMB27 Striker with Swingfire AT missiles
DMB30 Abbot SRG
DMB34 F\/432 with Rarden Cannon
DMB35 FV438 with Swingfire AT missiles
DMB36 14 ton Land Rover
DMB37 Stalwart Amphibious Truck
D(VIB38 Land Rover LWB % TON
DMB39 Land Rover 1 ton Truck
DMB40 Bedford 4 ton truck (4 x 4)
DMB41 Bedford MK. 4 ton Truck (4x4)
DMB42 FV432 with Wombat AT Gun
DMB51 FV432with81mm Mortar

DMB52 Rapier AA Launcher on tracked
chassis 12p

DMB53 Cymberline Mortar Locator Unit

GERMAN

DMG5 Leopard 2AV
DMG6 Leopard A1
DMG20 Jagdpz Kanone
DMG28 Jadg. Ranzer Rakote
DMG29 MarderA.R.C.
DMG40 4 ton Tactical Truck (4x4)
DMG41 7 ton Tactical Truck (6 x 6)
DMG42 10 ton Tactical Truck (8x8)

M48A2
M60A1

M60A2
XMIMBT 15p
Sheridan
M41 Light Tank
M113ARC
M113 with Recoiless AT Gun
Ml 10203mm SR Howitzer 12p
M107 175mm S.R.G. 12p
M104 Recce A.P.C.
M106 with 155mm S.R.G. 12p
Lance Surface to Surface Tactical
Missile on Tracked Launcher 12p
M577A1 Command Vehicle
M548 Tracked Cargo Vehicle
M548 with Hawk AA Missiles 12p
M-561 Gama Goat 1% ton Truck
M36 2 Vi ton Truck (6 x 6)
M49 Petrol Tanker

Commando Arm'd Car
Tank Transporter 25p

FRENCH

DMF1 AM13 with 105mm Gun
DMF3 AMX13 with Hot Missiles
DMF4 AMX30MBT

DMF10 AMX10PARC
DMF11 AMX10C Support
DMF12 AMX 10RC Armoured Car
DMF15 AMX30 with Roland AA Missile
DMF16 GCT 155 mm SR Gun
DMF19 AML 90 Armoured Car

WARSAW PACK

DR2 T72 MBT (1976)
DP3 T55 each
DP4 T62 with

Dr*?> PT76 rotating
DPS ZSU57/SRAA turret
DP7 T54

DPS BTRBOpRB ARO
DP9 BTR40p with Swatter Missiles
DP10 BMP76RBARC
DR11 BTR50APC

DP12 SAM 6, Tracked AA Rocket
Launcher 12p
SAM 9, Low level AA Rocket
Launcher
122 mm S.P. Gun (1976) 12p
UAZ 469 Jeep
BRDM-2 Armoured Car
BRDM-2 with Sagger AT Missiles
T55 Dozer
T55 Mine Clearer
BM21 Rocket Launcher 12p
ZSU 23-4 SPAA Truck 12p
URAL 375D 4% ton Truck (6 x 6)
T55A.R.V.
URAL (6 X 6) Refuelling Truck
Zil 485 Amphib Truck 12p

MANY MORE MODELS
lop ON THE NEW

1979 LISTS

RECOMMENDED REFERENCE BOOKS

LAND REFERENCE BOOKS
German Tanks of WW2 (hardback) £5.25
German Armoured Cars WW2
(hardback) £3.95

German Artillery WW2 (hardback) £7.95
German Halftracks WW2 (hardback) £3.95
German Military Transport WW2
(hardback) £6.50

British & U.S. Artillery of WW2
(hardback) £11.95

Tanks & Armoured Fighting Vehicles
1900-1945 (hardback) £9.95

Panzer Colours Vol. 1 £4.95
Panzer Colours Vol. 2 £4.95
Armour Camouflage and Markings
N. Africa^ £3.50

Handbook of British Army 1943 £4.50
Panzer! The Armoured Force of the

Third Reich (hardback) £4.95
Modern Armour (hardback) £5.95
Modern Military Vehicles of the
World (hardback) £3.95

Modern Military Transport of the World £2.95
Modern Artillery of the World £2.95
Renaissance Armies (G-Gush) £2.95
Encyclopedia of German Tanks £11.95

NAVAL REFERENCE BOOKS

British Warships WWII (Allan) £4.95
German Warships WWII (Allan) £2.50
Italian Warships WWII (Allan) £3.25
French Warships WWII (Allan) £2.95
U.S. Warships WWII (Allan) £4.50
Japanese Warships WWII (Allan) £4.25
French Warships of WWI £3.75
Warships of the Imp. Japanese Navy
1869-1945 £12.95

U.S. Battleships of WWII £10.00
British Battleships of WWII £19.95
Soviet Warships WWII £7.95
German Warships of WWII £5.95
Allied Escorts of WWII £15.00
Submarines of WWII £12.95

Jane's Fighting Ships 1919 £12.60
Jane's Fighting Ships 1944-45 £15.75
The U-Boat Hunters £4.95

The E-Boat Threat £4.95

Battleships of WWI £6.95
Atlas of l^aval Warfare £10.95
Combat Fleets of the World 1978-79

(hardback) £19.95
Guide to Soviet Navy £13.95
Warships issues 1 — 8 in stock £2.00 each

AIR REFERENCE BOOKS

German Fighters of World War 2 £1.60
R. A.F. Fighters of World War 2 £1.60
American Fighters of World War 2 £1.60
Luftwaffe Camouflage of World War 2 £1.60
R.A. F. Camouflage of World War 2 £1.60
U.S.A.A.F. Camouflage of World War 2 £1.60

£1.60 Aircraft of WWI (Allan) £2.50
£1.60 Aircraft of WWII (Allan) £2.50
£1.60 Soviet Aircraft of Today (A&A) £4.95
£1.60 Aircraft of the U.S.A.F. £4.95
£1.60 British Aviction Colours of WW2 £4.95

Mail Order address:

28 BROOK STREET

WYMESWOLD

LEICESTERSHIRE

ISRAEL

DMM Merkeva M.B.T. 15p
DMI2 Isherman lOp
DM1 10 Ramta RBY Scout Car lOp
DM1 11 Ramta RBY with recoiless

AT Gun lOp
DM115 Solton 155mm S.P.G. casement

Sherman chassis 15p
DM1 16 Solton 155mm Field Gun firing 15p
DM117 Solton 155mm turret on Centurion

chassis 15p

Barclaycard & AccessWelcome

Telephone Orders & Enquiries
Loughborough 213789

POSTAGE & PACKING

UK, BFPO: 10% of order value

(minimum lOp, maximum £1)

OVERSEAS COUNTRIES:

30% of order value (minimum 50p)

E.E.C. COUNTRIES;

20% of order value (minimum 20p)

Goods will be despatched by the fastest
method within the money allowed post
age.

Our new Spring 1979 lists are now
available.

PLEASE SEND A SELF-ADDRESSED

ENVELOPE PLUS A 15p POSTAL ORDER
FOR COMPLETE LISTS.

REFERENCE BOOKS OF PARTICULAR
USE TO WARGAMERS

TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE

1 Western Desert (hardback) £3.95
2 Russian Campaign (hardback) £3.95
3 Tank Battles Western Front
(hardback) £3.95

4 Mediterranean Campaign (hardback) £3.95
5 Arab-Israel Wars (hardback) £3.95
6 Air Battles in Miniature (hardback) £4.95
7 Napoleons Campaigns in Miniature £4.95
UNIFORMS AND WEAPON GUIDES

BY WARGAMES RESEARCH GROUP

Armies & Enemies of Ancient

Egypt & Assyria £2.80
Armies & Enemies of Ancient China £3.50

Armies of the Greek & Persian Wars £2.80
Armies of the Dark Ages £3.50
armies of Feudal Europe 1066-1300 £3.85
Armies of the Crusades £3.85
Armies of Macedonian & Punic Wars £2.20

WARGAMES RESEARCH GROUP RULES
3000 B.C. to 1250 A.D. £1.30
1685-1845 Rules Napoleonic £1.30
1925-50 Armour & Infantry Rules £1.30
Army Lists for the Ancient Rules 70p
Army Lists for the Renaissance Rules 95p
Renaissance Rules (W.R.G.) £1.30

RULES BY DECALSET/SKYTREX/DAVCO

M usketeer (D. M ilward) £1.05
Voltigeur (D. Milward) £1.05
Wars of Roses (E. Smith) 70p
A.C.W. Rules (Confed. High
Command) £1.05

Middle Earth Rules £1.05
Western Gunfight 65p
WWI Naval 75p
WW2 Naval 75p
Symwar Caesars Conquests 85p
SymwarWW2 £1.05
Symwar Modern £1.05
2()th Century Skirmish 1935-45
(Paragon) 75p

WWI Air Rules (Paragon) 85p
WW2 Air Rules (Leicester) 2nd edition £1.05
A.C.W. & Ironclad Naval Rules

(Skytrex) £1.05

RULES BY TABLETOP GAMES

Napoleonic Rules 85p
Rudis Gladiatorial Rules 90p
[.ance Medieval Rules 90p
Tercio 16th Century Rules 90p
Tercio Army Lists 65p
Napoleonic Naval Rules £1.10
All Army Cards in Stock Each 38p



Battles
with
Model Tanks
Donald Featherstone

and Keith Robinson
Clearly and explicitly presented, this modern style of warfare is brought to the
table-top by expert wargamers Donald Featherstone and Keith Robinson. How to
handle the numerous AFVs, thickness of armour, employment of anti-tank weapons,
angles of impact, gun calibres, missile weights, mines and infantry co-operation are
amongst the many subjects included in the wealth of technical and tactical advice
on this fast developing side of wargaming. Complete with background narrative,
rules, and ten historical battle scenarios from World War I to the Middle East conflict,
BATTLES WITH MODEL TANKS is a 'must' for both the novice and experienced
wargamer.

148 pp. Illustrated with 9 maps £4.25 hardback £2.95 paperback

W' 1

'ANE'S
8 Shepherdess Walk London N11



NCTTINGH/lAi MCDCL SCLDIEC StCP

GARRISON 25mm.
CARTHAGE

Standard Bearer
Officer

Drummer

Citizen Spearman 1st Class in
reserve

Citizen Spearman 1st Class
attacking
Citizen Spearman 2nd Class
Mercenary Balearic Slinger
Mercenary Cretan Archer
Mercenary Numidian Javelinmar
Libyan, unarmoured attacking
Spanish Scutaris
Gual Mercenary
Gallic Chief

Gallic Standard Bearer
Gallic Swordsman
Gallic Archer
Gaul in Reserve
Cavalry Officer
Standard Bearer
Cavalry, Armoured
Cavalry, Numidian
Cavalry, Spanish
Gallic Nobleman
Gallic Cavalry
War Elephant with 3 crew

NORMANS

Knight with kite shield and spear
overarm

Knight with kite shield and spear
underarm

Mailed Archer

Unarmoured Archer

Crossbowman

Italian Mercenary, round shield and
spear

Italian Mercenary, kite shield and
spear

Knight with spear at rest
Knight with spear, overarm
Knight with spear, couched
Knight with spear, banner

SAXONS
HSl

HS2

Huscarl with dragon standard
Huscarl with spear and round
shield attacking
Huscarl with sword and round

shield, attacking
Huscarl with two handed Danish

axe, attacking
Hascarl with two handed Danish
axe and slung shield
Huscarl with spear, kite shield and
javelins
Select Fyrdman, mail shirt, round
shield and spear
Fyrdman with round shield and
spear

Fyrdman with kite shield and
club, attacking
Fyrdman with two handed Danish
axe

Fyrdman with throwing axe
Archer

GREECE
G1 Officer

H2 Standard Bearer

G3 Hoplite in reserve
G4 Hoplite attacking
G5 Trumpeter
G6 Peltast

G7 Slinger
G8 Archer

G9 Sythian Mercenary Archer
GIO Spartan Hoplite in reserve
G11 Spartan Hoplite attacking
G12 Theban Hoplite attacking
G13 Peltast
G14 Theban Hoplite in reserve
GCl Cavalry Officer
GC2 Standard Bearer

GC3 Cavalry, Corinthian helmet
GC4 Cavalry, Boeotian helmet
GC5 Cavalry, Attic helmet

PERSIA

PEl Officer

PE2 Standard Bearer

PE3 Immortal attacking
PE4 Infantry unarmoured
PE5 Immortal in reserve

PE6 Immortal firing bow
PE6A Shield for PE6

PE7 Infantry unarmoured in reserve
PE8 Infantry unarmoured. Javelin
PE9 Infantry firing bow
PE9A Large shield for PE9
PEIO Infantry armoured, attacking
PEll Phyrgian attacking
PE12 Phrygian in reserve
PE13 Phrygian, double headed axe
PECl Officer MTD

PEC2 Standard Bearer

PEC3 Cavalry unarmoured SP and SH
PEC4 Cavalry unarmoured SP and bow
PECS Cavalry unarmoured
PEC6 Clibanarius
PEC7 Camel, rider armoured
PEC8 Camel, rider unarmoured
S20 Sythed chariot, 2 crew

All prices plus 10% postage and packing.
Minimum lOp.

RANGE

SS
1  Barbarian on Foot

2  White Magician
3  Shim Guard

4  Northman with Mace
5  Troll

6  Frost Giant**

7  Northman Archer

8  Northman with Spear
9  Northman with Axes
10 Northman Standard Bearer
11 Snow Ape**
12 Demon

13 Winged Demon***
14 Vanha Spearman
15 Hawkman***

16 Two-Headed Troll Giant**
17 Oriental Giant**

18 Winged Serpent ̂ p
19 Bosnian Archer

20 Aquiland Pikeman
21 Aquiland Infantryman
22 Aquiland Standard Bearer
23 Dark Legion
24M Aquiland Knight with Spear*
25M Aquiland Black Guard with Spear*
26M Aquiland Standard Bearer*

7W0LLAT0N STREET,

NOTTINGHAM.

Telephone: Nottm. 43457
27 Nimidlan Archer

28 Nimidian Infantryman
29 Nimidian Royal Guard
30 Nimidian Standard Bearer
31M Nimidian Knight with Spear*
32M Nimidian Guard with Spear*
33M Nimidian Standard Bearer*
34 Corinthian Infantryman
35M Hyrkan Horse Archer*
36 Pict Infantryman
37M Hyrkanian Horse Archer*
38 Shemite Archer
39 Stygian Infantry with Pike
40 Stygian Archer
41 Stygian Standard Bearer
42 Tarun Immortal
44 Tarun Archer

45 Tarun Standard Bearer

46M Tarun Heavy Cavalry*
47M Tarun Horse Archer*

48M Tarun Standard Bearer*
49 Vanha Infantry with Pike
50 Vanha Archer

51 Vanha Guard with Spear
52 Vanha Standard Bearer
53 Order of the Pale Hand
54 Wizard of the Dark Ring
55 Druid

56 Priest of the Matri
57 Follower of Set

58M Barnarian Hero*

59 Queen with Tiger**
60M Mounted King*
61 Enchantress
62 Royal Attendant with Fan
63 Royal Attendant with Vase
64 Nude Female Temple Dancer
65 Griffon***
66 Centaur**

67M Hykan Cavalry with Glaive*
68M Vanha Mounted Swordsman*
69M Queen mounted on Tiger*
70 Tree Spirit — Ent.***
71 Ore Chief with Standard
72 Armoured Ore with Glaive

73 Armoured Ore with Mace
74 Armoured Frost Giant**

76 Female Centaur with Bow**
77 Man Ore. Armoured. Bearing Axe
78 Man Ore. Armoured, Bearing Glaive
79 Wood Elf with Bow
80 High Elf with Spear
81 Dwarf with Axe

82 Dwarf Chief with Spear
83 Four Armed Giant**
84 Horned Lizard9" Long**
85 Two headed Serpent*'
89 Zangiran Archer
90 Zangiran Heavy Infantry

NEW ADDITIONS
SSMS88 Goblin Mounted on Lizard 50p
SS91S Armoured Centaur 30p
SSMS92 Wraith Riding Winged Reptile C1.25
5593 Goblin Firing Bow 14p
5594 Rock Giant £1.05
SS95S Winged Warrior with spear (Bat wings) 30p
SS96S Winged Warrior with axe (Bat wings) 30p
SS97S Winged Warrior with firing bow 30p

(Bat wings)
SS98 Gobin with Spear 14p
SS99S Wolfman 30p
SS101S Winged Warrior with spear

(feathered wings) 30p
SS102S Winged Warrior with sword

(feathered wings) 30p
SS103S Winged Warrior with bow

(feathered wings) 30p

FOOT 14p
CAVALRY 30p
SPECIALS One Star30p

Two Stars 30p
Three Stars 40p or as priced
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time but ̂ approaching it^from very differ^nt^di-

potentialities, and on a printed board that can |
bear no possible resemblance to an actual battle- i
field, is attempting to recreate military situa-
tions made familiar through fiction or real-life.
His scope is virtually limitless because the
rectangular pieces of card can denote any type,
strength or period formation he desires and, not
being tied to any physical or ground scales, his printed playing board can represent an area just as
vast as he wishes. Compare that with the unrealistic way in which perhaps 20/40 figures represent a
regiment, with maybe 10-20 such formations on a table-top terrain which, for reasons of space, cannot
possibly encompass more than a fraction of the actual battlefield.

So far the scales seemed to be weighed in the favour of the board wargamer, yet he is denied the
sheer sense of achievement and satisfaction so well known to the miniatures wargamer when a well
painted unit parades on a miniature battlefield and performs ably and characteristically. Probably
this does not bother the board wargamer, who will claim that he is able, by virtue of being unlimited
-iv, +r> rra-in Vi H c a n t H a f a n t "i On from a realistic re-creation of a narticular battle. For

with even as many as a thousand figures a side (there were about 350,000 men engaged in 1815) on a
table say 12 feet by 6 feet which can, at best, only represent the immediate area around La Haye
Sainte or some fractional part of the field.

However, it all boils down to a little of what you fancy does you good - if you achieve satisfac
tion from board wargaming and all its ramifications, then that is your scene. On the other hand, if
your interests do not begin and end with the actual battle but also take in collecting and painting
miniature armies, then stick to miniatures. Or, derive optimum satisfaction by doing both!

One aspect in which the board wargamer is definitely superior lies in the manner in which all his
games have an explanatory narrative - either real-life or fictional. Not for him the setting up of
every single figure he has got in his Napoleonic armies for example and fighting across the table until
arguably one side would seem to have - wen or else there is no time left. Far better for the miniature
wargamer to have scenarios which allow for off-table movement, for formations to arrive at different
times, and to have a definite unarguable objective.
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THE LE&END OF THE SIEGE OF BERWICK CASTLE IN 1310

Kenn Hart

Until recently little was known aUout this short hut heroic defence of one of England's most
northernly outposts. Contemporary writers tended to overlook this engagement in preference for more
glorious and larger battles, for instance the combat at Bannockhurn. Our story begins with King
Edward I of England yet again preparing to march north to subdue his bothersome neighbours the Scots
under their King Robert the Bruce. For once the Bruce had stolen a march on his former friend and
benefactor Edward and whilst the latter was busy gathering his forces in and around Newcastle. Bruce's
target for that campaign was the taking and holding of Berwick-on-Tweed, to deprive Edward a port into
which the English navy could land supplies and men for the land forces. Throughout the winter Scottish
ambassadors had managed to secure men and money from both the King of France and the King of Norway.
These princes both had good reasons for ensuring that Edward of England did not also become Edward of
Scotlandl

Berwick castle was perched on the eastern coast of England and was a very strong fortification
comprising an outer castle and an inner one, the latter being separated from the former by a deep
moat and high walls. To completely man its huge walls at least 1,200 men were required but the Earl
of Chester who was then the Governor had only k60 men and a small cannon, but the garrison knew of
Edward's coming campaign and were looking forward laying on a fine feast for their liege lord, and
had no worries about the savages from the north.

The strident call of the alarm bell on the early morning of the 5 August 1310 was treated by the
garrison as just another fruitless exercise by the Governor, so when they finally manned their posts
the English men-at-arms were dismayed to see a huge Scottish army complete with siege equipment moving
in and around their stronghold. Chester immediately sent a messenger to Edward to inform the king of
the position of his loyal subjects.

The Bruce had under his command the largest army he had ever led, largely due to the assistance
given by France and Norway, The army was broken down as follows:-

Sir James Douglas - 2^0 well-armed mounted lances
290 medium armed Scottish pikemen
140 light Scottish bowmen.

Sir William Gordon - 460 heavily armed Scottish pikemen
220 light French arqubusiers

Sir Walter Stewart - 400 heavily armed Swiss pikemen (paid for by France)

Sir Alexander MacFarlane - 460 medium Swiss halbardiers ) / \
240 light Swiss crossbowmen ) France)

Sir Nigel Urquhart - 440 heavily armed Norwegian spearmen

Peter Blood - Master of the siege train, which included a siege tower, catapults and cannons and
bombards of various sizes

Sir Edward Bruce 500 Scottish pikemen
250 Scottish archers

750 Scottish light horse
Not present at the siege.

The Scottish force slowly moved into its pre-arranged locations while the defenders looked
apprehensively on. By midday Bruce had his men and equipment in position and ordered his captains to
ensure that the troops had a meal before the assault began. The English had not been idle and bundles
of arrows, stones for throwing on the heads of attackers, plus other types of various missiles were
placed at strategic points on the castle's ramparts.

With an almighty roar the Scottish ordnance opened fire on the main drawbridge (d) and its flank
ing walls (C & E), but only minor damage was caused. The siege tower was started on its way towards
the castle (C) with Gordon's French arqubusiers moving in front of it to give covering fire.

The whole Scottish line started to move forward. Behind the siege tower which was being moved by
MacFarlane's halbardiers came Gordon's pikemen who were having considerable difficulty carrying their
pikes and the cumbersome scaling ladders, their objective was the castle wall to the north of the
siege tower (B). In the centre of the line the Douglas archers pushed large fascines in front of them
which sheltered them from enemy fire and were also destined to form a bridge over the moat outside the
main drawbridge (D).

In the first five minutes of the advance the arqubusiers lost 60 men to the accurate shooting of
the English longbowmen stationed on the castle's walls at B & C. The fire from the highly trained
Frenchmen was ineffective and after only 8 minutes of combat they dropped their muskets and ran to the
rear after losing a further 40 men. The fascines were no longer much protection to their movers be
cause the bundles of wood had progressed so far that the defending archers on the flanking walls had
a good shot at the Scots and accounted for 37 of them.

Fifteen minutes after the order to advance had sounded the siege tower had reached the moat and
could not progress any further, so the order was given to lower the ramp and the halbardiers hurriedly
climbed up to the fighting platform. The defenders small cannon managed to hit the siege tower but
caused no casualties and very little damage. At the foot of the tower Gordon was enraged to discover
that he was much too far to the right of his intended position and could not cross the moat because he



had no fascines. The fuming Highland chief ordered his men to march along the moat until a dry place
across was found. The noise of Gordon's bellowing was drowned by the ear-splitting roar of the
ordnance again. A huge cloud of smoke enveloped the main drawbridge and its flanking walls, when the
smoke cleared a great cheer arose from the Scots who saw that the drawbridge and portcullis had been
blown to smithereens. The smoke and shock of the bombardment enabled the Douglas archers to place
their fascine bridge across the moat but as they retired, their job well done, the English got their
revenge by shooting down hj Highlanders. The Swiss crossbowmen who had been positioned to give cover
ing fire to the returning Scots only managed to knock lumps off the castle masonary without hitting a
single defender.

As the siege tower's ramp landed with a loud thud on the English wall (C) MacFarlane's halbard-
iers rushed across it to engage the defending billmen under Sir Denzil Hartog. This charge managed to
push the English back a few paces and the Swiss killed k of them without losing a man. Gordon and
his frustrated men managed to get to the base of the castle's wall (B) and raise their ladders, but
they were a full grown man's height too short of the summit! This caused much mirth amongst the de
fenders and accounts for the fact that not one arrow was fired at the luckless Scots. With the main
gateway's defences blown away Chester ordered a barricade to be thrown up in place of the portcullis.
The men-at-arms carrying out this task lost 39 men to the jubilant crossbowmen who had been on the
receiving end of some hard words from the Douglas contingent. Too soon the Swiss crowed because their
brightly coloured clothing stood out well against the green sod and made easy targets for the longbow-
men who stuck their yard-long arrows into 'il men from the distant mountains of Switzerland. During
this exchange of the missile men Sir Walter Stewart and his Swiss pikemen had advanced to within
charge range of the main gateway (D), and loudly shouting their warcries they lumbered across the
fascine bridge to engage the English halbardiers. Heavy was the cost to the gallant Swiss, a total
of 83 men fell during the advance and initial melee whilst only 2 defenders were injured. The moat on
both sides of the bridge was fast filling up with dead Scots and their comrades, the water flowing
towards the sea was turning red with blood. To the right of the main gateway Sir Nigel Urquhart and
his Norwegians had advanced and managed to place their fascines, which they had initially left behind,
across the moat and raise their ladders against the castle's wall (E). The men from the fjords of
Norway had not suffered a single casualty on their advance and Urquhart was feeling that Mars was on
his side as he started to make the perilous climb up the ladder.

The closely packed melee on top of the eastle wall and along the siege tower's ramp swung in
favour of the better armoured defenders and with the loss of 2 men they managed to elear the ramparts
of erstwhile Scots and push the attackers back down their own ramp killing 10 Swiss.

Ordering his men back to camp Gordon stormed off in search of Bruce muttering dire threats against
his men who had scouted his objective. Thoroughly demoralised and the brunt of the crude English quips
thrown at them his men obeyed, stumbling and swearing away from the castle and its defenders, who
blinded by tears of mirth still did not fire.

The-crush in the gateway (D) was such that for a long while no casualties were caused in the
actual melee while the Swiss at the tail of the attacking column were being picked off with ease by
the longbowmen. The column was getting shorter from the rear when a further 60 pikemen fell. This
murderous butchery enraged the Swiss that much that with a heaven rending cry they pushed their comrades
at the front over the barricades and into the gateway arch forcing the English men-at-arms back. During
this push a further 60 arrows found their marks in Swiss bodies.

On the ramp an empasse had occurcel with both sides locked breast-to-breast. Three Scots and 2
Englishmen were forced off the ramp and plunged to their doom. The defenders were in danger of losing
the struggle through lack of manpower and more men were urgently sent for. These stalwarts arrived
just in time to enable a further 7 Swiss to go and seek their Maker and losing only 2 men themselves.
The Swiss were begining to waver.

In the gateway the Swiss trampled over their own dead and dying to kill 6 defenders and force their
way the length of the enclosed passage. Only 2 billmen stood between Stewart and his objective - the
inner courtyard. The billmen were easily disposed of and the way to the courtyard was clear.

Urquhart and his men of Norway had managed to surprise the English archers on top of the flanking
wall (E), the latter being engrossed in shooting down Swiss pikemen. The English lost k men due to
the surprise sprung upon them but quickly rallied and killed k spearmen and flung a ladder from the
wall getting rid of a further h. The luck of Urquhart had turned.

Pushed and urged from behind the Swiss on the ramp managed a desperate push against the English,
who smelt victory within their grasp. MacFarlane had decided that his tower was in danger of being
taken and subsequently burned so he ordered his halbardiers still on the ground to start moving the
tower away from the castle. Feeling the tower shudder Hartog shouted his men to disengage and get back
on their own wall, this they did just in time. The wall (C) was crowded with dead, wounded and dis
carded weapons and the defenders were glad of a respite from the fighting that had been going on for
25 long and bloody minutes. This respite, however well earned, was not to be. The strident call of
Chester's personal trumpeter ordered all defenders not engaged to rally on him in the courtyard.

In the inner courtyard men started to prepare to raise the drawbridge once the defenders had dis
engaged and retired over it. The Earl of Chester was in dire trouble. With only W battle-weary
billmen at his back, the total English reserve, and the triumphant Swiss pouring forth from the gate
way like hounds out of hell Chester mounted his favourite war horse 'Lode Star', dug in his spurs and
defying the Swiss with his personal warcry galloped into them. His men seeing this took fresh heart
and ran after him. It was too much for the fatigue Swiss and when k of their number fell to the Earl
and his horse alone they started to retreat.

Urquhart now cursed the luck he had praised not fifteen minutes before. The English had managed
to clear their wall of all invaders apart from Urquhart himself, and push away all their scaling
ladders. With his men dead or thrown screaming off the walls Sir Nigel decided to sell his life dearly
but the English were after his ransom! and not his hide. In the ensuing struggle the knight was pushed
off tne wall and falling screaming down onto the pile of his own men who had suffered the same fate.



This 'cushion' certainly
saved his life hut he was

so hadly hruised and shook-
up that he had to he
carried off the field on

his shield.

Slowly the heavy siege
tower was trundled hack on

its original course accom
panying the leaden limhed
warriors who assisted or

carried their more unfor

tunate comrades.

The Swiss were heing
pushed hack out of the gate
way and the Norwegians were
gloomily carrying their
leader and own men hack

towards their camp.
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CampBruce ordered the royal J I Camp /
trumpeter to sound the Re- \.
call. The field belonged
to the English who were
glad to sit down where they were and catch their hreath. The entire attack had lasted only one hour
hut many gallant men would not rise to see the coming morn.

Throughout the night hoth sides huried their dead, hound their wounds and prepared for the next
onslaught. Shortly after midnight the carrick St.Linda heached just helow Berwick's wall and Sir
Roger Durham and his lieutenant Sir William of Saxony landed with 220 heavily armoured axe armed men-
at-arms. They had intended to land at Newcastle hut contrary winds and a fractured mainmast had hlown
them further north than they intended. They made a welcome addition to the depleted garrison strength.

Bruce had decided on a four pronged attack on the castle making the defenders stretch their meagre
forces dangerously thin. Gordon was only stopped from decamping and marching home hy the love he hore
his King, the moody Highlander was again to act as a reserve. Sir Walter Steward and his Swiss pike-
men were to use the siege tower in their assault with Gordon acting as reserve, at 'C. The attack on
the gateway 'D' was entrusted to Sir Nigel Urquhart, who had turned down the opportunity to ascend yet
again a wohhling ladder in a full suit of armour and upon finally reaching the top only to he thrown
ignominiously over the battlements like a bucket of slops. Sir Alexander MacFarlane and his halhar-
diers took over the much hruised Urquhart's objective at the flanking wall at 'E'. The Swiss cross-
bowmen, from behind mantles, were to cover the advances of hoth Urquhart and MacFarlane. Sir James
Douglas, his archers and pikemen, were on the right of the battle line and they were to attack the
wall at 'H'.

Before dawn on 6 August 1310 the Scottish army quietly moved into their assault positions. On
the cold mist clad castle battlements the English sentries huddled around their braziers and longed
for the dawn so the sun could drive the cold out of their hones.

At 0500 hours the whole Scottish force moved wraith like through the pre-dawn thick mist that
had hlown in from the sea towards the silent castle that rose spectral in front of them. The Scots
were within 200 yards of the moat when a sentry heard the creaks and groans of the siege tower
approaching, he immediately rang the alarm hell. The English archers strung their hows and fired at
the indistinct shapes helow them, so had was the light that only 3 attackers were hit.

The English quickly manned the positions and just In time because the tower had reached the moat
and its ramp was down in a trice. No wooner had the wooden ramp struck the damp castle walls than the
Swiss pikemen in their heavy armour were across it and engaged Durham's axemen who were stationed
there. In the growing light a battle more murderous than on the previous day took place and in the
initial combat hoth sides lost over 20 men. After the initial shock the axemen managed to kill 39
Swiss pikemen, who were using only their swords, whilst losing 19 men themselves. Whole bodied men
as well as dead and wounded were heing forced off the ramp and battlements to the moat and ground
helow. Their screams rent the air and drowned the sounds of combat from other parts of the castle.

MacFarlane's crosshowmen had managed to place their mantles without loss and began a withering
fire into the English men-at-arms behind the barricade in the gateway (D). A total of 7 Englishmen
fell to the humming holts. Urquhart and his Norwegian spearmen quickly followed the flying holts and
charged downing a further 1^ axemen under Sir William of Saxony hut at the same time losing 22 men to
the axes and arrows of the English. Sir William quickly rallied his men and with a determined push
the veteran axe wfelders cleared the spearmen from the gateway and sent them stumbling hack to behind
the shelter of the crossbows mantles. Behind'them the men from the cold north left kO dead and dying.

The Highlanders commanded hy Sir James Douglas silently and undetected moved through the thickest
part of the mist down hy the seashore towards their objective, at 'H'.

The tide of battle on the ramp had swung in favour of the Stewarts men, mainly because more
soldiers had climbed up onto the fighting platform and pushed the English hack onto their own battle
ments and AO of them over the same. So closely packed were the combatants that no weapons could he
used and It was purely the large amount of men pushing up the ramp that forced a further 37 axemen off
the walls and down towards their fate. This effort was beginning to tell on the Swiss.

Urquhart had managed to rally his men and gallantly led the second charge on the gateway losing



42 men to the archers and 37 In the renewed melee but the stout hearted Norwegians gamely battled on.

At the same time that Urquhart had rushed forward MacFarlane and his halbardiers had done the
same on his right. Quickly the scaling ladders were raised and up them swarmed MacFarlane and his men
losing 22 comrades in the process.

Douglas had also reached the castle wall (H) and had raised his ladders. Wasting no time the
nimble Highlanders had climbed to the battlements only to be bloodily repulsed by the English halbar-
diers who kill every Scot who managed to reach the top and flur^down the ladders' of the rest. Under
cover of the rather ineffectual shooting of his archers Douglas withdrew his battered men with their
wounded and dead out of the range of any longbowman atop of the walls. The casualties occasioned by
Douglas in this most costly attack was 85 men and no enemy even wounded.

The outnumbered English at the fight by the siege tower (C) are forced back down the battlement
steps into the courtyard but the energy of the Swiss is waning and both sides lose just under 20 men.

Once more Urquhart is thrown out of the gateway by the biting Englibh axes and another 40 Norsemen
become casualties. Behind the flimsy shelter of the mantles Urquhart and his officers attempt to rally
the demoralised Norwegians.

MacFarlane and his men manage to kill 40 archers and force Sir Denzil Hartog and the remaining 37
Englishmen down the steps of the ramparts with no'loss. The Scots now were in possession of both the
flanking walls (C & E). The English defending the gateway (D) were in danger of being cut off when the
Earl of Chester had the Rally sounded and Saxony's men obeyed the cal].

Stewart's men really were feeling the effects of their heroic struggle and they lost 2 men to the
low swinging axes of Durham's men (C). The advance of the Swiss had been halted. Gordon's men had
just started to climb the siege tower to assist Stewart when a messenger from The Bruce orders Gordon
to hurry to the gateway which is now undefended.

Reluctantly at first but with growing confidence Urquhart's spearmen advance for the third time
on the gateway. Their pace was slow and cautious.

MacFarlane personally captures Sir Denzil Hartog but in doing so allows the latters men to fall
back and join Chester's reserve in front of the drawbridge to the inner courtyard.

A messenger to Douglas orders him and his men to march to reinforce MacFarlane inside the castle

The steps of the battlements (c) were crowded with Swiss attempting to get down and English trying
to get up. The combat was still tight and even though Stewart's men had the advantage of height they
still lost 6 men to Durhams 4. The Swiss crowded on the ramparts above the scene of combat made a
beautiful target for the archers in the rounr! tower (A) and tne small cannon in the square tower (G)
and between them the English missile men account for 76 more Scottish casualties.

Completely out of control MacFarlane's halbardiers charge Chester and manage to kill 40 men-at-
arms and push the English back 30 paces. This melee developed into the bloodiest yet with 85 English
men falling but their freshness and the fire of their archers managed to cause 156 casualties to the
halbardiers who were flung into disorder and throwing down their bloody weapons started to run towards
the gateway. This unexpected rout by the Scots enabled Chester to withdraw his men safely over the
inner drawbridge without further loss. Stewart's men on the ramparts had been unable to pursue due to
the accurate firing of the longbowmen.

Seeing MacParlane's men running wildly out of the castle The Bruce thought that all was lost but
was quickly relieved when Stewart shouted down from his high position that the English had withdrawn
into the inner castle and that the outer castle was now in Scots hands. The Bruce quickly decided to
use his faithful companion Gordon for a renewed attack on the wall at 'H' whilst fascines were used to
bridge the inner moat. The orders had been despatched when a dust covered rider galloped up to the
Scots King on a labouring horse and informed his monarch that The Hammer of the Scots, Edward I was at
last on his way and the Van of the English Army was only a few hours ride away. This caused great
disappointment within the Scottish camp and a hurried conference was ca'led, the result of which was
that all the wounded were immediately sent north towards the shelter of the Highlands whilst the re
mainder of the Army began to move out. This obvious sign of a departure immediately told Chester and
his hard pressed men that help was on its way and that the Siege of Berwick Castle was over.

This was a solo game fought in about 6 hours and was most enjoyable. It is the first time I have
attempted a siege and though no account was taken of logistics, etc., I found a worthwhile exercise.
For the combat phases Chainmail rules were used which enables combat on a man-to-man basis and for the
missile phases I used George Gush's Renaissance Rules which gives a ratio of 1:20, it was confusing to
begin with but after a little playing time it was quite simple. The figures used were 25mm and the
majority came from my Renaissance armies and they fitted in quite well, that will probably explain where
the Swiss managed to come from. Developing on this theme my Eastern Renaissance armies have, without
any extra painting, become Saladins desert warriors against my growing Medieval Crusaders army. Jump
ing between periods is one of the many enjoyable things about wargaming and when one can do it without
any extra expense or time consuming painting then it is ideal. Thanks for the Newsletter and its con
tents .

FIREPOWER

In the Kaffir War 1877 advance to Kreli's Kraal, 1,550 Galeka's were killed or wounded by shrapnel
on flimsy huts and independent rifle fire at 200x; range. Later, in an attack on a British camp, 300
natives were killed in less than 30 minutes with case-shot and file firing by Martini-Henry's. During
the operations in Sikkim in 1888 the Tibetans were armed with matchlocks, bows and slings and bowmen in
the trees tried large numbers of arrows without effect. Artillery appeared to demoralise the enemy so
that position after position were easily taken as they loomed out of the mist. The British loss was
four men wounded; The Tibetans were estimated to have lost four hundred killed and as many wounded.



TALKING WARGAMING
■* li

Liege, OetoLer 6, 1815.

Our weather hitherto has been delightful.
This was especially fortunate at Waterloo and at
Ligny, where we had much ground to walk over. It
would surprise you to see how soon nature has re
covered from the injuries of war. The ground is
ploughed and sown, and grain and flowers and seeds
already growing over the field of battle, which
is still strewn with vestiges of the slaughter,
caps, cartridges, boxes, hats, etc. We picked up
some French cards and some bullets, and we pur
chased a French pistol and two of the eagles which
the infantry wear upon their caps. What I felt
upon this ground, it would be difficult to say;
what I saw, and still more what I heard, there is
no time at present for saying. In prose and in
verse you shall some day hear the whole. At Les
Quatre Bras, I saw two graves which probably the
dogs or the swine had opened. In the one were
the ribs of a human body, projecting through the
mould; in the other, the whole skeleton exposed.
Some of our party told me of a third, in which
the worms were at work, but I shrunk from the
sight.

f
i*

You will rejoice to hear that the English are as well spoken of for their deportment in peace as
in war. It is far otherwise with the Prussians. Concerning them there is but one opinion; their
brutality is said to exceed that of the French and of their intolerable insolence 1 have heard but too
many proofs. That abominable old Frederic made them a military nation, and this is the inevitable
consequence. This very day we passed a party on their way towards France - some hundred or two. Two
gentlemen and two ladies of the country, in a carriage, had come up with them-;" and these ruffians
would not allow them to pass, but compelled them to wait and follow the slow pace of foot soldiers!
This we ourselves saw.

Robert Southey (from a letter).

ooOoo

STOJ TZU - THE ART OF WAR:

Manoeuvring with an army is advantageous. With an undisciplined multitude, most dangerous. If
you set a fully equipped army in a march in order to snatch an advantage, the chances are that you
will be too late. On the other hand detaching a flying column involves the sacrifice of baggage and
stores. Thus, if you order your men to roll up their buff-coats and make forced marches without halt
ing day or night, covering double the normal distance at a stretch, doing a hundred in order to wrest
an advantage, the leaders of your three divisions will surely fall into the hands of the enemy. The
stronger men will be in front, the jaded ones will fall behind and with this plan only one tenth of
your army will reach its destination. If you march fifty li in order to out manoeuvre the enemy you
will lose the leader of your first division and only half your force will reach its goal. If you
march 30 li with the same object two thirds of your army will arrive. We may take it then that an
army without its baggage train is lost; without provisions it is lost; without supply bases it is lost.

ooOoo

PROBLEM OF THE MONTH;

R.D.Prosser answers Trevor Dark's problem posed in the February Newsletter - Essentially, it is
necessary to write into the rules a method which rewards a player who withdraws his army from the field
at the end of a game. One way of doing this is as follows:-

In addition to satisfying any other victory criteria, a player's forces must have received less
casualties (in percentage terms) than those of his opponent, if he is to be declared the winner. Should
a game end with one player achieving his objectives (victory criteria) but suffering proportionately
greater casualties, then the result is a draw. As an example. Red force may launch an attack on a
village held by Blue force, with the aim of capturing the position. Towards the end of the battle, it
may turn out that both sides have suffered approx. 9^ casualties, with Blue still-holding the village.
The Blue commander will then have to decide whether to pull out and deprive Red of a victory, or stay
and risk defeat. His Red opponent may have similar decisions to make. I have not been able to put such
ideas into practice yet, though they should work as they are so simple. The alternative, of course, is
to conduct a campaign. I hope that this is a satisfactory answer.

ooOoo

It might be opportune to consider why such an overwhelming victory as Crecy in 1346 should have



■been gained by a force so much smaller in numbers than their enemy. Crecy proved that the archer,
when supported by dismounted men-at-arms, could beat off the most determined cavalry charges. This
was not news to Edward; he had learned much from Halidon Hill, Morlaix and other smaller battles, but
probably even he was surprised at the way in which the battle had, for him, been so purely defensive.
This is borne out by the fact that he had resisted using his reserve, even to aid his son; that he
held them firmly under his hand, intending to launch them, if required, in a great, final counter
attack.

ooOoo

HINT OF THE MONTH;

To embellish bases and obviate that "square" appearance of both the figure's base and the card on
which they are mounted - coat whole area with Gloy or similar paste, then sprinkle silver-sand (sold
for Budgie's cages) over all - shake off surplus.

ooOoo

MILITARY QUIZ OF THE MONTH:

Who were opposing commanders at battles of the Ticinus and the Trebia, both in 218 B.C?

Name the terror-weapon said to have been introduced by the Byzantines during the first Moslem
siege of Constantinople 717-718 AD?

Name the Constable of France who greatly restored French military stability after the dis
astrous defeats of Crecy and Poitiers?

The Battle of Vinegar Hill was fought in 1798 in (a) Australia: (b) America; (c) Ireland or
(d) Canada?

Dates of Battles of - 2nd Adrianople; Manzikert; Granson; Enzheim and Bismarck Sea.

ooGoo

A SPECTATOR'S VIEW OF CONVENTIONS

Duncan Macleas

I should have written this after reading Paddy Griffith's "Watching Wargames" in the August News-
3r. However, have been rather occupied for these months in moving and settling down. Nevertheless
1 <3 T T.rcac mrkir-i n op OTTinnH + pniint.T-v. esneciallv the Midlands, durine '77-'78. I was able to attend

just developing an interest in wargaming and it was, I concede, the wargames that I went to see altho'
in some cases, other parts of these functions were highly interesting and enjoyable.

The most disappointing was Northern Militaire. The wargaming tables were very close together or
squeezed between other stands so that there was only one edge of each table where spectators could
watch. I was sorry for two boys whose table was at one of the entry doors for they seemed to have an
interesting 17th century Scottish vs Cromwellian game going, but who can stand happily at a swing door
to watch a wargame?

There was plenty of space to stand round the tables at Midland Militaire, altho' there were no
chairs for spectators. Unfortunately few of the players were interested in getting on with the game,
spending the time chatting to each other and exchanging useful information about other things.

Warfare Through the Ages was saved by the Durham Wargames Group and the Durham Light Infantrymen;
there was space to sit down and the players were keeping things moving, in our case in a fascinating
medieval siege and in the other a gallant patrol of the camel corps fighting to the last. In the main
hall the wargames were again squeezed between other stands and often had no players at (although I
should except a young man directing a recreation of Leipzig).

On my criteria Wargames '77 was the best of the four I attended. Each table had sufficient room
on at least three sides for spectators and there were chairs at most tables. The games were well-
manned and the players were keen on getting on with their game. It was possible to see things happei^
ing and part of this was due to the players' familiarity with the rules of the period they were playing
I don't expect to be able to do the rounds like this for a long time. I regret that I missed Wargame
'78 but I look forward to visiting Wargame '79.

ooOoo

THF. AVALON HILL GENERAL - November/December 1978. It is a pity that there is no comparable maga
zine for the wargamer with miniatures, as the GENERAL is so professionally produced and so obviously
filled with in-depth 'gen' as to make it a 'must' for the board wargamer. This issue is predominantly
slanted towards the background information for a new game SUBMARINE, with highly detailed articles on
UvBoat warfare and a set of scenarios (how I like this aspect of wargaming!), there are other contri
butions relating to games PANZERBLITZ; WOODEN SHIPS AND IRON MEN; SQUAD LEADER; WATERLOO; CAESAR'S
LEGIONS, plus many letters and other features. Obtainable in England from Avalon Hill (UK) Ltd., 650
High Road, North Finchley, London N1 20NL.



ACE MOBILE FORCE IN

NORWAY 1977

Holding Action at Damsos

A.Grainger

BACKGltOUNI);

By the third day of the
war Soviet forces were

approaching Narvik despite
fierce resistance from Norweg
ian frontier troops and Home
Guards, On the first day
elements of Royal Marine
Commando had heen airlifted

in to Narvik and while the

remains of the Norwegians and
units of the U.S. Marines

fought the Russians on the
main coast road the commandos

were sent further inland to

defend a secondary road run
ning in a south-westerly
direction towards Narvik.

During the second day the
Scorpions and Scimitars of
the Recce Group kept the
Russians under observation

while missile armed Lynx
helicopters sniped at the
Russian tanks from the moun

tains. On the morning of the
third day the Soviets (esti
mated at battalion strength)
were approaching the small
village of Damsos where the
Commandos had been ordered to

make a stand,

TERRAIN:

The battle would take

place in a valley about 2^
kilometres wide at its narrow

est point. The ground was
open with a slight crest down
the centre of the valley. This
reached its highest point at
Tooth Hill, a rise which had
two parallel spurs running
south from it. Clumps of pine
trees were dotted about afford

ing some useful concealment
but the mountains at the side

of the valley were steep and
passable only to troops
equipped with skis or snowshoes
drifts, creating areas of soft

DEPLOYMENT;
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The whole area was covered in snow, which in places had piled into
going. The road was metalled but narrow.

On arriving at Damsos the CO of A Company 45 R.M. Commando had two pleasant surprises. A platoon
of Norwegian Home Guards was based at Damsos and there were also a number of Swedish vehicles which had
straggled across the mountains. All these units were prepared to place themselves under his command.
He was also joined by an RAF officer who reported that a number of Harriers could be expected during
the morning.

The CO first of all pushed a strong recce screen forward and the 4 Scorpions and 4 Scimitars moved
up the valley to the areas of Hill 685 and Tooth Hill respectively. The three commando platoons were
to form strongpoints around which the other units would destroy the Russian armour.

No.l platoon was posted to cover the rear of Tooth Hill. Its flanks were protected by the moun
tains on the left and a stretch of soft, deep snow on the right.

No.2 platoon was placed on the eastern slope of Tooth Hill covering the road. Ti^o Ferrets with
Swingfire missiles were in support.

No.3 platoon was positioned in the mountains to the east, as it was heard that Soviet paratroops
on skis might try and outflank Damsos through the mountains.



The Norwegian Home Guard were dug In round the crossroads with two Wombats mounted on Land Rovers
in support and the Swedes were deployed as a reserve at the rear. The armoured infantry platoon dug
In on the North edge of Damsos Itself and the 3 'S' Tanks took up hull-doim positions behind Darasos
Hill. The two IKV 91 tank destroyers were deployed In a wood to the east of this hill.

The British commander expected the Russians to drive down one or both valleys and hoped to have
enough weapons to knock out any enemy vehicles once they had arrived in the "killing zones". Unfor
tunately it was realised too late that although the '8' Tanks were very well protected in their hull-
down position the contours of Damsos Hill reduced the forward field of fire.

THE BATTLE;

At about 0700 the Scimitars observed five BRDM-2 armoured cars moving down the road. Behind them
three missile armed BRDMs deployed in support on Hill 685. At the same time artillery and mortar fire
fell on the fonward British positions. The British light tanks opened fire from ambush positions
knocking out two of the armoured cars and two of the missile vehicles. To the alarm of the British a
Scorpion was knocked out by a missile fired from tlie mountains. This confirmed that the Soviets were
trying to out—flank the positions through the mountains. However, the Soviet Recce vehicles withdrew,
having failed to locate the main Allied positions although two Scimitars were knocked out, one by a
missile, the other by artillery fire.

0730. Wliilc the remaining Scorpions withdrew the Scimitars remained in position observing a force
of about 20 T62 tanks and the same number of BTR 50 Armoured Personnel Carriers deploying to the north
of Hill 685. Reports were also received that enemy paratroops were moving south down each side of the
valley through the mountains. On a happier note the RAF officer reported that k Harriers were being
prepared and would be over the battlefield in half an hour.

Artillery fire now began falling on Tooth Hill and the wood near the crossroads. Then 10 T62s
be,gan to move down t)ie East Valley while the West Valley began to fill with more than 20 BTR50s, an
entire Motor Rifle Battalion, The remaining 10 T62s remained on Hill 685 to give covering fire.

As the Russian armour advanced the British commander ordered the Wombats and IKV 91s to the for
ward edges of the woods in which they were jjositioned. In the east " platoon was ordered to engage
the Russian paratroops facing it an<l the Scorpions, now re-groupinn; at the crossroads were ordered to
move and engage the BTR 50s moving down the West Valley. The artillert', with 3 lOgmrn light guns
shelled the Russian missile ])ositions in the mountains.

0800. The flaws of the Russian deployment now became apparent as their units were too far apart
to give mutual support. As the Russian vehicles crossed the upen ground between Hill 6S5 and Tooth
Hill the Harriers flew in, unloading their cluster bombs to destroy 't tanks and at least 1 APC al
though 1 Harrier was shot down by a ZSU 23-'1. Then, as tiie Russian tanks rumbled down the road tliey
came under fire from the IKV 91s, Swingfirc missiles, 2 Platoons Carl Giista\s and the '3' Tanks, al
though these latter were severely hampered hy a narrow field of fire.

By 0830 all the Russian tanlcs in East thai ley had hcon destroyed but the para t roope i-s hud captured
the wood where the IKV 91s had been stationed, destroying one of tliem. Both Swingfire Ferrets were
knocked out and 2 platoon was the target for massive artillery and tank fire. The T62s had also
knocked out two of the Scorpions engaging the BTR boo ;jri V'cst Valley. Had the '3' Tanks been able to
see more targets the Russians would have been destroyed more f]uickl>' and less damage done by them.

In West Valley, the Motor Rifle battalion continued its advance, the infantrymen still closed down
in their APCs. An increasing number of vehicles were knocked out by Swingfiro missiles, aircraft and
the Scorpions and Scimitars but they still came on. They had moved more slowly than the tanks in East
Valley and only at about 0830 did the infantry dismount while their artillery pounded No.l Platoon.^
Even a few tanks moving with APCs would have cut down the losses enormously but the T62s on Hill 6S3
were too far away.

As the Russian infantry dismounted two platoons of paratroopers attacked the wood near the cross
roads from the rear but they were counter-attacked by Swedish troops from the village and all were
k'illed or captured.

0900. By 0900 the crisis of the battle was approaching. Both sides had suffered heavily and a
little more pressure by one or the other would tip the scales. The British 1 and 2 Platoons had
suffered heavy casualties and were unable to move from their positions. The Russians held the woods
and mountains to the east, isolating 3 Platoon. Despite their heavy losses the Russian infantry, with
artillery and tank support could still blast its way through the weakened British positions. Only if
most of the remaining Russian tanks could be destroyed would the momentum of the attack slow and the
position be held.

0915. At 0915 the Russian infantry in West Valley moved forward on foot towards the remains of 1
Platoon. They were supported by artillery fire and the machine guns on the APCs. The T62s moved from
Hill 685 to Tooth Hill to give covering fire. At this point the 'S' Tanks opened fire from Damsos Hill
at a range of 2,500 metres. The 'S' Tanks were better armoured and had more powerful and accurate guns
hut although a number of Soviet tanks were hit the greater volume of fire returned destroyed all 3 'S'
tanks.

This broke the back of the Allied resistance. 1 Platoon rapidly succumbed to the advancing
Russian infantry and the British gave orders for his remaining units to withdraw. The Norwegian Home
Guards withdrew straightaway in their civilian homes and 3 Platoon managed to reach its Land Rovers at
the foot of the mountains and follow it with the Wombats. Then Company HQ with a few survivors of 1
and 2 Platoons followed while the Swedes, in their armoured vehicles, acted as rearguard. A surviving
Scorpion and Scimitar were the last vehicles to withdraw down the road to Narvik.

CONCLUSIONS;



A  tiattle showed up a number of points. The Russian Recce units were far too weak to penetratethe Allied Recce screen of good, well-armed vehicles. This meant that the main attack had to blunder
forward against an enemy whose strength and dispositions were almost unknown to it. Furthermore in
the initial stages of the attack the infantry and tanks fought separate battles in West and East'valley
respectively. The tanks on 685 were only able to provide some fairly ineffective HE fire in support.

Given the superior numbers of Russian vehicles however, what happened was that once the Allied
positions were revealed the heavier Soviet firepower was able to destroy them. This was noticeable
in the case of 1 and 2 Infantry Platoons and the 'S' Tanks. None of these units lasted long once the
Russian firepower was turned against them. The imaginative Soviet attacks from the mountains also
took some of their objectives and diverted Allied reserves, and, made in greater strength could have
totally blocked the Allied retreat.

Both sides, therefore, made mistakes. The Russian tanks and infantry should have co-operated
more closely. The Allies should have selected their fields of fire more carefully to destroy the
Soviet groups before they were swamped by return fire. Both valleys were perfect "killing grounds"
now such a feature of NATO defensive tactics, but the units covering them must be able to cover the'
whole area with fire all at once rather than building up the fire gradually. The longer the firefight
lasts the less the advantage the defenders gain from surprise and concealment.

Although this game was set in North Norway it could equally well have been in a North German
valley. I would welcome any comments on mountain warfare. How does the snow affect movement for
example? Would the movement of the large number of Russian vehicles have been prevented by the snow?
I think in future games a reduction in the effectiveness of HE shells will be made to simulate the
burying effects of the snow. 1 have also assumed that the organisation of the Royal Marine Commandos
to be the same as other British infantry. Can anybody confirm this?

MODELS ANT) RULES:

WRG 1950-1975 rules were used. Ground scale 1 inch to 100 metres.

No special rules were used except that it was not allowed to direct wire guided missiles through
areas of artillery fire, it being considered that the flying dirt, smoke and fragments would obscure
the operator's aim and possibly cut the wire.

joine of the models were painted in winter camouflage. Those that wereinot were sprinkled with
flour, which looked extremely effective on the white sheet which formed the terrain.SEEKING A^T.^ TOR EUROPE^

ment of military equipment in particular. Some decision on the collaborative design of an Anglo-
German MBT is due to be reached in the next couple of years and intensive Joint work on a variety of
design possibilities (including turretless tank concept) is currently in hand. Yet whether or not our
next tank is to be a collaborative project, technological advances alone dictate that it will be very,
very expensive. There is certainly a need for commonality of tactical doctrine which of itself is a
basis for collaboration on major equipments.

A less ambitious alternative is to begin by modifying current models from the shelves that the ad
vancing technology of both countries has furnished - to allow both tanks to live longer, to sell better
with longer production runs, more cheaply, more profitably. Already Leopard is being modified out of
recognition with an addition to her engine of 350 BHP, to her gun control equipment of transistorised
stabilisation and to her fire control equipment of a laser range finder and Slmfire. Another 50 BHP
may yet be coaxed out of the Chieftain's l60 engine while the laser range-finder and Simfire systems
are being mounted. But this is so much duplication of effort: if we are to collaborate in the 1980s,
why not now? To build a collaborative tank without any basis or history of collaboration in such fields
is unreasonably ambitious. Why not make a start by cDliabo'YatiHg bo improve what we
already have?

A start would be to modify both Chieftain
Leopard with the new British 110mm QF main arma-

jt ment. This could at least be a step in which colla-
boration takes the form of standardisation of major
equipments and in exchange let us put into Chieftain the

Leopard engine complete with transmission
NBC-Heater System. (The Auxiliary Generator we can

afford to forego). Chieftain's ballistic shape and
_  massive armour is indisputably the finest in the world;

5  with the best gun and, from Germany what is increasinglybelieved to be the finest tank engine in the world.
Chieftain could become, as an Anglo-German project, a
world seller - and a weight off a lot of people's minds.

(From "TANK" - The Journal of the Royal Tank
Regiment).
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NORTHERN IRELAND
(Mali Ortfar ontyl

ISmmSca/e 15mm Price. .25mm qua/itv

SEVEN YEARS WAR

INFANTRY PACKS
(10 figures 45p)

CAVALRY PACKS

(5 Figures 45p)

PI Prussian in Tricorn
P2 Prussian in iuitre cap
P5 Prussian in Fusilier cap
P4 FreiKcrps V.Kleist in Mirliton

FreiKorps V.Schony use A5,A4
De La Noble Jager use Ao
Other FreiKorps in Tricorn use P1,A2
Heers FreiKorps Inf.use A1,A2

A1 Austrian German Musketeer
A2 Austrian German Grenadier
A5 Austrian Hungarian Musketeer
A4 Austrian Hungarian Grenadier
A5 Pandour Foot
A6 J^ager in Casque
A12 Serbian FreiKorps in Austrian Service

Rl Russian Line Grenadier
Russian Line Musketeer use A1

R5 Russian Pandour

French Musketeer

French Grenadier

Condes Legion Infantry
Cantabrian Infantry
Flanders Infantry use P4

P5 Prussian Cuirassier
Po Prussian Dragoon
P7 Prussian Hussar(Mirliton)

Prussian Hussar(Bussy)use A9
P9 FreiKorps V.Kleist Horse Grenadier
PIO Bosniak Lancer

Pll FreiKorps Uhlans-V.Kleist and Polish Irr.
A7 Austrian Cuirassier
Ao Austrian Dragoon
A9 Austrian Hussar(Busby)

Austrian Hussar(Mirliton)use P7
AlO Austrian Horse Grenadier

All Austrian Mounted Pandour

Russian Cuirassier use A7

Russian Hussar(Busby)use A9
Russian Hussar(Mirliton)use P7

R4 Russian Horse Grenadier

R2 Cossack

F5 French Heavy Cavalry
Fo Dragoons

French Hussar use P7
F8 French Cuiressier Dii Roi
F7 Condes Legion Cavalry/Schomberg Dragoon.
B5 British Horse Grenadiers
Bo British Horse or Dragoons
B7 British Light Dragoons
S7 Saxon Dragoons

B1 British Musketeer
B2 British Grenadier

'1 B5 Highland Musketeer
B4 Highland Grenadier

ARTILLERY PACKS
(1 gun + 4 crew45D)

31b Battallion Gun
bib Battallion/Field Gun

121b Field Gun
71b Howitzer
Russian Unicorn Howitzer

Please specify Nationality of gun crew required

All other Saxon-use Prussian
For Bravarian -use Austrian
For Hanoverian -use British

When ordering substitute figures from a different
nationality,specify the nationality of the command
pack required.

Command packs for all units CBp.(SpecIfy unit)



Colonial Theatres

ANCIENTS

ARTHURIAN

INFANTRY PACKS
B3 Infantry in Light Order
B9 Royal American Regiment
BIO Rogers Rangers
Bll East India Company Infantry
B12 Native Sepoy(East India Company)

CAVALRY PACKS
BI3 Native Cavalry of East India Company

AAl Heavy Cavalry
AA2 Light(Tribal) Cavalry(Javelins)
AA3 Heavy/Medium Infantry
AA4 Light Infantry Slinger
AA5 Light Infantry Javelinman
AAo Command pack:Foot 4 Mounted(6 flg3.)0fficers

standards 45p.

INFANTRY PACKS

FIO Reg.Infantry-N.American Dress
Fll N.American Colonial Fusilers
F12 Volunteers de Bussey(lndia)

SPECIAL ARTILLERY CREW
F14 Artillery Crew for N.America

INFANTRY
NAl Frontiersman

NA2 Iroquois Confederacy
NA3 Algonquin/Huron

PICTS

INFANTRY
AA7 Spearman
AAo Archer

TnViLtM (tXllH

CAVALRY

AAIO Heavy Cavalry
AAll Medium/Light Cavalry

INFANTRY

11 Matchlock Infantry
12 Spearman

CAVALRY

15 Light Cavalry
14 Armoured Cavalry

ARTILLERY

AC7 Moghul Elephant Gun(£1.7?)
ACo Moghul Camel Gun (3 for 45p)

SAXONS

AAI5 Heavy Infantry(Angon)
AA16 Medium Infantry(Francisca)
AA17 Medium Infantry(Spear)
AAI8 Archer

BRITISH
Wolfe,Aide,and 3 Indian Chiefs.
Clive,Aide,and native servant.
FRENCH

Montcalm,Aide,and 3 Indian Chiefs.
MOGHOLS

A/ Foot Command(5 figs.)
B/ Mounted Commandfs figs.)
Moghul Staff:Maharaja on Elephant tstf

hifantry Phcks are 45p (10 figs.).
Cavalry Packs are 45p (5 figs.).
Command Packs are 2&p

IRISH

INFANTRY
AA12 Spearman
AAI3 Javelinman
AA14 Skirmisher

AAH.

1 Chieftan from each nation on
foot,Irish 4 Saxon Musicians,and
mounted Pictish Chieftain-45p
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THE BEST OF THE NEWSLETTER - No.5

Many past contributors to Wargamer's Newsletter have
been men who have made their mark In the military world -
few more than Brigadier Peter Young DSO.,MC., one of the
best known Commando leaders of World War Two. In Issue No.

k July 1962 he wrote this article.

THE CHAIN OF COMMAND and/or THE FOG OF WAR

Brigadier Peter Young, DSO..MC..MA.,FSA.

"The onlooker sees most of the game" they say, and one
such - my wife - assures me that one thing is essential in
wargames, and that is an umpire. Most of us are sufficient
ly candid to admit that our rules are imperfect. If, then,
rules are made too simple any resemblance to actual'vrar"
vanishes. If the rules are made too complicated the game
tends to take too long. But, simple or complicated, the
best rules in the world are the better for judicious and
impartial interpretation. And, as in other games, it is
not a bad law that the 'Umpire's decision is final'.

iiiiwi

Brig. Peter Young and Don Feather stone
at the first-ever vjargatnes convention,

In general, wargamers take more note of SPACE and TIME. Brig.Peter Young and Don Feathersoone
Six inches represents 100 yards, or whatever it may be, but at the first-ever vjargatnes convention,
the length of time which a move is supposed to take is never' held in Southampton about 20 years
mentioned. Yet an attack nowadays is commonly calculated that infantry advance 100 yards in 3 minutes
Perhaps there is food for thought here?

1 did once time an attack in which I took part - the assault of the battery at Maaloy, Norway (27
December 19^1). It took 8 minutes. But the reconnaissance had been done beforehand, from air photos,
and the orders had been given out in the ship during the voyage. Normally one calculates that even a
relatively simple platoon attack takes three-quarters of an hour. Even in the musket period, commanders
had to reconnoitre and to transmit orders, and these processes obviously took some time, then as now.

The worst feature of all amateur wargames that I have seen - this does not apply to wargames con
ducted in the Army for experimental or instructional purposes - is the chopping and changing, the
butterfly-mindedness of the commanders. Every threat seems to call forth an immediate reaction, often
in the very move! This could not happen in war. This is partly because in a wargame army there is
seldom any CHAIN OF COMMAND. One player often acts as all the Generals, Colonels and Captains in the
one army. There is, of course, a reconnaissance of the terrain before the battle, but one seldom sees
written plans or orders even in note form. The player dreams up a few rather short-term objectives in
the first place and thereafter, keeping a weather eye open plays if 'off the cuff.

1 would like to see a game where the set-up consisted of an Umpire, and four players, two on each
side. Each side would have a General responsible for overall planning. The wargame table would be
erected in one room, but each General would have his HQ in another, even the sanctity of the kitchens
and ^telly-parlours' being invaded for this purpose!

Given the usual data as to ground and forces available, the Supreme Commanders would make their
plans and give out their orders. These would be passed to the Umpire and to the two Junior Commanders.
The role of the Junior Commander, as I would like to see it, would be to move the army in accordance
with the orders of his senior; reporting by galloper any information that he felt to be important but
NOT TALKING to his superior.

The Senior General would station himself at his HQ, but he would be allowed to come to the rear
of his side of the wargames table and review the situation at the end of each move. Should he wish to
give out fresh orders these would have to be transmitted by galloper or by calling in subordinate
commanders to HQ. These gentlemen can only move, say, two feet in a moVe.

If the Senior General - very wrong of him - should wish in a crisis to take command of a particu
lar sector, as 'Vendome did at Oudenarde (with disastrous results), he must necessarily expose himself
to the fate of a Wolfe or a Schwerin.

The implications of these suggestions are obvious and I do not propose to elaborate upon them here.
It is better, I feel, to keep this article brief and let players work out the details for themselves,
if they feel that there is something in my idea.

Of course, if your table is in a room which is, as it were, a cul-de-sac, the idea of the Senior
General retiring to his HQ may not work. But at least let the Umpire see that he gives out proper
written orders and does not talk to the officer responsible for moving battalions and brigades, except
on the rare occasions when it would be physically possible for them to confer.

The Junior Commander would, of course, be allowed minor tactical discretion. It is for the
Senior Commander to lay down objectives rather than to dictate whether, for example, units should be
in column or in line. But too much initiative on the part of the Junior may well land him with a
Court Martial, so it will behove him to carry out his orders willingly and to the best of his ability,
not halting his battalions and forming square every time he fancies he might be attacked by cavalry
and so on. After all, he may be the Senior Gei eral next time out!



LETTERS
"After over three years of studied ohservation, we at Miniature Warfare Ltd., are still haffled

hy the eunazing paradox of the wargaming world. The almost inexplicahle fact that only a nominal per
centage of apparently dedicated wargamers subscribe to the only Eng^lish language monthly devoted to
their hobby - the "WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER"!

We have questioned innumerable customers of all ages, and distributed free of charge over a
hundred back copies of the "Newsletter" to promote interest, but a logical conclusion still evades us.
We DO know however that the interest is there and that without question there would be a hell of an
outcry if publication were to cease! Readers might well ponder that without practical circulation
support to meet ever-rising costs there is always the possibility that this COULD happen. It is up to
them to see that it does not - by persuading friends and others to become regular subscribers.

For our part, as retail suppliers to the hobby, it is also our duty to support the "Newsletter"
in every possible way. Therefore we urge every reader to impress upon friends and associates that
without the "Newsletter" they cannot get full enjoyment value out of their hobby, to which they devote
so much of their time and money. To us, the fact that we have numerous regular customers who spend at
least an average of £150 per year on wargames figures - yet apparently hesitate to find a £5 annual
subscription that will increase their enjoyment of their investment a hundredfold - is simply incongru-

Can it be that letter writing and postal orders are "too much trouble"; something they keep promis
ing to do but never get around to it? Or that a 'fiver' subscription is inconvenient at one go? What
ever the reason, we are prepared to do something about it. Initially, FOR U.K. WARGAMERS ONLY, we will
supply you with a monthly copy of the "Wargamer's Newsletter" on a minimum three-monthly basis that
will save you both time and money.

PERSONAL CUSTOMERS; who can collect their copies at our shop, can sign a personal order for a
minimum of three months, by paying only 35p in advance. They then pay 35p on collection of each sub
sequent copy. Your order can then be extended for a further period on the same terms, or cancelled as
you please - thus saving letter writing and postage.

MAIL ORDER CUSTOMERS (U.K. ONLY); As mail order involves packing and postage, the same conditions
apply, but we require three months order in advance, plus standard postal charges - which means that the
cost per copy, is k5p monthly. Thus a total deposit of £1.35p for three mailed issues. Subscriptions
can be renewed for any period on the three months in advance payment basis. ALL CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS
to be made payable to Miniature Warfare Ltd.

This offer involves additional work for us, for which there is no charge. But our aim is to pro
mote the hobby - so we are prepared to "have a go" .... ARE YOU??? If so, write now to MINIATURE WAR
FARE LTD., 18b The Pantiles, Tunbridge Wells, Kent. (T.Wells 39082). Meanwhile, maybe there are other
retail suppliers who might like to offer a similar service - it just might prove worthwhile!"

George Erik of Miniature Warfare Ltd.

ooOoo

"I am continually amused that so many eminent wargamers frown on the fantasy side of the hobby.
After all, all wargames are a fantasy, befor you and your readers burn me as a heratic, how many of
you with your birds eye view and atomic age attitudes can react like a first world war general? With
hindsight we can appreciate what bumblers they were. If this is the result of 60 years the ideas of
commanders and soldiers hundreds of years ago must be almost beond comprehension. Race cultural
religeous and economic differences will compound the obscurity. As an ancients & WWWUN arial fan who
has never played future or magic, I find a discussion on the "effect of an aura of doom from a fith
dan pale hand on a twinkle with a kripton shield" just as fascinating as one on "the number of balls
that will richchete to waist hight if you fire canister from a cannon petro with a double charge on
concrete" or "the effect of relitive humidity on flax bowstrings greased with mutton fat".

Remember you may be an athiest but most of those tiny figures you move do believe not only in
gods but demons and magic also."

K.Almand, Upper Hutt Wargamers, 12 Craig Grove, Upper Hutt, N.Z.

ooOoo

"I am writing for several reasons. First of all to thank you for your delightful magazine. Every
issue has at least one article of interest, not to mention discussion, relevant or not, on the current
state of the hobby. A fine publication of which you should be very proud.

The group that I game with is currently staging large Napoleonic battles using the new W.R.G. rules.
By large I mean 3 Infantry Divisions and 2 Cavalry Divisions to a side. Everyone here seems to be go
ing to I5mm figures, expense, painting time (not all wargamers enjoy painting) and the fact that more
of them fit on a k' by 8' table. Although I should point out that we have had no trouble selling our
25mm armies, there was one fellow who was quite anxious to trade his ISmm figures (he did not like
them at all) so 25mm is not dead, each to his own."

Richard David Johnson of Seattle, U.S.A.

ooOoo



"First I would like to say keep up the good work on the Newsletter, I have heen suhscrihing or
many years now hut still look forward to the next month's copy. This letter has heen long in wri ing
hut at last I have time in which to hring to your attention something that I have not seen mentioned
in the Newsletter and that is a series of programmes on the TV ahout wargaming. Yes our hohhy ha
heen on the little screen. This happened during my leave in July when I was painting, yet more, ̂^rein
forcements for my armies when my sister called,through that "Some of your soldiers are on TV .
Not heing sure whether she meant real-life or models I strolled into the room to discover a wargami g
taking place hased on the hattle of Edgehill. I immediately sat down and forgot all ahout any more
painting.

Edward Woodward (remember he used to wargame in Callan) was the narrator and did a very good joh
of keeping viewers up to date with what was happening on the wargames tahle and at the s^e time re
lating those events to what actually happened during the actual hattle. Being an ECW addict I enjoyed
the hest TV 1 have seen for years. The players, whose names I did not catch, hehaved in what I thi
is the hest manner I have seen during a wargame since I left the wargames cluh in Hamelui and tha is
with no show of ill temper hut with acceptance of had dice throws and rules not allowing a certai
action played in a friendly hut competitive way. Mr.Woodward also explained relevant parts of the rules
used so that viewers were ahle to understand the science of the wargame.

From the notes I made at the time I must say that the battleground, which incidently was the name
of the programme, must have heen a joy to play on. It was most realistic. Added to the visual was
the sounds of the engagement with all the various noises of the battlefield included from the roar
the cannons to the cries of wounded men and the screams of frightened horses. 1 wish I had got those
sound effects available for when my battles are in progress. Along with the rolling countryside and
the sounds came the clever camera work, one minute a hirdseye view and the next a close-up of a well
painted unit charging towards their enemies through the "Fog of War". A phrase I borrowed from one of
your hooks and use whenever my musketeers fire, along with the ideas on use of this menace/aid which
also use.

I was lucky enough to see the following wargames during my leave, Waterloo, The Nile, and 1798.
It was an enlightenment to me because I had never before seen a naval wargame before and of course
heing a "typical" wargamer 1 was both impressed and tempted to have a go at it myself. I have dabbled
a hit and really enjoyed it, since I saw the programme. All these games were of a high standard and
throughout the points mentioned above were constant and even a non-wargamer enjoyed it namely my sister
who now knows what I get up to when I lock myself away in my wargames room.

The series was done by Tyne Tees TV and 1 have only one complaint and that is that the programmes
were shown at 10.45 and this is the reason 1 believe that no one else has written ahout them because
most of the people who would really have loved to watch would have heen at school or work. How ahout
getting up a petition to have a repeat showing at a later time in the day? Maybe you could have a
word with Peter Gilder who as Technical Adviser did an outstanding joh and I would like to use you and
the Newsletter to thank him for a joh well done. All the production team should also he thanked.

I have gone on a hit too much hut I hope that the enjoyment 1 got from the Battlefield series has
heen put over and I am only sorry that more wargamers were unable to see it. I will he sending you
some comments and wargames reports from battles I have used from your "Pike and Shot" hook later. Good
wargaming." (Seen no sign of this programme in the

South - although 1 knew it was heing
Corporal Kim Hart RE of Aldershot. done as I was invited to do Edgehill

myself! D.F.)
ooOoo

"1 have heen trying to find time to write something ahout the "philosophy of wargaming" hut so far
cannot get down to it. I add a couple of references to hooks I have recently read; you may already
have reviewed them; if not they may prove of interest: "The Role of the Bomber" by Ronald W.Clark
(Sidgwick and Jackson 1977 - £5.50). A well illustrated short study of the bomber, mainly from 1914
to Viet Nam and the Yom Kippur War. There is a brief introductory chapter on the use of balloons for
bombardment by the Austrians in the mid-19th century, and of aeroplanes by the Italians apinst the
Turks in 1911-12. The hook traces the use of the bomber during WWI, including the Zeppelin and the
Gotha, and the development of bombing in the last war. He considers the problems created by the
Missile, and also the use of the bomber as a tactical weapon in the nuclear age. There are some ex
cellent illustrations. A useful book.

C.Northcote Parkinson is well known, not only for the invention of the bureaucrats bugbear "Park
inson's Law", but also as a writer on Naval warfare in the Napoleonic period; the life of Hornblower
and the very good Delancy stories. In "Britannia Rules" (Weidenfeld and Nicholson, 1977 - ̂ 5.95; he
has written an interesting study of the British Navy from 1793 to 1815. In this he reminds us that
the naval war did not end at Trafalgar, great victory though that was. The British Navy still had its
triumphs and disasters until the end in 1815. Parkinson is particularly interesting on the post-Nelson
period, usefully correcting the often felt opinion that there was little activity of note after
Trafalgar, Parkinson is very good on the rarely studied comhined operations, especially off Spain,
which took place throughout the wars, from Egypt onwards. He reminds us how after Trafalgar some com
placency crept in to the navy, which was rudely shaken by the War with America. The hook is we
rounded, since it begins with Pellew's Nymphe capturing La Clapatre in 1793 and ends with Pellew (now
Lord Exiouth) successfully bombarding Algiers in 1815; linking these two events with the exploits of
other great sailors such as Howe-Jervis (st.Vincent)-Nelson-Saumarez- Cochrane-Broke to mention but a
few. A book to stir our memories of a great age in British naval history when we still had the guts
to fight."

Bill Thurbon oi! Cambridge.



MUST LIST
Giles Brown of DORSET ^7 <^S|^

(METAL MODEL) SOLDIERS LTD,

to our taste are'the small
25nim Medieval figures posed
along the front, which hy no
means do justice to them when photographed in comparison with larger models. If you are interested in
this period and want Saxons, Vikings, or something like that, then write to Shafteshury and tell them
- they might just decide to make what you want! Send 25p in stamps (j(!l overseas) for illustrated
catalogue.

WARRIOR MINIATURES (now at hh Candleriggs, Glasgow G1 ILE) have sent me some of their latest
samples and a letter from John Holt who is running things up there. He writes:- "As you may have seen
from the latest Warrior adverts, things are hotting up. Enclosed is samples of our latest creations
to come from our Glasgow design team. Also are some of our Napoleonics (25mm) for later release. I
hope you can see a hig improvement which will he the start of some nice goodies we have planned for
this year. Our latest catalogue is also enclosed and we would point out our prices which are way
helow the 'hig hoys'. Makes you think!" Enclosed with the letter was the catalogue and some samples
- the catalogue reveals the extent of the range and confirms John Holt's claim ahout the prices. The
figures are certainly distinctive, well posed in life-like action style and, when painted up will grace
any wargames army. 1 have seen three new 25mm Napoleonics which are marked "for release later".
Apparently their 15mm Marlhurian range is now available and 1 find them very pleasing, revealing as
much detail as one usually gets on a 25mm figure. They sell in packs of 12 infantry or 8 cavalry for

65p or a Command Pack of 6 for 32p. Painted up and en masse I imagine that this new range will go a
long way towards aiding to further popularise this scale which many people feel is that of the future
in wargaming. WARRIOR regularly support this magazine with advertising and, along with other commer
cial organisations who do the same, are the reason for its continued existence. For that reason it is
to he hoped that readers will support hoth the hig and smaller manufacturers equally - there is no rule
ivhich says that one's armies have to he made up of the same makers of figures! WARRIOR offer figures in
the following periods - Ancients; Romans; Greeks; Han Chinese; late 17th century (l680); Lansquenets;
Spaniards; Mexican - American War 18A6; Jacohites - 17^5; English Civil War; Armerican War of Indepen
dence; Napoleonics, etc.

MiDbl£€>^
based on 1R.R.TOLKI€KS

WAROFTH€RING

I have mentioned previously that my son Peter is a Tolkien
fan and, when seeing adverts for the game MIDDLE EARTH he swore
to leave no stone unturned until he owned it. Unfortunately he
is an impecunious 6th former who has just discovered heer and
girls so that he did not have a lot of money to throw around
for it. Thanks to the kindness of S.D. and V.M.Steel (who also
regularly support this magazine with advertising) he was ahle
to gratify his whim through a reasonable "trade" reduction. In
return, quite spontaneously, Peter has written up a User's re
port on this game, obtainable from S.D. and V.M.Steel. He
writes:- "This latest game from Simulations Publications Inc.,
recreates a fascinating world of Middle Earth, with scenarios
presenting the crucial point where the fellowship is ahout to
set out from Rivendell to destroy Sauron's Ring before the Black
Master of Evil can overrun the free world. Two games are poss
ible - Character and Campaign where the former involves only
the attempt to destroy the Ring, with the Dark Power player
utilising only his immediate servants to prevent this. Addi-

^  tionally, a very simplified conquest of Middle Earth can he en-
fch "I'l'i' I'r acted hy the Dark Power player in an attempt to win the game.j  Considerably more satisfying is the complex Campaign version

which takes longer to play (about 3 hours after experience)
which includes the use of armies. The results of conflicts seem

EIBBB what one would expect from information gained when
reading Tolkien's hooks. In company with a friend, a complete

1^^ novice who had at first to he dragooned into playing and then
became a willing volunteer, I have play-tested the game on a

||BanHB||||||alH^^|HB number of occasions, each attempt produces a different result
that Sauron's overthrow is far from inevitable! If the game

has a fault it is surely an unavoidable one - for everyone has
formed their own ideas about Middle Earth and certain assump

tions in these games and the rules may not be agreed by all. However, overall I consider Middle Earth
to be an extremely enjoyable game and well worth investment. Contrary to the impression given by the
rule book, I consider that if this game is to be really appreciated at least one of the players should
be familiar with Tolkien's books I have personally read Lord of the Rings nine times and I am



pleased to say that I can subsequently find few anomalies in this game." And my son is very hard to
please and no push-overj

If there were more people around like R.D.Pengel of 70 Balden Road, Harborne, Birmingham B32 2EW,
then the world, of wargaming iwould certainly be a better place! This enthusiast turns out the most
amazingly detailed booklets on uniforms and equipment of the Seven Years War, involving an immense
amount of research and brilliantly Illustrated by talented Greg Hurt - while we must certainly doff
our hats to the typing ability of Pauline Heath! This time he has put out three booklets on Prussian
Infantry Uniforms, Officers and Drummers of the Seven Years War. The price for each booklet is £1.00p
and the descriptive text is not priced as they have absorbed the cost of printing this and the illus
trated booklets which is standard for each publication. Sending along these admirable publications
Mr. Pengel writes:- "Have enclosed our latest offerings on the Seven Years War. Although like you at
times I weary of the work involved in packing and correspondence involved above my normal work the
irrestible urge to try and cover all the subjects conquers this weariness. Owing to a great deal of
help from people like yourself the output has grown considerably over the years and we are quite well
known in relevant circles. It was interesting to note in your last edition, comments by Terry Wise
(who has also given us tremendous support), that his book was not exactly what he desired owing to
editorial changes, etc. This is not my problem and therefore I can put out more information without
fear of alteration or deletion. This is why I hope that I can afford to spend my hard earned income
on this enterprise rather than give it out to the professionals. I should certainly miss the contact
with people in their letters whom after a long period, although never met, seem like close friends."
Seemingly there are a few more contemplated editions such as Spanish Infantry Uniforms as Spaniards
played a small part in the war. It is hoped that cavalry will be covered in the not too distant
future, indeed there is apparently endless scope for coverage but time has to be taken into considera
tion. Undoubtedly, compared to the Napoleonic period little comprehensive research has been carried
out in this field and Mr.Pengel is endeavouring/Influence a new interest by model manufacturers in
conjunction with the far wider field of John Mollo and the Funckens. If nne thing is certain it is
that models for this period are now coming out in profusion so obviously the propaganda is working!

From MILITARY MART, 1 Curzon Drive, Church Crookham, Hampshire, I have received Number Two of a
booklet entitled Military Mart which sells at 15p and covers collectors sales and wants, militaria,
weaponry, military models and military books and has a centre spread print historical article on a
17th Lancer Pistol. Basically full of adverts, it contains a considerable amount of information
about sources or supplies for various military items, not much about wargaming as yet but certainly a
lot about historical and contemporary military artefracts.

Have you noticed this month's MINIATURE FIGURINES LIMITED advert in the inside front cover? For
some time they have been so busy down there at the other end of Southampton that they just have not
had time to even alter their advert so that I have had to just keep repeating (as they have done in
Military Modelling). However, now it seems that the tide is beginning to turn and eui exciting range
of the armies and enemies of Ancient Egypt and Assyria are now available. I have always had a slight
ly sneaking regard for an Ancient Egyptian army as the colour is so satisfying and, having written
about the Battle of Kadesh in one of my books, I became aware of the potentialities of this period
for wargaming.

It might well incur Neville Dickinson's hatred or certainly annoy him but I think I ought to
mention that the Italian firm who make the ATLANTIC 25mm plastic figures do a very exciting range of
Ancient Egyptians which could well supplement those listed by MINIATURE FIGURINES. You can also get
temples, boats and all sorts of larger accessories which add to the dimension of the period.

It is funny how the wargaming world sort of balances itself - here we have MINIATURE FIGURINES
coming back into the limelight while HINCHLIFFE MODELS LIMITED,ifar from marking-time, are up to their
eyebrows in launching two new business ventures which I am told are going to cause a great deal of
comments and excitement - so watch out!

JACOBITE MINIATURES (who also support this magazine with advertising) do a very nice range of
15mm Napoleonic wargames figures, among which are some interesting sounding horse teams for the Foot
Artillery of Poland, Baden, Sweden, Denmark and Wurttemberg. The horse team, A horses, 1 limber and
riders is 65p; equipment and gun packs containing k guns at 65p and there are numerous other items,
details of which can be seen from their current advert.

GREENWOOD AND BALL have proudly put out new range of Garrison American Civil War figures in 25mm,
including cavalry, gunners, staff and generals, although at present only the basic infantry figures
are available. They include - Union infantry advancing with sloped rifle; Union infantry charging;
Union infantry advancing firing; Officers with drawn sword; drummer; Standard bearer advancing and
Union infantry advancing, rifle at port. Confederate - infantry advancing with sloped rifle; infantry
advancing at high port; infantry firing; Officer pointing sword; bugler with slung rifle; Standard
bearer advancing; Zouave in Kepi - advancing (carries rifle with sword bayonet); Zouave in Kept - ad
vancing at slope and infantry advancing with levelled rifle. The Union figures wear Kepis and the
Confederates hats and all of them, including the Zouaves can be utilised for both sides. All figures
are in light campaign order with blanket roll, although the Zouaves carry full packs. The variety of
positions make it possible to form some very varied and attractive units.

I have always felt that for the wargamer who wanted something completely different, he could not
go far wrong by doing some smallish armies for the Boxer Rising of I9OI. Figures are available (with
out chasing around for confirmation, I think I can safely say that Peter Manning has designed some
25mm Boxers for MINIATURE FIGURINES) and now in Military Modelling and Battle magazine for March 1979
there is a fine article with coloured illustrations and a good text by experienced military writer
and uniform expert Don Fosten of the British Model Soldier Society. The Boxers themselves are extreme
ly colourful and should be a pleasure to paint. Then think about all their foes - British sailors,
marines and soldiers; American marines and sailors; Japanese marines and infantry; German infantry and



Inf^try and marines; Russians and some Indian lancers. One needs only a small number
each to make up the composite force so that painting would be no chore, while the Boxers are so

their larger numbers would remain interesting to paint from start to finish
All that IS assuming that you have the same grudging attitude towards painting as 1 have - although at'
the moment, after about four years gap 1 am actually getting back to doing a bit, not very well but
en masse, in the half-light and from a long way away they are presentable and almost recognisable!

CASTILE MINIATURES, who advertise in this magazine, have notified the wargaming world of their
new 25mm Arab armies which include light Berber cavalrymen, medium and heavy cavalrymen with body
armour; Arab inf^trymen with bows; and Berber foot soldiers. They also have a pleasing range of

Scot^nd Send for lists to CASTILE MINIATURES, 20 Rankin Street, Carluke, Lanarkshire,

HARROW MODEL SHOP has long been a supporter of this magazine and the designer of their unique
and exclusive true 20mm range of Colonial figures is Jack Alexander whom 1 have known for many years
and IS a talented designer. He obviously gets a lot of pleasure out of turning out his master figures

7  well worthwhile. His latest offering is a Boer War oxen A.7 gun team and crew for
£3.75p; the gun crew firing at 50p and the gun crew march-g for 35p. If you are thinking of going into Colonial wargaming and you want a range that is not as

hard to paint as 15mm and you can get more on the table than 25mm, then have a look at JACKLEX 20mms.

ASGARD MINIATURES can supply you with some interesting Fantasy figures if that is your scene but
^ XT small but very pleasing ranges of Ancient Greeks; Vikings; 13th Century Medievalsand Normans. The last three periods are definitely on the up-grade and represent ideal "second"
armies.

LAmiNG MINIATURES are an unassuming happy organisation who turn out first-class wargames figures.
They take a great personal interest in everything they do and all they produce is both distinctive and
highly pleasing. Their latest productions are Indian elephant and crew; Indian elephant command crew;
Sassanid elephant complete with howdah and crew of four; Greek Hoplite; Scythian foot archer; Thracian
peltast; Greek Hoplite with an overarm;(separate heads are available for many of these.) Then they
have Scythian horse archers; Greek light infantry with separate heads; Persion light foot and Immortals-
Greek light infantry throwing; Greek rider for the Indian elephant; Indian foot archer and spearman
and nude males and females with choice of heads.

small maker who, in the opinion of many, turns out among the best figures made today are
DIXON MINIATURES who frequently advertise in this magazine. As you will see from their advert they
are now offering a completely new and better range of Mongols than the originals which attracted a
great deal of praise when first they appeared. Have a look at their advert elsewhere in this magazine.

Everyone dreams of chucking it all up and retiring to a pleasing house or farm in the country,
miles away from anywhere (ideally without a telephone) and there doing your own thing which preferably
brings in enough money to give you a good style of life. Well, maybe PETER LAING whose advert is else
where in this magazine, has not attained all those desirable attributes but he has certainly gone so
far and from his ideally sounding residence in a beautiful part of England, continues to quietly turn
out innumerable figures in many periods. Recently 1 read someone complaining bitterly that they wanted
to do the Crimean War and could find no figures - they can't have looked at Peter's latest advert
because a quick scrutiny will convince one there is nobody missed out - except Florence Nightingale!

From HINCHLIFFE MODELS LIMITED comes another of their superb 75mm collectors pieces - this time a
French Napoleonic Carabinier Trumpeter 1808. Looking at the picture of the completed model, as one
who is hopeless at creating metal or any other material, 1 find it almost inconceivable that such a
beautiful model can be conceived and made up so anatomically correct and lifelike. Although it is not
mentioned; l think this is another Julian Benassi creation - and 1 am sure that he is justly proud of
if.

From EDUCATIONAL GRAPHICS who advertise in this magazine, 1 have received samples of their'WAR-
BOARDS' materials and spent a fascinating evening cutting and sticking to produce some highly colour
ful maps and diagrams. There is a beautifully clean, hygienic sort of air about this material and the
colours of the plastic sheets are so bright as to be almost stimulating. The hex-grid has innumerable
uses, either placed as an overlay on a printed map or else on top of maps and diagrams that one has
made up from the printed symbols and pieces. This has so many wargames uses that the mind boggles and
later it is hoped that there will be some illustrated articles in the magazine by the systems devisor
Ian Wright, founder member of the Exeter Wargamers, who is currently researching at Exeter University
into wargaming as a technique for teaching history. These articles will explain the many and varied
uses of these materials, open up yet another facet to our already all-embracing hobby.

From FREIKORPS 15 1 have received a painted and assembled model of the largest item they make -
an elephant and oxen drawn gun of Surajah Dowlah's army at Plassey. Normally supplied as a kit of
parts, this makes up into a very colourful and realistic model which is seemingly quite unique so 1
have not seen it in model form before this. 1 do not know its price but no doubt this will appear in
the not too distant future.

"SOLDIER" - March 1979. Contains topical and well illustrated articleon lOOth Anniversary of Rorke's
Drift, and also Lt.Chard, one of the 11 V.C's won there. Other articles on Colchester, a military
garrison town since the Romans, the Intelligence Corps Museum, Military L.P's and books. Also accom
panied by "SOLDIER NEWS", the modern army's newspaper.

"ARQUEBUSlER" Vol.7.No.1. The journal of the Pike and Shot Society, contains relevant articles on
Rules; l6th Century Medieval Galley Wargame; Figure reviews, and current news and affairs.



BOOK REVIEWS
CAVALRY - THE HISTORY OF MOUNTED WARFARE t>y John Ellis. (296 x 210mm; 192

pages; 117 illustrations including colour. Westhridge Books - £6.95p;.

This impressive and well illustrated hook would seem to pretty comprehensively
cover the story of the mounted soldier from known beginnings until the horse had
obviously become an anachronism in modern warfare. The
exnlanatorv - The comings of the War Horse the Beginnings to 750 BC, Rome and her
EnLLs 750BC to ADA76; From the Ruins of Empire A76 to 1071; The Medieval Knight

ana tie State 1494 to 1797, Boyona Europe IO96
Mamluks 1789 to 1914; Guerrilla Horsemen the Nineteenth Century and The Last Years
iqi4 to 1945 Each of the very detailed text of each section is accompanied by

ie'sr^i^rhr'a :i5i:yjS"«"ara;rrtB""t!f Siprcai"^ ivittiii
ei;:i^rra^-;ner:L;rr;( -"iSt^nr-^rrtSrSe Bea„.itui

coloured iacket seems to illustrate the immortal ride of Captain Norman Ramsay's troop of HorseIrti^Ieryf escapinrfrom Le French at Fuentes D'Onor in May 1811 - I suppose this is cavalry hut ex-
gunners might claim it for themselves!

ASSAULT FROM THE SKY by John Weeks. (296 x 210mm; 192 pages; 24 coloured and
130 photographs. Westhridge Books - £6.95p)>

Having recently written and had published a hook on wargaming airborne opera- |S5SRPj^
tions, I found this sumptuous volume to he of immense interest. Its illustrations
are first-class and, even without the highly informative text could he a vol^^e
in their own right. Considering that the entire subject of the hook is contained T
within the adult life of men alive today, as opposed to the time-span of the other
Westhridge hook reviewed above, it is amazing how much of it seems to he history. ,
Just about everything is covered in chapters with the following headings - Ear y BpffiHHBH 7
Developments; Europe 1940; Crete 1941; Special Feature; German airborne Forces; KSZ;,. J
North Africa and Sicily 1941-43: Special Feature U.S.Airborne Forces, The Pacific, „ • -t • v, a •SpSciS ?^«uL LpanLe SlrB.rue Force.; N.W.Europe W""", Special feature Brrtr.hArrt^
Force.; Far East 1950s; Hiaoie Ea.t and tue Congo 1950s and 1960s; Vietnaj; Sps"«l

far imaeinarv) conflicts will he interested in the NATO and Warsaw Pact Airborne forces which arecoverefiri Legion thL prophesies the future into the 1980s. There is a strong wargaming point
about the tvne of warfare described in this book in that it can be successfully portrayed using smanPmbPrfin reLtJvIS iPolatL incidents, thus allowing for easily assembled "second" armies which can
be utilised in colourful and up-to-the-minute actions.

OSPREY have put out another four in their MEN-AT-ARMS SERIES. All are in the usual ^^yle and
format, consisting of 40 pages of text, numerous black-and-white pictures f JePence

jurssir?o:2?er»
the few pages enough to stimulate and encourage the wargamer.

s R Turnbull who wrote a large and impressive book on this same subject for Osprey a year or twoPuew. ppoduecd S.MC.AI ABMIES ^.ceo.pjufed^Py^wBof^Fo « .ee.^.o__Be .P.o-^_
ening Eastern warriors. The sheer technical know-how of almost every

o  line is most impressive and the necessary research makes the mind
l^oggle!

~  Qj course the Napoleonic fans are not neglected and there are
two new booklets which seem to have done the almost impossible in
covering a hitherto rather neglected aspect oi the period. NAPOLEON S
MARSHALS "by Emir Bukhari with fine colour plates hy Chris Warner,
gives chapter and verse about that impressive bunch of ambitious men
who rose mostly from the ranks and almost gave Napoleon the total
victories he wanted in so many theatres of war. The wargamer will
find the colour illust^rations of great value when painting up^erson-
alitv" figures, and it is always interesting to have one s table-top
armies led by single figures of men about whom so much is known.

Finally, Otto von Pivka has produced a useful volume on
NAPm.P.nM'.S ITALIAN AND NEAPOLITAN TROOPS, with eight pages of fine
illustrations by that well known miiitary artist Mike Chappell.
Personally, I know very few wargamers who have Italian or Neapolitan

-  • S,J5SS>C " ■ troops in a Napoleonic set-up and this book might well persuade them
\ --- > that this colourful bunch, whilst perhaps not the world's greatest
' soldiers were around at the time and doing their best. Certainly^i^rf\rmsGr Armour Press •Dlor»dforo rress||^|^H| s oi. ux tjxa, +^v+Qv*»i -iinnc + r'n + "i nn q Vi frf* "to
WlJ?c5x>er.Osofey.Soiornonder-PatrickStephefttS one can find enough information in text and illustrations .

establish a small supporting army which can, on the wargames table.
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and using their pimad owner's rules, earn their keep in illustrious company of the other nations oi
this colourful period of military history.

Patrick Stephens Limited have recently published numbers 5 and 6 of their WORLD WAR 2 PHOTO
ALBUMS - the first being PANZERS IN NORTH-WEST EUROPE by Bruce Quarrie; the second GERMAN FIGHTERS
OVER THE MED by Bryan Philpott - both being compiled from photographs extracted from the extensive
and largely untapped resources of the Bundesarchiv in Germany. The specification of each book is -
9f" X 6f", 96 pages, 1A9 photographs and 1 map, casebound £3.95p, softbound £2.50p. Bruce Quarrie's
book includes a short text describing D-Day, the breakout, the battles of Caen, Falaise, Arnhem and
the Ardennes counter-offensive, a map of the campaign area and appendices listing the Panzer Order of
Battle

A couple of months ago I had pleasure in reviewing a very fine illustrated book from France on
the Peninsular War, after first revealing its existence from coloured brochures. From Jacques Grancher,
Editeur, 98 Rue de Vaugirard, 75006 Paris, France, I have two beautifully coloured pamphlets covering
further volumes of the Encyclopaedia LES UNIFORMES DU PREMIER EMPIRE by le Commandant Bucquoy. Both
of them seem to be embellished with some remarkably attractive coloured illustrations by a variety of
well known contemporary French military artists. The first book from this famous "Collection Bucquoy"
is LES CUIRASSIERS and provides in the greatest detail the uniforms, and details of the twelve regi
ments of Cuirassiers formed during the Napoleonic Wars. The book is 215 x 280mm; 200 pages; 202
reproductions of uniforms in colour and is priced at I70 francs (about £20). The other pamphlet des
cribes two books covering LA-rGARDE IMPERIALE - l) infantry and 2) cavalry. Covered in detail are des
grenadiers; de I'artillerie a pied; des marins de la Garde; des landers de la Garde; des chasseurs de
la Garde; des mamelucks; des dragons de la Garde; des landers polonais; des bataillons de marins; des
flanqueurs-chasseurs; de genie; de la gendarmerie d'elite, etc. La Garde Imperiale - les troupes a
pied is 215 X 280mm; 128 pages; 150 coloured reproductions and is priced at '120 francs. La Garde
Imperiale - Troupes a cheval is 215 x 280mm; 192-208 pages; 2^10 colour reproductions and is priced at
150 francs. I have not seen either of these books but, judging from previous acquaintance with these
lavish French publications they are well worthwhile - it is all a question of good things do not come
cheap!

X. SPRIKG ̂
MILITARY DCX>K
£AMPAI^

.^f7-21Apr"n^
Arms GArmour Press • Dbndford Press • Leo Cooper • Osprey

Porrick Stephens • SolonnQrxjer Doote

Six publishers - Arms and Armour Press, Blandford Press, Leo Cooper, Osprey, Patrick Stephens
and sddamander Books - are at present busy organising the 1979 Spring Military Book Campaign, from
7-21 April. The aim is to stimulate interest in military publishing and to reach, through publicity
and advertising, everyone in Britain interested in the subject.

Bookshops, very enthusiastic in their response, through the success of the 1978 Campaign, are
being encouraged to mount window displays of books from the six participating publishers, and attrac
tive colour posters will aid this. Advertisements have been placed in eight specialist magazines with
a combined readership of over a quarter of a million. Local radio stations will receive a syndicated
tape in March, discussing the current upsurge;in Interest in military history and mentioning the SMBC
and its aims.

The 1979 Spring Military Book Campaign looks like being bigger and better this year. There is no
doubt that it has managed to establish itself as an annual event in the bookseller's calendar and, we
hope, in the calendar of the military enthusiast too.

Co-ordination for the SMBC is being handled by Arms and Armour Press, 2-6 Hampstead High Street,
London NW3 IQQ, Tel. 01 79A 7868. Any of the participating publishers will be happy to furnish more
details, if required.

ooOoo

KEN TROTMAN, specialists in books on guns, shooting and related subjects for 25 years, are a sub
sidiary of the well known ARMS AND ARMOUR PRESS. Until now space has precluded any public display of
KEN TROTMAN books, however from April 7th next, on weekdays 9-5 and Saturday 10-5, there will be a
showroom on the 3rd floor of 2-6 Hampstead High Street, London, NW3 IQQ.

ooOoo

MILITARY MODELLING (including BATTLE FOR WARGAMERS) - March 1979 - ̂ 5p. Invariably with an eye
catching coloured cover, this month is no exception being an 86 page issue in which even the adverts
make compelling reading! For wargamers particularly, the following articles are recommended - Smaller
Actions of the English Civil War - as wargames; Hyboria; Modelling Snow and Ice; Knights in Armour;
Chinese Boxers; Tabletop Teaser - a Railway Incident; Terry Wise's Observation Post; Across the Board
(for boardwargamers); plus illustrated reviews of the latest kits, games, figures, books, etc., and a
lively correspondence page. » o > , , « a



NOTICE BOARD

WANTED; 25mm Colonial Sudan/N.W.Frontier. Send details and prices to J.Clayton, 16 Old Coach
Road, Droitwich, Worcs. WR9 8BB.

ooOoo

BACK NUMBERS VARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER - Ohtainable from the Editor. November I968; May 1973-February
197^ inclusive 30p each or £2.50p the set (including postage).

Obtainable from TRADITION, 5a & 5D Shepherds Street, Mayfair, London WIY 7LD - Nos. IAA-155 (197^);
165 (1975); 168-177 (1976); 178-180 (1977); 183-189 (1977). ■^Op per copy or 10 copies £3.50p. All
issues 1978 ^5p each.

ooOoo

NEW EXTENSION FOR THE NATIONAL ARMY MUSEUM

The Council of the National Army Museum has awarded Sir Robert McAlpine and Sons Ltd., a contract
worth more than half-a-million pounds to build the second phase of the new museum in Royal Hospital
Road, Chelsea. The extension adjoins the building opened by Her Majesty The Queen in 1971 to give an
additional 26,000 sq ft of exhibition and administrative accommodation. Permanent displays will con
tinue the story of the British Army and the land forces of the Empire from 191^ until today. A large
gallery will house temporary exhibitions, and Reading Room and educational facilities will be improved.
The cost of the building has been met entirely from private donations, enough having been raised by
the museum Building Appeal Fund to complete the "bricks and mortar" part of the project. Further sums
are needed to equip the new wing, but it is hoped to open its permanent galleries in 1981.

ooOoo

THE KLEINE BROGEL WARGAME LEAGUE in collaboration with the proprietors of "THE MUSKETEER" Wargames
shop announce THE FIRST ANNUAL EUROPEAN CONTINENTAL WARGAMES CHAMPIONSHIPS to be held in the village of
Kleine Brogel, township of Peer, Limburg province, Belgium, on 28th and 29th April, at the discotheque
"THE NUTSER", Burgemeester Voetslaan 7, Kleine Brogel, Peer (Limburg), Belgium.

The championship will cover three periods; ANCIENT - RENAISSANCE - NAPOLEONIC., Wargames Research
Group rules will be used for all periods and 25mm armies will be 1,000 points. Prizes for winners will
be a Trophy and a 500 Belgian Francs Gift Certificate on "The Musketeer Shop".

There will be auctions and trade-stands; refreshments available at an inexpensive restaurant in
the building complex. Overnight accommodation can be obtained at two local hotels at very reasonable
prices. Entrance fee is 75 Belgian Francs for the two days. Participants and children under 12 ad
mitted free. Wargamers are encouraged to participate in the championship games. All interested
parties please contact - Kris Charles Doms, Edegemse Steenweg 77, 2550 Kontich, Belgium OR Richard J.
Murzin, Sint-Jozefswijk 77, 3570 Peer (Kl. Brogel), Belgium.

ooOoo

"As you can tell from our address, we are from a far away place, where wargaming is virtually un
heard of. Being avid fans of wargaming we have the beginnings of a club which is at present, very
small in number. Information in relation to said game is virtually also impossible to acquire. I
would be extremely grateful for any relevant information on the following:-

1. Formation of a club.
2. Constitution of a club.
3. Publications in relation to games.
4. If possible, require information on the possibility of acquiring soldiers through clubs and

any other information that can possibly be provided would be sincerely appreciated.,"

5.J.Allen, Secretary, Port Curtis Wargaming Club, Wurdong Heights, Via Gladstone Bid., 4680,
Australia.

Can anyone help?

ANSWERS TO MILITARY QUIZ - On Page

—ooOoo

1. Hannibal (Carthagian) and Scipio (Roman).

2. Greek Fire.

3. Bertrand du Guesclin.

4. Ireland.

5. 9 August 378; 19 August IO7I; 2 March 1476; 4 October 1674 and 2/4 March 1943.

ooOoo



2-6HampstmdHi^Stnet, London NW3IPR

SPECIALISTS IN BOOKS ON ANTIQUE AND MODERN
FIREARMS, TANKS AND ARTILLERY, EDGED WEAPONRY,

ARMOUR AND UNIFORMS

Telephone: 01-794-3277 Cables: ARMSBOOKS LONDON NW3

HERE IS JUST A SMALL SELECTION OF TITLES AVAILABLE FROM US. IF YOU
WISH TO ORDER BY POST, PLEASE QUOTE CODE WON AND THE NUMBER AND TITLE OF
EACH BOOK REQUIRED. FOR POSTAGE, PLEASE ADD 75 pence FOR ONE BOOK (50
pence WHERE THE PRICE IS MARKED X) AND A SUBSEQUENT 25 pence FOR EACH
ADDITIONAL BOOK. PLEASE DO NOT FORGET TO ENCLOSE YOUR CHEQUE OR POSTAL
ORDER.

BADGES OF THE CANADIAN FORCES -

£17.00 + £1.20 post.

Connolly (P). HANNIBAL AND THE
ENEMIES OF ROME - £3.50p

Connolly (P). THE GREEK ARMIES
- £2.95p.

Dalton (C). THE WATERLOO ROLL
CALL - £4.95p.

FeatheYstone (D.F.) & MoIIo (j).
WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT OF THE
VICTORIAN SOLDIER - £5.95p.

FUHCKeH (l) & (f). LE COSTUME,
L'ARMURE ET LES ARMES AU TEMPS
DE LA CHEVALERIE, Vol.I - £6.50

Funcken (l) & F. LE COSTUME,
L'ARMURE ET LES ARMES AU TEMPS
DE LA CHEVALERIE, Vol.II -
£6.50p.

Gush (G). RENAISSANCE ARMIES
I480-I650 - £4.25pX.

Hansen (W). THE RUSSIAN ARMY
1812-13 - £2.25p + 25p post.

Haythornthwaite (P). UNIFORMS
OF THE PENINSULAR WAR - £4.25pX

Head (M). CHASSEURS A CHEVAL DE
LA GARDE IMPERIALE - £2.25pX.

Head (m). GRENADIERS A CHEVAL
DE LA GARDE IMPERIALE - £I.95pX

Heath (l). ARMIES OF FEUDAL
EUROPE - £4.00pX.

Kemp (S). BUILDING ANCIENT AND
MEDIEVAL DIORAMAS - £1.95pX

Kemp (S). BUILDING NAPOLEONIC
DIORAMAS - £I.95pX.

Latham (C.W.) THE UNIFORMS
AND WEAPONS OF THE ZULU

WAR - £4.95p.

Mills (g). painting, detail
ing AND CONVERTING NAPOLEONIC

FIGURES - £1.95pX.

Mills (g). painting, detail
ing AND CONVERTING ANCIENT

AND MEDIEVAL FIGURES - £I.95pX

Polaine (r). WAR TOYS - £7.95p.

Wells (H.G.) LITTLE WARS -
£4,25p.

Wiener (f). ARMY, NAVY AND
AIR FORCE UNIFORMS OF THE

WARSAW PACT - £4.95pX.

Wilkinson (F). BADGES OF THE
BRITISH ARMY I820-I960 -
£3.50pX.

Connolly (P). THE ROMAN ARMY
- £2.95p.

Davis (B.L.) GERMAN ARMY
UNIFORMS AND INSIGNIA 1933-
^5 - £5.95p.

Funcken ( L. & F.) AHHS AND
UNIFORMS: Vol.I: ANCIENT EGYPT
TO THE 18th CENTURY and Vol.II:
18th CENTURY TO THE PRESENT DAY
- £4.95p each.

Funcken (L. & F.) THE UNIFORMS
AND THE ARMS OF THE SOLDIERS
OF THE NAPOLEONIC WARS: Vol.1:
FRENCH LINE, BRITISH, PRUSSIAN
AND SPANISH TROOPS; Vol.2:
IMPERIAL GUARD, SWEDISH,
AUSTRIAN AND RUSSIAN TROOPS -
£4.95p each.
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ARMS BOOKS
Come and see 10,000 new and out-of-print

books—from 50p to £500—on military history,
uniforms and insignia, badges, antique and
modern firearms, bows and archery, artillery,
tanks and AFVs, rockets, swords, bayonets,

daggers, medieval and oriental armour,
helmets, buttons, medals and decorations,

flags and standards, fortification, wargaming,
model soldiers, military drill, modern warfare
and military technology, hunting, shooting,

cartridges and ballistics.

From 7 April, we are open on Saturdays from
10am to 5pm.

P v|| nCin^ of Bohemia
tavern

^  bookshop
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2-6 Hampstead High Street, London N]AI3 iQQ Telephone 01 794 3277.



Why not come and see for yourself?

Ken Trotman have unrivalled stocks of books on military subjects. For nearly 30 years,
Ken Trotman have supplied books by mail, and only a few special visitors have been

admitted to the stockrooms. Now, for the first time, arrangments have been made for the
Ken Trotman stocks to be open to visitors during normal office hours on weekdays and, as
from April 7th, on Saturdays betweenlO am land 5pm. Anyone with any degree of serious
interest in books on military subjects is recommended to visit Ken Trotman. The following

brief notes give you some idea of the range of the extensive Trotman stocks.

Tanks, Artillery & Fortification

The sections cover the heavy material of war. Although
the majority of books cover 20th century warfare, the
artillery and fortification sections also deal with all
earlier periods. The detailed study of modern armour
has been greatly enhanced by the efforts of a small
group of specialist publishers, particularly in England
and Germany. Not only do we maintain a comprehensive
stock of technical books in print, but our shelves always
contain a good selection of technical manuals and
older works, in many different languages. At the last
count we had over 1,300 works on these subjects,
everything from small pamphlets to a set of St. Remy's
Memoires d'Artillerie.

While we. keep regular stocks of all English publications
in this area, we also look far afield in order to find
the best available references, such as the supers
Militfahrzeuge series on German World War Two
AFVs, and all of the best publications from the United
States, such as Hunnicutt's brand new definitive work
on the Sherman. We also have many out-of-print works.

Uniforms & Badges
At the last count we held 1,350 books on uniforms and
badges alone. Our most recent catalogue of books about
uniforms, badges, orders and decorations listed 311
titles on these subjects. We also have books on model
soldiers, wargaming and the general collection of
militaria in this area. All the major series' are stocked,
such as Men-At-Arms, the Blandford colour series,
and the Funcken Arms and Uniforms books (incl iding
Volume 2 of Les Armes au Temps de la Chevclier).
We also import uniform books from all over the world,
ranging from the Bucquoy series to, say, Uniformen
Europaischer Armeen, which is tlie latest uniform
book from East Germany.

For the wargamer, we can supply all of the Wargames
Research Group publications, Don Featherstone's
books, and even (occasionally) original copies of
H.G. Wells' Little Wars\

Military History
At the last count we had 1,8(X) military history books
on our shelves, but this is always increasing. We try

to keep to campaign histories and military biography,
and have a particularly good range on the Napoleonic
Wars. We issue a complete catalogue for Napoleonics
(which you are strongly advised to obtain if you have
any special interest in this period) and keep in stock
such masterworks as The Anatomy of Glory, Chandler's
Campaigns of Napoleon, Esposito & Elting's Atlas of
the Napoleonic Wars, plus an enormous range of rare
and out-of-print works of importance. We cover every
other period of military history, of course, with a
very large range of books pn World War Two, the
excellent Roundwood Press books on the English Civil
War, Duffy's works on 'the armies of Frederick the
Great and Maria Theresa, Bruce Catton's books on the
American Civil War, Connolly's books on the Roman,
Greek and Elannibal's armies, and a great many out-
of-print works — the list is endless, so you had better
come and check for yourself!

Antiqde Armour & Edged Weapons
This is the most specialised of all our subject areas,
and we search far afield to collect the detailed references
in print, including museum catalogues from many of
the important world collections. There are many out-
of-print works, some of considerable value, and we
like to think that you will not find anywhere else a
larger collection for sale. We have recently sold many
extremely rare volumes including the Kienbusch
Catalogue, several works by Guy Taking, including
his Record of European Armour Through Seven
Centuries, and Trapp & Mann's The Armoury of the
Castle of Churburg. At the last check, we had over
1,200 books on our shelves within this subject area,
which includes antique armour,, edged weapons, bows
& oriental armour & weapons.

Firearms

At the last check we had about 2,600 books on firearms'
and "related subjects on our shelves, with supplies
continually reaching us from all over the world and
a steadily increasing stock of out-of-print titles. Our
most recent catalogue included a number of rare items,
such as original works by Greener, Jackson & White-
law's European Hand Firearms of the I6th, 17th & 18th
Centuries, and a copy of the much sought-after
Powder Flask Book by Riling.

Ken Trotman
ARMS BOOKS

2-6 Hampstead High Street London NW3IQQ. Telephone 01-794 3277.



FOR YOUR WARGAMES & DIORAMAS
YOU CANNOT DO BETTER THAN BUY

Ijinimng iWmiatumf
MEANS, CONSTANT QUALITY, RELIABILITY AND SERVICE

FOR ANCIENTS, VIKINGS, ROMANS, MEDIEVALS, SAXONS AND NORMANS, GREEKS, NAPOLEONICS,
INDIANS, ETC. ELEPHANTS, MEDIEVAL ARTILLERY, NAPOLEONIC CANNON AND EQUIPMENT IN 25mm.

WWII BRITISH, AMERICAN, GERMAN CIVILIANS IN 20mm.
RECENT ADDITIONS TO MEDIEVALS, GREEKS, ROMAN GENERAL, INDIANS ALL SUPERBLY CRAFTED

IN HIGH QUALITY METAL.
GET YOUR LOCAL SHOP TO JOIN OUR EVER GROWING LIST OF STOCKISTS. FOR THE CONVENIENCE
OF OUR OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS 'LAMMINGS' ARE AVAILABLE AT THE FOLLOWING STOCKISTS:

U.S.A. - BALBOA GAMES CO., THE WAR HOUSE, 630 W. WILLOW, LONG BEACH, C.A. 90806.
C.S. & D. INC., 731 S. UNIVERSITY BLVD, DENVER, COLORADO 80209.
C.H. JOHNSON, 907 WASHINGTON AVE., BELMAR, WALLTOWNSHIP, N.J. 07719.
SOLDIER WORLD, M.R. CAUM, 20 VICTORIA AVE., SHREWSBURY, P.A. 17361.
SHIP SHOP, 114 MAIN ST., ANNAPOLIS, M.D. 21401.
PASTIMES, 34239 CARFIELD CIRCLE, ERASER, M.I. 48026.
ROYAL HOBBY SHOP, 3806 ESTATE ST., ROCKFORD, ILL. 61107.
THREE MUSQUETEERS, 10531 SANTANA ST., LAKESIDE, C.A. 92040.

CANADA - FROST MINIATURES, 11516 41st AVENUE, EDMONTON, ALBERTA, T6J 0V1.
KARMA ENTERPRISES LIMITED, VANCOUVER SOLDIER SHOP, 1092 RICHARDS ST.,
VANCOUVER, BC.

BELGIUM - GEDEMCO, DENDERMONDSE, STEENWEG 10, 2700 ST. NIKLAAS.
R.J. MURZIN, ST. JOZEFSWIJK 77, 3570 PEER, (K.L. BROGEL) LIMBURG, BELGIUM.

FRANCE - J.M. HAUTEFORT JEUX DEGUERRE, DIFFUSION, 42 RUE VICTOR HUGO 75116, PARIS.
W. GERMANY - Mrs. S. GODFREY, c/o. FRAU B.F. MILLER, PASSAGES, 6900 HD - EMMERTSGRUND,

W.GERMANY.

If in difficulty send direct to: 254 WINCOLMLEE. HULL. HU2 0PZ. Tel: 048226896 catalogueSOp - OverseasSOo.

IN ANY LANGUAGE-

HARROW
TELEPHONE:

01-863

9788

THE MODEL SHOP
190-194 STATION ROAD
HARROW, MIDDX.

TAMIYA KITS

TANKS 1/16th SCALE (MOTORISED AND SUITABLE FOR
REMOTE CONTROL)

....RT-1601 M4 Sherman with 105mm Howitzer £99.00

....RT-1602 Leopard A4 £110.00

TANKS 1/16th SCALE WITH TWO MOTORS AND REMOTE CONTROL
....LT-1601 Leopard A4 £52.00

TANKS 1/2Sth SCALE WITH INTERIOR DETAIL
..DTW-111 Tiger!
..DTR-111 Tiger I Remote Control
..DTD-114 Centurion

TANKS 1/25th SCALE (MOTORISED)
DT-108 British Chieftain Tank
DT-109 Russian T34 Tank
DT-120 SU100 Russian Assault Gun
DT112 German Panther V with Four Figs.
DT-113 German Jadgpanther "Rommel" with four figures
DT-114 British Centurion Mk. Ill

WARGAMES & COLLECTORS FIGURES:-

HINCHLIFFE, MEN AT ARMS, MINIFIG 16mm, LASSETT,
PHOENIX, OLD GUARD, HISTOREX, G.H.Q. GREENWOOD
8- BALL, CAMEO PERSONALITIES, EAGLE MINIATURES -

COMPREHENSIVE STOCK OF PAINTS BY HUMBROL, AIRFIX,
WINSOR & NEWTON ACRYLICS.

SPECIALIST BOOKS, BRUSHES. AIRBRUSHES, CRAFT KNIVES,
SHOWCASES. SPRAY PAINTS, ETC.

OPENING HOURS:

MON - SAT 9.30 - 6.00. WED 9.30 - 1.00.

FULL RANGE OF JACKLEY 20MM FIGS STOCKED

Avalon Hill Wargames NEW!!
WATERLOO - £7.95
ANZIO - £7.95
ALEXANDER THE GREAT - £7.95
WOODEN SHIPS AND IRON MEN - £7.95
STARSHIP TROOPERS - £7.95
CAESAR ALESIA - £8.95
CAESARS LEGIONS - 0.95
ASSAULT ON CRETE - £8.95
SUBMARINE - £8.99'

GETTYSBURG II - 0.95
RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN - 0.95

CROSS OF IRON.
A SQUAD LEADER

GAMETTE £8.96

WE ALSO STOCK: S.P.I. GAMES
PHILMAR.T.S.R. GAMES

1/35th MILITARY FIGURES AND ACCESSORIES
4 German Infantry Soldiers
4 U.S. Army Tank Crew
3 British Infantry Soldiers
4 German Afrika Korps Soldiers
4 German Army Officers
4 German Parachute Troops
4 U.S. Army Infantry
4 German Tank Crew
4 Russian Infantry Soldiers
48 Sand Bags
Jerry Can Set
Barricade Sets
Brick Wall Set (Unboxed)
8 German Assault Troops
8 German Artillery Troops
8 British Eighth Army (Desert Rats)
8 German Afrika Korps
7 German Machine Gun Troops
U.S. Infantry European Theatre
Smim wehrmacht Mounted Infantry Set
German Panzer Grenadiers (8)
Road Sign Set
German Observation Group
Tent Set
4 U.S. Command Figures
U.S. Combat Group (8figures)
U.S. Machine Gun/Mortar Team 8 Rgs.
Japanese Army Infantry
German Flak Crew "Eastern Front" (5 Figures)

-H MANY MORE

MONOGRAM ARMOR

WEASEL £1.25

IMF FIGS £1.25

PATTON £2.95

HEDGEHOG £2.95
FLAK PANZER £2.95

M.8AZMDCAZ £2.35

SCALE TREES, LICHEN.
PLASTICARD FOR

DIORAMAS IN OUR
RAIWAY DEPARTMENT.

R  POSTAL SERVICE
E  P & P UK Rates

f R Up to 70p - 25p
L  Upto£3.00 - 60p
' o Up to £10.00-£1.15
^  Up to £15.00-£1.30
"  Over £20.00 post free.



^  INFORMATION AND

MODEL BOOKS order instructions
PLEASE READ
CAREFULLY
All orders should be

accompanied by ,.>ayment
and sent

WARGAMER'S BOOI^RVLCIL
UiuueiDuoKs, oercouTi

House, 51 York Road, Brentford, Middx. TVV80QP, England.
Cheques and postal orders should be made payable fo
Albiori Scott Limited. _
Overseas Customers. Please send payments in British currency
by international money order or bank draft. Your books will
be sent by surface mail, but we will quote airmail costs If
required.

New andJtecommended
^RCRAFT AND AVIATION

INTERCONNAIR Aviation t>ooks from Italy are now distri-
buted by us. This series covers rrtany interestir^ subjects
for which there is very little literature available.

THE CAPRONI RAGGIANE FIGHTERS 1938-1945.
English text. Large monography. £2.95
THE FIAT FIGHTERS 1930-1945 - as above, pictures,
plans, data, history. £2.95
MACH 2 — the Supersonic Bombers. Good plans and
photos, Italian text. £4.50
AIR WAR OVER ITALY 1943-45 — excellent pictorial
volume, colour ilhjstratior^ of aircraft marldrtgs, insignia.
Battle plans, many photos. Italian text. £4.50
THE ORIGIN OF AVIATION IN ITALY 1783-1918.
English text, many illustrations. £4.96
The Interconrtair — POCKETRAMA Series — small all
colour books with very good photos, plans, data etc.
Little text, in Italian. 9^ each except where shown.
ITALIAN MILITARY AVIATION TODAY - ITALIAN

VETERAN AIRCRAFT - AIRCRAFT OF TODAY
1974 (English text) £125 - AIRCRAFT OF TODAY 1975
£1.25.

ROCKET FIGHTER — the Story of the Messerschmitt Me163.
A very comprehensive and well illustrated history published by
Squadron/Signal, USA. Hardback £6.95
WINGS ON MY SLEEVE — the remarkable story of Captain
Eric "Winkle" Brown £4.95
PASSENGER AIRCRAFT AND AIRLINES - a pictorial guide
to the World's Civil Planes and their Operators. Nearly all
colour. Hardback, excellent value at £4.95
EARLY AIRPLANES — Aviation's Heroic Age in 100 illustrations,
most in colour £325
FOCKE-WULF CONDOR — Scourge of the Atlantic. Mac-
donald 8-Jane's. Hardtack £6.75
AIR ENTHUSIAST QUARTERLY No. 8 - the latest edition of
this popular series £1.50
AIR INTERNATIONAL Bound Volume 14 — covers January
to July 1978. Excellent at £4.50

4 new titles in the very popular AIRCAM/AIRWAR
SERIES £2.50 each
No. 21 Japanese Carrier Groups, Pacific 1941-45. No.
22 — USAAF Bomber Units, Pacific, 1941-^. No. 23 —
RAF Combat Units, South-East Asia 1941-45. No. 24 —
Luftwaffe Fighter Units, Europe, 1942-45.

World War 2 Picture Report Series from Motorbuch-Verlaq.
Two new titles:

JU 88 AND HER SUCCESSOR TYPES - 260pp, 400 ill.,
German Text £11.95
GERMAN NIGHT FIGHTERS IN WW2 - 300pp, 500 ill.,
German Text £11.95

SEAPLANES — FELIXSTOWE — the illustrated history of this
famous seaplane base £6.95
THUNDERBOLT — a documentary history of the Republic
P-47. Clearly the best and most comprehensive P-47 book
published. 100's illustrations, colour, plans. £6.95
Two Aviation News Photo Albums published by Airliner
Publications £1.95 each
DOUGLAS DC 6 - Part I - the Past Use. DOUGLAS DC 6 -
Part 2 — today's Use.

Certainly the best illustrated aircraft book of late:
KOKUFAN's Pictorial History of the GRUMMAN F-14
TOMCAT. 270 ill., 1 plan over 1(X) in colour £7.95

CIVIL AIRCRAFT OF THE WORLD — the new edition of tfiis
standard reference £3.95
Pictorial History of KLM — a very well illustrated book from
Ian Allan £4.95
HELICOPTERS OF THE WORLD — the 1978 edition of this
Ian Allan reference book £3.95
CIVIL AIRCRAFT MARKINGS 1978 - by J.W.R. Taylor. New
Edition. Ian Allan 80p
AEROPHILE No. 2 — USAF-X-Series Aircraft. Very well
illustrated £1.50
AEROPHILE No. 3 — Bell P-59 Airacomet. Excellent pictures
and plans £1 so
AEROPHILE No. 4 - NORTHOP's FLYING WING BOMBERS;
Boeing WB-47 Stratojets £1.75
WARPAINT SERIES No. 4 - Convair B-58 HUSTLER and
variants £1.50
AERODATA INTERNATIONAL No. 5 - HAWKER HURRI
CANE 1 — new title in this series £1.45
AERODATA INTERNATIONAL No. 6 - REPUBLIC P-47D
THUNDERBOLT—also new title £1.45
AVIATION — Flight over the Eastem Counties sirK» 1^.
Illustrated £5.80

Please enclose 25p postage for orders up to £1, 50p up
to £2 and 75p thereafter.

Callers welcome. Open 9.30 to 5.30 Mon.-Frl. We are
next door to the Brentford Nylons Tower, Great West Road.

Trade and Export Enquiries. All books available to
trade at discount Please contact our Trade Manager.

Send stamps value lOp for ONE or More of the follow
ing lists. Showing JOO's more titles.
AIRBOOKS — books about aircraft and aviation.
SEABOOKS — books about ships and maritime.
WARBOOKS — books about warfare, weaports, soldiers.
MODELBOOKS — books about modelling.
MOTOBOOKS — books about motor vehicles.

New books from IAN. ALLAN — well known publishers
for illustrated books:
B-29 SUPERFORTRESS AT WAR, by D.A.
Anderton £6.K
RAF BOMBER COMMAND VOL. 2, by Moyes 8
Goulding £6.50
MARAUDER AT WAR, by R.A. Freeman £6.95
LINCOLN AT WAR 1944-66, by Garbett 8
Goulding £7.95
FIGHTERS OF TODAY, by D. Mondey £3.50

We have taken over the distribution for the high quality
MITTLER — Aviation Series from Germany. These publications
deal in great technical depth with German aircraft of all periods,
with much secret WW2 material included. Well illustrated and

with very good plans, therefore also very suitable for modellers.
German text.
LUFTFAHRT INTERNATIONAL — bi-monthly paperback
series, approx. 160pp, well ill. ^.96each
01 - FW 58 Weihe; Heinkel 1077; JU F 13. 02 - FW 58 Pt. 2;
Me 109 F-2; Hs 123; 03 — out of print. 04 — Arado Ar 196A
8B; JU EF 128; FW 190. 05 - Dornier Delphin; JU 88PI; Ta
152H. 06 - Me 109 E-7 8 E-8; Heinkel He P1078C. 07 - out of
print. (® — Domier DO X; Fieseler Storch; JU 86. 09 — Me 163;
Volksjaeger BV P 211. 10 — Bachem Natter; JU 52; He 72 8
172.\11 - out of print. 12 - Me 262; Blohm 8 Voss BV 138
MS; He 40. 13 - FW 190 VI; Junkers G38; Natter Pt. 2. 14 - •
Zeppelin LZ 126; Me 109; He 219; He 45. 15 - Horten HO VII;
Fw 186; Henschel Hs 124. 16 - Fieseler Storch; Fw 42; BV 222.
17 — Messerschmitt "Taifun" BF 108. 18 — Carrier version

JU 87 C-l. 19 - FW 189; Ju 86; Albatros L 81. 20 - Airbus
A300B2; Arado E-581. 21 - Stuka JU 87; He 111; Fa 330.
22 — Messerschmitt Bf 110; JU 87 D-1. 23 — Fighter Project
VJ 101; He 176V1. 24 - Heinket He 162; German Bombs;
25 - FW 206; Me 109F Single Seater. 26 - Me 109F Pt. 2;
Bf (Me) G-2/R1.27 - MRCA Tornado; BV 222; Wiking.

LUFTFAHRT INTERNATIONAL Bound Volumes - each-
volume covers 3 issues of the above.

An absolute reference series for the aviation enthusiast and
book collector. £6.95 each

No. 1, Nos. 2, No. 3, No. 4, No. 5, No. 6, No. 7, No. 8, No. 9.

LUFTFAHRT INTERNATIONAL Monographles - these are
special issues dealing with particular aircraft types. Very
comprehensive with plans, data, photos. German text, by K.
Pawlas.

LSI - TROOP 8 EQUIPMENT GLIDERS DFS 230; DFS 331
-143 pp. £1.95
LS2 - GIANT GLIDERS 8 HEAVY GLIDERS GO 242; GO 244;
GO 345; P 39; KA 430; 178pp £2.95
LS23 - The German Giants - MESSERSCHMITT ME 321
and 323; 336 pages £5.95

LUFTFAHRT DOCUMENTS — a series of illustrated mono-

graphies, composed of official documents £1.75 each
LD1 — Focke Wulf FW 191 Fighter. LD2 — Focke-Wuff Fw 491

I Bomber. LD3 — Focke-Wulf Fw 300 medium range a/c.
LD4 — Focke-Wulf Ta400 long range fighter. LD5 — Focke-
Wulf Fw 190 V-1 8 V-2. LD6 - Focke-Wulf Fw 190 A-1
Armaments. LD7 — Focke-Wulf Ta 152H high altitude fighter.
LD8 — Focke-Wulf Fw 200 long range bomber. LD9 — Focke-
Wulf Fw200F reconn. aircraft. LD10 — FW "Mistrel" Ta 154 A
— Fw 190 A-B. LD11 — Eber Armament Project. LD12 —
Under-hull-camouflage 1944. LD13 — P 46 Transocean.
LD14 - BV-P 170 Fast Bomber. LD15 - BV-P 194 Attack
Bomber. LD16 - BV-P 203 Night Fighter. LD17 - BV-P 213
Mini-Fighter. LD18 — BV-P 215 Night Fighter. LD19 —
Messerschmitt Me 328 B.
LD20 — German Aircraft 1914-^ £7.95
LD21 - Arado Ar234; 480 pages £8.95

LUFTFAHRT - BILD DOCUMENTS £1.75 each
LBD1 — WW2 Allied Aircraft (Carriers. LBD2 — Focke-Wulf
Fw 58 "Weihe".

Something very Speciall the LUFTFAHRT INTER
NATIONAL Photo Box £23.96. This box contains 200
superb photographs of the most famous German
Aircraft. Each photo carries full data on the reverse, and
a frame in the box allows individual display.

LUFTFAHRT HISTORY DOCUMENTS -r. these are plan and
data booklets for early planes. 95p each
LI — The First Aircraft Inventions 1867/68. L2 — Hanuschke
Monoplane 1911. L3 — Grohmann Monoplane 1911. L4 —
Hanriot Monoplane 1910. L5 — Heitmann Monoplane Types
lll-V 1911. L6 — Dornier Monoplane. L7 — Schulze-Herfort
Monoplane 1910. L8 — Reichelt Monoplane lOlO'. L9 — Etrich-
Rumpler Monoplane 1911. L10 — Monoplane of A. de Pischof.
L11 — Bleriot XIII Air Omnibus 1911. L12 — Racing Monoplar>e
of E. Wiencziers.

Tel: 01-560 3405
Telephone and Mail

Orders accepted on Access, Barclaycard
Money Back: If you are not entirely satisfied with your book(s),
you will receive your money back if you return your book(s)
within 7 days.
You can use this ad as an Order Form.

Visit our Midland branch, 7 Welch Gate,
Bewdley, Worcs, now open — Mon.-Fri.
9-4.30. Sat. 9-5.
All books reviewed in this publication can be ordered

from us^

WARFARE 8 MILITARY HISTORY
SCHWEIZ 1939-45 — War in a Neutral Country. — This book
from Motorbuch-Verlag is a unique history of Switzerland's
\AW2 involvement. German Text, but over 400 photos, most
of these have never been seen before. 362pp, hardback. £14.95
SCHWEIZER SOLDATEN - The book of the Swiss Defence
Forces through the ages. With undreds of photos, many in
colour. Excellent colour plates with badges, insignia, uniforms,
German text, but worthwhile because of the pictures £9.95
DER AKTIVDIENST - the Swiss at War 1939-45. A picture
book of Swiss forces in WW2, their weapons etc. Large hard
back, 1(X)'s of photos. German text. £9.95

SIGNAL PHOTOS IN COLOUR - The best collection

of WW2 colour photographs in one book. Nearly 200
large photos from Signal. Invaluable for the model
ler £9.95

I THE YOM KIPPUR WAR - No. 3 in the Born in Battle Series
. from Israel. 180 ill. £1.25
I TWO CENTURIES OF WARFARE - A massive book from
' Octopus covering all the major battles from the Nile in 1798 to
the 6-Day-War of 1967.480 pp, 100's ill. £9.95
THE ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF THE WORLD WARS -
edited by A.J.P.. Taylor. Large book. Over 550 pictures,
1^.000 words. An excellent history of WWl 8 2.
Octopus £7.95
THE AMERICAN WAR OF INDEPENDENCE 1775-83. The best
uniform ref. book. Only 60p

From the ALMARK Mechanics of War Series — now

Out of Print, we have acquired all the stock of these
three titles — all a must for the military modeller,
wargamer.
GR(5UND ATTACK — the use of flying artillery. Hard
back, colour ill., plans £2.50
INFANTRY TACTICS 1939-45 - a complete guide to
Infantry warfare in WW2. £2.50
ARTILLERY TACTICS 1939-45 - the detailed hand

book of artillery warfare £2.50

THE MARSHALL CAVENDISH WORLD WAR TWO SPECIALS

SERIES — action packed booklets with many colour illustra
tions, and covering very good subjects for the modeller:
SEA WAR IN THE PACIFIC 7Sp. HITLER'S PANZERS 75p
THE US MARINE CORPS 60p. TARGET GERMANY - the
RAF 8 USAF Air Assault 75p. WEAPONS IN ACTION 75p

New from ALMARKI - GERMAN ARMY UNIFORMS 1935-
45 — Insignia. Arms 8 Equipment £2.M

4 new MODELLING BOOKS from Almark: All with the usual
excellent material for models PAINTING, DETAILING 8 CON
VERTING ANCIENT 8 MEDIEVAL FIGURES £1.95
BUILDING NAPOLEONIC DIORAMAS — a step by step guide
with lots of illust. £1.95
PAINTING AND DETAILING MILITARY MINIATURES - a
must for the figure modeller £1.75
DIORAMAS AND SETTINGS — a complete modelling
techniques guide £1.75

THE WORLD WAR TWO PHOTO ALBUM SERIES
— photos from Official German Sources.
This new paperback series from PSL has been a smash
hit, and is highly recommended to all our customers.
Really superb photos, most have never been
seen. £2.50 each

01 Panzers in the Desert. 02 German Bombers over
England. 03 Waffen-SS in Russia. 04 Fighters
defending the Retch. 05 Panzers in North West Europe.
06 German Fighters over the Med. 07 German para
troops in the Med. 08 German Bombers over Russia.

MILITARY ARCHEOLOGY — a collector's guide to 20th
century war relics PSL £5.50
WAR IN THE PACIFIC. Pearl Harbour to Tokyo Bay, by John
.Winton, 192 pp, 250 ill. £7.95
COMMANDOS AND RANGERS OF WORLD WAR 2 - the
illustrated history from Macdonald and Jane's. 290 pp, hard
back, excellent wargaming reference material £7.95

OUR BEST MILITARY BOOK OF 1978 - of all the
hundreds of military titles we received in 1978 we think
that the best written and most interesting one is:
THE THIRD WORLD WAR -- August 1985. By
General Sir John Hackett. Superb press reviews —
hour long TV programme. Tells how WW3 can come
about. Very good pictures. Very detailed technical
chapters dealing with NATO and WARSAW pact
forces. £7.95

CHINA BURMA INDIA •
WW2 History.

the new volume in the TIME LIFE

£6.50



ITALIAN LINE CAVALRY 1796-1814. An Italian publication
full of colour and uniform details. A good addition to the
uniform books for that period £2.95
THE GERMAN ARMY TODAY - a super photo book, text in
English, French, German, covering weapons, equipment,
organisation, uniforms. Hardback £10.95

TANKS. WEAPONS and MILITARY EQUIPMENT

VORWAERTS - THE WAFFEN-SS PANZER BOOK.
This new book from Germany covers for the first time
the Panzer Units of the Waffen-SS in great detail. 170
pages, IDG's of pictures, most never seen before.
German captions. £9.95

TANKS OF THE GREAT ARMIES - this English Language
book from Italy covers all the main fighting tanks of today with
excellent photos, colour and plans. £2.95
ITALIAN FIGHTING VEHICLES 1939-45. The only book we
know on these AFV's. Really excellent photos, scale plans,
colour. All tanks and AFV's covered in great detail, and very
much angled at the modeller. Italian text. Hardback £6.95
GERMAN TANKS AND FIGHTING VEHICLES OF WORLD
WAR 2 — we have acquired the last stock of this much
sought after out of print Phoebus book. Hardback £2.95
THE FRENCH TANKS 1945-77 - This really fantastic new
book from France covers hundreds of photos, b/w and
colour, all the Franch AFV's. French text £17.95
THE GMC UNIVERSAL TRUCK - here is the picture book
about the famous GMC's, the favourites of the US Army.
Excellent photo material in abundance. It is a pity that the
French publishers did not put English captions in, but even so
a very worthwhile book for the military vehicle book enthusiast.
Hardback, 260pp £17.95
THE TANK MAGAZINE — two new issues of this excellent
monthly from Kokufan, Japan. No. 12/78 — AMX30; all
AMX variants, and excellent photos Et plans £2.50
No. 1/79 — Type 61 Main Battle Tank; Sturmgeschuetz 111;
M7 105; £2.50

3 new issues in the Kokufan Tanks Book Series — now
in English/Japanese K.25
PANZERKAMPFWAGEN IV — covering also Sturmge
schuetz IV; Jagdpanzer IV; Hummel; PANZERKAMPF
WAGEN III — with all variants and derivatives. T34 &
STALIN TANKS — with all variants and derivatives.

SWISS HAND GUNS 1650 to 1882
300 ill. German text

an illustrated history.
£14.95

AN ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF GUNS AND SMALL
ARMS - a beautifully produced book from Cathay, Hongkong,
with 135 superb, large colour plates. Only £4.95
FIRE ARMS - by Frederick Wilkinson. 100 illustrations of the
gunsmith's art. Very good colour and detail photos. Covers all
the main firearms. Good value at £3.25
JAPANESE BOOKS and PUBLICATIONS
Following the visit in November of our Managing Director
to Japan, we are now exclusively distributing several Jap»anese
ranges of really exciting books and publications. Very few
of these have ever been seen here before. We are sure that
all our customers will be as delighted with these as we are
- and there are many more great things to come from the
specialist publishers of Japan.

WILD MOCK SERIES - large A4 size, fat paperbacks,
with hundreds of the most fantastic colour photographs
of unbelievable quality. Peel-off sheets with insignia,
badges, etc. Very little (Japanese) text, but many English
subtitles and captions. Terrific value at £6.95 each.
No. 1 Modern US Jet Fighters - No. 2 The Japanese
Army - No. 3 The Imperial Japanese Navy — No. 5 Newest
US Jet Fighters - No. 6 World Jet Fighters - No. 7
Nuclear Fleet of the USA - No. 9 world Commando
Forces - No. 10 Modern US Jet Fighters Vol. 2 - No. 11
The Japanese Airforce — No. 12 Tactical Weapons — No. 13
Military and Civil Pilots - No. 17 Fantastic Space Weapons
- No. 20 The US Air Force Today - No. 22 Famous
WW2 Aircraft - No. 25 The US Police Force.
MARU PUBLICATIONS - the best series of ship books
from Japan. Nearly all photos, plans and drawings. Very
little Japanese text. We know nothing of comparable quality
in Europe - highly recommended to all customers.
Maru Hardback Series — each several hundred pages and
illustrations and dealing only with World War 2 subjects. £8.95
(11) Japanese Battleships — (12) Japanese Aircraft Carriers
(11) Japanese Battleships — (12) Japanese Aircraft Carriers
- (13) Japanese Heavy Cruisers - (14) Japanese Light
Cruisers - (15) Japanese Destroyers - (16) Japanese
Submarines - (17) Japanese Small Warships - (18) Japanese
Battleships Vol. 2 - (19) Japanese Heavy Cruisers Vol. 2 -
(20) Japanese Destroyers Vol. 2 — (21) Japanese Small

I Warships Vol. 2 - (22) US Battleships — (23) British
I Battleships - (24) American Aircraft Carriers.
Maru Graphic Quarterly Series - large paperbacks with
hundreds of superb photographs, plans, etc.. much unknown
material. Excellent value at £3.95. Covers only World War 2
period.

[  (24) British Aircraft Carriers — (25) American Cruisers -
I  (261 British Cruisers — (27) German Battleships — (28)
, British Destroyers — (29) World Battleships (excl. British,

American and Japanese) - (30) German Cruisers - (31)
American Destroyers — (32) German and Italian Submarines
- (33) British, French, Russian Submarines - (34) American
Submarines.

AIRMARU Publications - A series of photo albums covering
World War 2 subjects. Superb quality, 95% pictures. Ve'y
little text (Japanese). Good quality paper and hardcovers
with plastic sleeve. £8.95 each
(1) The Zero Fighter - (2) Japanese Fighters - (3) Japanese
Bombers - (4) Japanese Reconnaissance Planes - (5)
American Fighters - (6) American Bombers - (7) British
Fighters - (8) British Bombers - (91 German Military Aircraft
- a complete photo reference book - (101 World Military
Aircraft - all the other aircraft of WW2. except those covered
in volumes 1-9 of this series.

Other Japanese Books
JAPANESE TANKS OF WORLD WAR 2 - the complete
photo record (Uram). £8.95
JAPANESE NAVAL VESSELS ILLUSTRATED Vol. 1
Battleships and Battle Cruisers 1869-1945. Over 500 pages,
1,600 illustrations, all on large plates. Detailed Ship index.
Book runs by Classes. The most complete reference work.
Hard Cover, A4, slip case. £39.50
FIGHTING SHIPS OF THE IMPERIAL JAPANESE NAVY
- Over 500 large illustrations. Detailed listing of all classes.
All ships and carriers illustrated. Large, A4 size hardback,
slip case. A very rare book. £29.50
These two books are acknowledged by experts as the classic
reference books and have been out of print for some time. We
are very lucky to find some stock in Japan, and bought
all of it.

THE US AIR FORCE - an all colour book with English
text. Super material and highly recommended for the quality
of its colour plates. £9.95
THE US 7th FLEET - an all colour book, with excellent
pictures of all the aircraft, the carriers, the operations.
Super quality. £6.95
A PANZER Magazine Special - the most comprehensive
reference book for the modeller of German WW2 Tanks
- with hundreds of detail photographs, colour plates, scale
plans. Every tank detailed. English text. Large format.
PANZER SPECIAL - German Tanks of World War 2. £5.95
KOKUFAN - now with more English captions and texts.
Famous Aircraft Series each £1.50 No 104 F4U Corsair —
(105) Kawasaki C-1 Transport - (106) P-38 Lightning -
(107) A-4Skyhawk - (108) SBD Dauntless.
Kokufan Aircraft Magazine each £2.50 (1/79) — (2/79) -
(3/79) - (4/79)
The Tank Magazine each £2.50 — 1/79 - T.61; Japanese
Tanks — 2/79 M-41

JACOBITE MINIATURES
543 Gorgie Road, Edinburgh, EHll BAR

Telephone: 031-443 7838

HORSE TEAMS
NHT/1 — Polish Fool Artillery Team
NHT/2 — Baden Foot Artillery Team
NHT/3 — Swedish Foot Artillery Team
NHT/4 — Danish Foot Artillery Team
NHT/5 — Wurttemberg Foot Artillery Team

BAVARIA

Infantry
BVIM/1 — Line Infantryman advancing
BVN/2 — Line Infantry Command Pack
BVN/3 - Line Grenadier advancing

DENMARK

Cavalry
DEN/8 — Dragoon trooper
DEN/9 — Dragoon Command Pack
DEN/10 — Hussar trooper
DEN/11 — Hussar Command Pack

SWEDEN

Cavalry
SN/7 -

SN/8 -

SN/9 -

SN/10 -

— Light Dragoon trooper
— Light Dragoon Command Pack
— Hussar trooper
— Hussar Command Pack

ARTILLERY

ART/1 — French 8pdr Gun
ART/2 — French 6pdr Gun
ART/3 — French 4pdr Gun
ART/4 - French 12pdr Gun
Mail Order p&p U.K. - 10% order value Imirrimum lOpI

Overseas - 25% order value {minimum 2Dp).

Pack contents and price
Infantry Pack £0.65
Cavalry Pack £0.65

Artillery Crew£0.65
Command Packs

Infantry £0.32
Cavalry £0.32

Equipment Packs
Gun Pack,
contains 4 guns at £0.65
Horse team, 4 horses,
1  limber & riders at £0.65

NAPOLEONIC
WARGAMES FIGURES
IN 15MM

SN/8 Standard Bearer

Trade enquiries welcomed

80/1 — Dragoon
Trooper, walking-out
dress, 1900 at £3.00 each.

80/2 — Officer, Royal
Scots Greys, walking
out dress, 1815
at £3.00 each.

80/3 — Musketeer of
the French Royal
Household, 1660,
standing holding sword
(kit) at £3.40 each.



LOW COST MAIL-ORDER SPECIALISTS- PricesJmlude UK/BFPO p&p Board Wargames — Pre XXth Century

• BOARD WARGAMES, SIMULATIONS

• Role-playing Rules

• Miniatures Rules

• Archive Ral Partha Miniatures

Fantasy Games
^Middle Eatii^

Science Fiction

*Black Hole, Ice War (MGC) B £2.10
Star Fighter (GTG) £8.60
Strange New Worlds S,B £8.60

♦Direct Conflict In D6, B £7.60
♦Second Empire B £10.50

Gamma World R £7.45

♦War of,
♦Sauro?
Sword

♦Sticks
♦Stomp
♦Source
♦Eleme
♦Spella
White
Noma
There
Melee,
Wlzar<

♦Sorcer

PI) £12.00
i^RIng (SRI) £8.50
Kpndor £5.00 ea. ^
T^orcerv B £8.55fl
c StUK tMGC) £2B

of the Nillh|^,R eI.
tary Watson Pia.£iy
iker, Que$t(GTt9|(nE
iear & Red Moor>(l
iGods(Ch) B £7.35l
hd B

50
10
:8.60 each^

£7.35

ack Again S.R
peath Test S,R £2.
KMGC) R £2.90
Ir's Cave (Phi) S,B i

Machlavelll £9.50
♦Grand Imperalism (GTG) £8.60

i^obert the Bruce £6.60
^Itad (CG) £8.70
♦Mre^M^apoleonlc Naval (TT) £1.82
♦RaphUliGDW) £4.15

Caesar arl^esia £8.80
Klngmakerr^l^ £6.30

^^ingmaker (An^^.61
^ifcarsalus (GDW)T^0

Ertlliji Civil War (Pmli£5.36 (Bxd Edn)
♦DresdIWyKW) £6.60^1^
Napoleon^^ast Battles QulM^SPI) £7.00
Micro-Na^Bonics (TT) £1.4^^e^
Crimeai^^^ Quadrlgame (SPI)^B.(

♦NapoMBrAH) f.8.60
^sja^Bwi^US) £2.18 I

I Centurwon

Outreach (SPiS S,B £5.25
MPmum (CG) B £8.60

iPTr Ffltce Alpha Centaurl (SPI) B,S £5.00

ires Rules
\nctents £1.58, Llsl
\nclent Naval lI.iI
Renaissance Lists £1
.685-1845 £1.68 1
.925/50 £1.58 |
i/Iodern £1.70 J

♦Traveller ShIeTd (JG) £1.6
Warpwar (MGC) B £2.10

■vizards & W^pife80p^|^
tJapoleonie4RT48 ^
■^merlc^plCtvll War £1.48,^Kan^rTo Sina^l £1.70^^

AC^'(Cofe^*£i.07
Action I hiiinfrjliiii £1.28
WWI Trench £^«£^

Fantasy Dungeons and Dragons (TSR) R
Edition £7.90, RatoSsfi2°i'ook £2.65

^90

♦ Ardira^^^^olre, Skull Tower ^
Book nTRunes of Doom £6.80
Instant Bad Guys £2.30

kl,S2 £3.95 ea.

SkirmishOld West Vols, 1,11 eacli^^O
FGU Archworld £4.04

Broadsword £3.13
Blue Light Manual (ACW) £4.07

♦^pEen FTctB
^Pncro-Fleef

^^Iva Espan;
FDescent on

Drang Nach
Highway to
Panzer Leac
Russian Car
Wacht Am I

^ Wehrmacht^l^tUe f^r R
SubnS^tol
Fulda Ga1fll|

eWorld War!War ^ij
DaLmfctoss £{
Air

* ExpansiC^B
♦AtlantifidEra
♦Nex^IRr (S

?^

Byond (SPi) £6.55
FT) £1.40
BTL) £7.00
rete (^SPI) £9.65
)sten (GDW) £11.6!
ie Reich (SPI) £12.
r (AH) £8.80
)algn (AH) £8.61
lein (SPI) £12.00
-us) £3.32
me (FUS) £3.32
• (AH) £8.80
►1) £7.70
kH) £8.80
Pi) £5.75
^i) £5.25
iTmi £5.75

N £2.15 ea.
Axe and Arrow JLS) £1.82
Fighter Pilot (WWII) (LS) £1.67

Asgard Retinue £1.32

i?l.50>
itiodl^ (SPi) £l6.00

(SPI) £16.00
rop (BTL) £11.00
un (GG) £8.70
•t Rats (WW) £5Ja^
ttdng (WW)

♦Jasta (WWi) 75p
♦Starstrike 47p
*Becket (R) 52p

TWstock many SF, Fantasy
& General gaming magazines

Fantasy — Role Playing
Tunnels & Trolls R £1.96
Buffalo Castle (FB) S £1.95(T&T dungeon)

- Labyrinth (FB) ,£2.10(T&T dungeon) R
^^raathtrap Equalizer DungeCrrjFB) S £2.10

Tsifflttaacefflaas '^New T&T Dungeons ajr£2.?3-0 ^ ^ B
Wierd World, DargoiT*5 Dungeon, Naked Doom

♦Sorcerer Sohtaire, Overkill, Beyond the Silvered)
Pane

New Arrival

Role Playing Rules

Play Solo

Boardgame

Miniatures Rules

These were just some of our games.
*Our catalogue contains details on
virtually all games availabe in the
U.K. Sand 14p in stamps & s.a.e.
(o'saas Si.r.c.) for a copy, (or free
with orders over £4)

ESDEVIUM GAMES {7W)
SD&VM STEEL

2 Morley Road
FARNHAM Surrey GU9 SLY

Tel: Farnham 1222^2

-NO POSTAGE ON MANY GAMES FOR REGULAR CUSTOMERS

IVIEDIEVALWARGAMING
IN 15mm BY PETER LAING

ANCIENT WARGAMING FIGURES
IN 15mm BY PETER LAING

F901 Longbowman shooting 5p M902 Charging knight
F902 Longbowman marching 5p (lance caparison) lOp
F903 Man at arms marching 5p M903 Charging knight, sword lOp
F904 Man at arms standing, spear 5p M904 Mounted knight
F905 Crossbowman shooting Sp (Mace caparison) lOp
F906 Crossbowman loading 5p M905 Mounted knight, war hammer lOp
F907. Dism Knight with glaive 5p M906 Mounted archer 10p
F909 Handgunner firing 5p M907 Mounted man at arms lOp
F910 Dism Knight with axe Sp M908 Mounted Herald lOp
F912 Standing spearman (Scot) Sp F209 Unarmoured inf. with sword Sp
F912 Kneeling spearman (Scot) Sp F212 Unarmoured inf. spearman
F913 Priest with cross Sp marching Sp
F914 Advancing spearman Sp F214 Unarmoured axeman Sp
F915 Dismounted Herald Sp F216 Unarmoured crossbowman sp
A901 Small bombard Sp A201 Mangonel ISp
A902 Cannon on elev. mount ISp A202 Man with lever sp
A903 Cannon on fixed mount ISp A203 Two men with missile lOp
A904 Kneeling gunner Sp A416 Balllsta ISp
A905 Standing gunner Sp A411a Ox cart, solid wheels ISp
A906 Ladder carrier (2 reqd.) Sp A411b Ox cart, spoked wheels 15p
A907 Ladder lOp A412 Draught ox (2 reqd.) 10p
A908 Man for climbing ladder Sp A413 Ox cart driver sp
A909 Battering ram lOp JOHN MITCHELL BUILDING SHEETS
A910 Bat. ram crew (2 reqd.) Sp Sheet 1 Cottage 36p
A911 Trebuchet 30p Sheet 2 Farmhouse & Barn 38p
A912 Siege tower (12 part kit) a.oo
M901 Mounted Knight Sheet 3 Castle Gate House 36p

(lance caparison) lOp Sheet 4 Castle Walls 36p

Greek Hopllte
Persian Immortal

Mede Infantry
Persian Infantry with spear
Greek Archer
Thracian Peltast with spear
Greek Cymnet
Persian Archer
Greek Slinger
Spartan Hopiite
Theban Hoplite
Assyrian Archer
Assyrian shield bearer
Assyrian heavy infantry
Assyrian light infantry
Imp Roman legionary marching 5p

Please note that all items listed in catalogue are available — no need to
request alternatives.

There are now nearly 600 15mm wargaming items by Peter Laing available
from Ancients through to World War 2. Besides foot &■ mounted figures,
transport & artillery are well represented. Send 12p in stamps now for full

list and sample figure (state preference).

Imp Roman standard Sp
Imp Roman trumpeter 5p
Imp Roman centurian marching 5p
Imp Roman legionary standing 5p
Imp Roman centurion standing 5p
Gallic Chieftain, standard 5p
Brit Chieftain 5p
Gallic infantry, raised spear 5p
Gallic infantry marching Sp
Gallic musician 5p
Pictish Spearman 5p
Pictish Archer 5p

Pictish Javalinman 5p
Prankish Spearman 5p
Prankish Axeman 5p
Phrygian Spearman Sp
Phrygian Axeman Sp
Assyrian slinger Sp
Assyrian aux. archer Sp
Persian inf. shield & sword Sp
Macedonian Phalangite Sp
Mercenary Peltast with Thureos Sp
Thracian Peltast with
Rhomphaia Sp
Persian horseman lOp
Greek horseman lOp
Scythian mounted archer lOp
Catphract lOp
Assyrian cav lOp
Mounted Roman Officer lOp
Gallic cav lOp
Pictish cav lOp
2nd cent Roman heavy cav lOp
Assyrian Med horse archer lOp
Persian chariot ISp
Persian chariot crew lOp
British chariot ISp
Brit chariot crew lOp
Assyrian chariot ISp
Assyrian chariot crew lOp
Galloping chariot horse lOp

Send 12p for sample and list of nearly 600 items. Ancients — Dark Ages — Medievals
ECW — Marlburian — AWI — Crimean — A.C.W. — Colonial — World War 1

World War 2

Cash with Order Packing and Postage extra
Orders up to and including £1 please add 14p

£2 ■■ 17p
£3 20p
£4 •  23p
£5 "  24p
£6 27p

U. S. A.

U.S. Wiigim.t, c.n obMin PETER LAING'J m.tal ISmm tlgulM through
the following dealers

Orders of £6 and over POST FREE Overseas add 25% (Air tvlail) mm. £1

PETER LAING
Minden, Sutton St. Nicholas. Hereford HR1 3B0

Tel. 518 (SID 043 272)

So/tf/er Woild, USA. P.O. Box175 Shrewsburv. PA 17361
The Three Musnueleers 10531 Saniana Si. Lakeside. CA 92040

That's TOC ITecllcel Operelions Cemer) Bo* 297, Ft. Meada MD 20755
The Little Soldier 1776 Plaza. 1776 East Jefferson St., Rockvllle, MD 20852

ftoyel HobbY Shop 3806 East State Street. Rockford. ILL 61107

AUSTRALIA
sole agents

BelHefleld P.O. Bo* 47 Wahroongs 2076 Austtalii



XUl? XTT WI RANGE OF PLASTIC KITS
IJnil/ ilH/TT AND ALL ACCESSORIES

MODEL ARMY (MINUTURES) LTD
Directors: Eric W. Knowles and Ivy B. Knowles

373 HIGH STREET NORTH, MANOR PARK LONDON, El 2 6PG. Telephone 01-472 2508
HOURS OF BUSINESS: 9.30am—6pm. MON. TO SAT.—CLOSED ALL DAY THURSDAY.

SPECIALISINC FOR WARGAMERS & MIUTARY FIGURE COLLECTORS
THE FRIENDLY SHOP WITH THE LARGEST WARGAMES FIGURES STOCK IN LONDON

How to find us . . .

RUSKIN ARm
PUeUCHOUSE

EASTHA/VI
DISTRICT LINE

■e-

WE DO NOT HAVE ONE COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE
OF ALL THE MANY ITEMS WE STOCK.

ENQUIRIES WELCOME BUT PLEASE ENCLOSE SAE or
IRC FOR REPLY.

h€W/V100EL
ARMi I I
No 373

101 Bus route passes door

MAIL ORDER TERMS: 25p up to £3 and lOp in £ or
part of a £ thereafter. OVERSEAS: Surface add 30%.
Airmail add 60%.

MIKES MODELS
38, QUEENS ROAD, BRIGHTON BN4 4RO.

DIRECT MAIL ORDER ONLY
15mm WARGAMES FIGURES

Late Roman Infantry Officer.
Late Roman Infantry Standard Bearer.
Praetorian Guard Infantryman.
Roman Auxiliary Light Archer.
Roman Light Horse Archer.
Roman Mounted Officer.
Roman Mounted Standard Bearer.
Palestinian Clubman.
Regular Bolt Thrower Crewman.
Regular Artilleryman.

TRAJANIC ROMAN
AP125 Trajanic Legionary in full armour.
AP126 Early Armoured Legionary.
AP127 Roman Armoured Auxiliary Infantryman.
AP128 Roman Armoured Auxiliary Archer.
AP129 Early Roman Infantry Officer.
AP130 Early Roman Infantry Standard Bearer.
AP131 Early Roman Auxiliary Armoured Cavalryman
AP132 Roman Auxiliary Armoured Horse Archer.
AP133 Equites Singulares Guard Cavalryman.
AP134 Moorish L'ght Cavalryman.

Horse with Saddle Cloth.
Early Roman Horse.
Late Roman Horse.
Mule with Harness.
Horse with Full Scale Armour.

Dromedary with Saddle Cloth 7p

1 Cubit Bolt Engine 15p
30 Mina Stone Thrower 30p
Mule Cart 20p

PALMYRAN
AP140 Palmyran Cataphract.
AP141 Palmyran Regular Light Cavalryman.
AP142 Palmyran Irregular Light Cavalryman.
AP143 Palmyran Armoured Camel Rider.
AP144 Palmyran Foot Archer.

APEtAH FIGS 5p

P & P INLAND ORDERS UNDER £5 ADD 10% (min. lOp)
ORDERS OVER £5 POST FREE

OVERSEAS ORDERS UNDER £5 ADD 30%

AURELIANIC ROMAN
AP145 Late Roman Medium Legionary.
AP146 Roman Auxiliary Javelinman.
AP147 Roman Armoured Cavalryman with kontos.
AP148 Late Roman Light Cavalryman.

ORDERS £5 to £10 ADD 20%

ORDERS OVER £10 ADD 10%

AIR MAIL 10% EXTRA.

LISTS & SAMPLE FIGURE FREE WITH S.A.E.
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

LITERATURE OF WARGAMING

Books by Donald Featherstone - Personally inscribed, signed by the Author. Cash with order to
Wargamer's Newsletter, 69 Hill Lane, Southampton 801 5AD. Prices are for U.K. only - overseas buyers
(whether in sterling or their own currency) please add 20^.

WARGAMES -£4.20p. NAVAL WARGAMES - £5.60p. ADVANCED WARGAMES - £3.25p. WARGAMES CAMPAIGNS - £3.tt5D.
WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - Vol.1 3000 EC to 1500 AD - £4.5op. WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - Vol.11 1420-
1783 - £3.75p. WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - Vol.111 1792-1859 - £5.00p. WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - Vol.
IV 1863-1945 - £6.OOp. BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS - £4.45p. BATTLE NOTES FOR WARGAMERS - £4.00p.
WARGAMING ANCIENT AND MEDIEVAL PERIODS - £4.25p. WARGAMING - PIKE AND SHOT PERIODS - £5.OOp. TANK
BATTLES IN MINIATURE - The Western Desert Campaign - £3.10p. SKIRMISH WARGAMING - £3.20p. POITIERS
1356 - £1.80p. AT THEM WITH THE BAYONET I - fl.flSp. COLONIAL SMALL WARS 1837-1901 - £5.55p. CAPTAIN
CAREY'S BLUNDER - £3.75p. BETTER MILITARY MODELLING - £2.75p. WARGAMERS HANDBOOK OF THE AMERICAN WAR
OF INDEPENDENCE 1775-1783 - £4.25p. TANK BATTLES iIN MINIATURE No.4. - £4.50p. WARGAMING AIRBORNE
OPERATIONS - £5.OOp. WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT OF THE VICTORIAN SOLDIER - £6.50p.

WARGAME RULES by Don Featherstone. 40p_per set or £3.00p for 9 including postage. Ancient
(1000BC-900AD); Medieval; Pike and Shot; 18th Century; NapoTeonlo; Amerlcan-JClvll War; 1^889 fneluding
Colonial Wars;. 1917 (Colonial*); 1944 Normandy. WARGAMES TERRAIN ILLUSTRATED->55p.



Q.T. Models
BRIDLINGTON • HUMBERSIDE

DIORAMA ■ BASES; Many sizes available ex-stock, also made
to order, each hand-made and trench polished. We have an
ever-expanding range of dbrama accessories — covering • buildings
• pavement sections • fountains • wall sections , also wells, etc.
New releases each month • all at prices for the modeller — not —

the millionaire.
Horse Trough 75p • 54mm Fireplace 75p • 2 Classical Columns 50p
DIORAMA ACCESSORIES suitable for 1/35-1/32 scale destroyed
gildings • 99p □ fountains • 75p □ wall • 25p □ pavement • 50p
□ foot figure base • 50p □ mounted base • 75p □ destroyed Ijarn
• 99p □ medium base • £1.50 also large base • £1.75 □ 75mm fire

place • £1.25
Send 30p for Sample Diorama Accessory

Example: our DIORAMA PACK ONE includes diorama base
board, pre-coloured ground mix, building (destroyed house), two
paved sections and instructions. Price complete £3.50 -I- 15%

p&p • and that's 1/35r1/32 scale.
DIORAMA PACK TWO Barn with accessories £3.50 + p&p.

12x9*£1.70 12 x 6*£1.32 6 x 6* 99p
9x9«£1.40 12x12*£2.09 18 x 12*£2.82

Any size made to order, 1p per sq. inch, plus 60p make up
charge, all prices include VAT • We have an engraving service
to provide you with that finished touch (a brass name plate in

American Script or block capitals at approx 50p.
DIORAMA ACCESSORIES FOR 1/300 SCALE

Buildings • 20p □ Wrecked buildings • lOp □ Bridges • 15p □
Town Hall • 20p □ Gun emplacements • lOp □ Pill boxes • lOp

Hotel • 20p □
Factory • Chimney • Warehouse • Offices • Water Tower 20p each.
Railway Station; Platforms, Kiosk and Ticket Office, Platform Building,

Signal Box, Engine Shed.
Aerodrome: Control tower. Hangers, Barracks, Admin ^lock. Canteen

Ail at 20p each - Hangers 75p each._
Send 25p for Sample 1/300 Scale Building

Orders up to £10 - Add 15% (Minimum 20p, Maximum £11; Over £10 Post Free.
Trade Enquiries Welcome

ATLANTiC ANCiENTS NOW IN STOCK.
— "Toy" Soldiers—

Blenheim • Marktime • British Bulldog « Soldiers Soldiers « Prinz August Tincasling Sets «
OPEN Sam to 6pm, closed Thursday. MAIL ORDER WELCOME. Send 20p for Catalogue

to: 10 QUEEN ST., BRIDLINGTON. Y015 2SF. Tele: 0262 70421.

1^51 Cast Your Own 25mm
Wargames Figures

Prince August, for years Europes most popular manufacturer
of moulds and home-casting equipment, is now releasing in
the U.K. a completely new range of moulds aimed especially
at your favourite hobby/Wargames. Yes/we now produce a
growing range of 25mm moulds, both mounted and foot
figures.

These moulds are tough and long lasting, from each of vyhich
you will be able to caste literally hundreds of fully round, finely
detailed figures at a fraction of the normal cost; and remember,
we produce all the equipment you need (burners, clamps,
metal etc.) to make home-casting both easy and enjoyable.

Manufactured by: Prince August Moulds Ltd., MACROOM,
Ireland.

SPACE WARGAME MODELS
Original Metal Space Ships designed by Willi Brieker

ES1 Explorer Vehicle Hover Type 25p
ES2 Explorer Vehicle ,Tracked Type 25p
ES3 Flying Saucer Scout Ship 25p
ES4 Fighter-Recce Ship 25p
ES5 Interstellar Patrol Vessel 25p
ES6 Deep Space Assault Vessel 25p
ES7 Hunter-Destroyer Ship lOp
ESfJ Bat Fighter-Recce Ship lOp
ES3 Interceptor Fighter 7p
ES10 Large Flying Saucer Warship 55p

Postage 10% : Minimum lOp U.K.
S.A.E. for List ; TRADE TERMS

HO/DO WARGAMES FIGURES
Designed by Stadden and moulded in hard

polystyrene
British Infantry 1939-45

12 Figure Infantry Section attacking

Metal German 1939-45 Figures " HOBBIES
Paratrooper with MP38 Lower Balloo Road,

PanzerGrenadier with MP38 BT19 2LU, IM. Ireland
PanzerGrenadier with grenade
Jp each. Postage 10p per 10

S.A.E. for figure lists

AIRCRAFT in MINIATURE
Metal 1/1200 Scale Models

Wide Selection of W.W.2 & Modern
.  Types

ASH GROVE, ROYLES HEAD LANE, LONGWOOO, HUDDERSFIELD, W. YORKSHIRE, HD3 4TU

THE MONGOLS REMADEl
This month we offer a completely new anif even
better range of Mongols than the original.
25-1 Unarmoured infantry auxiliary archer
25-2 Unarmoured infantry spearman
25-3 Armoured infantry archer
25-4 Armoured Infantry with spear
25-5 Armoured cavalry with lance

(H.8,28or29)
25-6 Armoured cavalry with bow

(H.8,28or29)
25-7 Light cavalry with javelin (H .4, 5 or 23)
25-8 Light cavalry with bow (H.4, 5 or 23)
H.8 Mongol half armoured horse at half

gallop (25p)
EG.1 Bactrian war camel complete with

drums and Mongol drummer (95p)
(Recommended horses for cavalry In brackets).
Foot & rider figures 15p
Horses & ponies 20p unless otherwise listed.

We are pleased to announce
Plus postage & packing our manufacturers in the
U.K. 10% (Minimum order £1) U.S.A. are:
Overseas 30% Surface mail Heritage Models, Inc.,

(Min. order £1) 9840, Monroe Drive, BIdg. 106,
60% Airmail (Min. order £5) Dallas, Texas 75220



MINIATURE WARFARE 1979
SPECIAL COMMUNIQUE I with special thanks to Don Featherstone, the •Newsletter* azid
its Readers - the backbone of our growing army of regular customers - we can report another
year of steady progress. The new shop is well established as a popular venue and attracting
new custom daily. Bad weather flooding has posed constructional problems and delayed expansion
plans, but action is under way sxni auxiliary services will be operational soon. Thanks Home
and Overseas readers for your support - our Resolution 1979 is to maintain our imdertakingj
IF WE HAVB'HT GOT IT- WE'LL GET IP FOR YOU 1 IF WE CAN'T GET IT - WE CM PROBABLY MAKE IT i

^LANTIC HO/OO PLASTIC FIGfURES. have proved very popular - demand exceeding supply. Stocks now
but mote ezpected late January. Regret Catalogue/Price Lists

not available - see Sept, Oct, Nov •Newsletter's for full details, and remember to send cash
with order PLUS 15^ packing & postage. Range is limited to Egyptians, Greeks, Romans, WII
Armies, and 'Western' subjects only, including Diorama Sets, Battle Sets (£3-25) consist of
Ardenne - El Alamein - Casino - Okinawa - Little Bi^om,

ALL DELIVERIES; are dependent on supplies from manufacturers, sometimes causing delays in
despatch of 3 - 6 weeks. For economic reasons catalogues Include advance

production schedules spread over many months, thus items you select may not even be in product
ion when you order - so please include ALTERNATIVE selections. If there is aigr lengthy delay
we notify clients, issue a credit note for items NOT available, and ask them to re-order,

packing/postage RATES: Cash with order plus - UK orders over £10 post ftee... JJnder £10 add

Overseas

FIGURE PAHTING SEEVICB; including assembly, painting and mounting Of aethl or plastic figures
from 54om scsile upwards - any quantity, period, or nationality - to

'collectors standard'. Also Vignettes, Dioramas etc. We cannot undertake HO/OO or Wargames
figures tualess required by collectors, museums and organisations, prepared to accept the cost
of top quality work.

gPUDIO EERVICES: Those who saw the illustration of our PENINSULAR WINDMILI/FARMHOUSE on the
cover of January 'Newsletter', and read our clients comments on the subject,

will appreciate our established hi^ reputation for designing and making FIGURES, EQJIPIIEKF,,
VEHICLES, ACCESSORIES, ARCHTTECTURiOj MODELS, VIGNETTES, DllORAMAS, ETC, for Itiseums, Private
Clients, or Militaria Organisations. Any scale, subject, period, nationality. We also make
protot3rpe ('master') models for manufacturers moulding in plastic or metal. Can we quote you ?

OUR gPOCK RANGE IS EXPANDING ALL THE TIME; We offer a wide selection of metal and plastic
figures and kits, including over a 1,000 boxes of

Hinchliffe and Minifigs to choose from at leisure, plus ATLANTIC - MATCHBOX -)• ATRFIX t TAHUA
etc. Figures by LASSET- SIADDEN - ENSIGN - ROSE - BENASSI - SANDERSON - RAT LAMB - PHOENIX
MODEIS - HEW HOPE DESIGN - SCOTTISH SOLDIERS etc, and a superb collection of HAND-PAINTED
Figures, Vignettes and Dioramas which are collector's pieces of investment value. For the wa3>-
gamer aM model maker we offer John Piper TREES and Kits - Bellona Diorama Sets and Scenic
Accessories - Atlantic Diorama Sets - Modroc - Plasticard - Lichegd - Compcunds - Humbrol
Colours & Brushes - Adhesives, etc. Wargames Rules & Dice. Reference books galore from OSPBEI,
FONCKEN, BLAN0FORD, PATRICK STEPHENS, IAN ALLEN, AIMARK, DON FBATHERSTOHE and others.

MATIi ORDER SERVICE; A letter enclosing a recent order stated - "you apparently give a better
mail order service than the manufacturers themselves" which speaks for

itself. ¥e can supply anything listed above, and almost anything advertised in the English
"Military Modelling" magazine. Why not send Intemational Postal Voucher for a supply of our
special Order forms ? As we said - "If we havA'nt got it - we'll get it for you".

More news next month, meanwhile make a note of the address
PANTILES. TUNBRIDGE WEL1£. KENT. ENGLAND. (PHONE. TUNBRIDGE WELLS

(Cr# ^
Managing Dir^



(Incorporating Chas. C. Stadden Miniatures Reg.)

THE MAKERS OF FINE QUALITY MODEL SOLDIERS
INVITE YOU TO VISIT THEIR SHOPS IN THE

HEART OF LONDON

m

*25mm Tradition wargame figures.

*35mm figures by Clive Knight.

*54nnm animated figures by Chas.
C. Stadden and other makers.

*54mm Tradition figures in kit
form.

*54mm diorama figures by Alan other collector's
models.

*80mm figures by Jeff Willis. ^.^^3 souvenirs of a military
80mm figures by Alan Gaton. nature.

Plus a selection of militaria and military prints.

Gifts and souvenirs of a military
nature.

*90mm figures by Ghas. G. Stadden.

*110mm figures by Ron Cameron.

"Painted figures in most scales.

Numerous reference books and

painting guides.

Paints and brushes.

'We are the sole makers of these figures and carry the
largest and most comprehensive selection to be found anywhere.

Nearest Underground and buses: Green Park and Hyde Park Corner.
Buses to Park Lane Hilton.

For those unable to visit us please add postage and packing
on all mail orders -10% in U.K., 20% Overseas.

OPEN: MONDAY TO FRIDAY 9-6. SATURDAY 9-4.

AND FOR THE COLLECTOR OF FINE MILITARY ANTIQUES, OUR NEW MILITARIA SHOP AT

10 WHITEHORSE STREET, W.I.
(adjoining Shepherd Street)

VIEWING BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

JUST PUBLISHED AND AVAILABLE NOW—THREE NEW CATALOGUES
80mm MODEL SOLDIERS fully illustrated 50p inc. postage
54mm DIORAMA FIGURES fully illustrated 70p inc. postage

2nd Edition 54mm ANIMATED FIGURES with new additions 70p inc. postage

5A &5B SHEPHERD STREET ■ MAYFAIR -LONDON W1 Tel: 01-493 7452

DESLITH (Print Design) LTD., 30 Queens Terrace, Southampton, England


